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DIRECTOR DEFENSE INTELLIGENCE AGENCY
4 July 1999
This is the fourth edition of the Primer on the Future Threat and my final as
the Director of DIA. My intent remains to provide a thought provoking document that highlights for decisionmakers and long range planners those
threats and challenges that may emerge in the period 1999-2020 and
beyond. Over the past five years, the Department of Defense has grown
increasingly concerned with the future global security environment, in part
because of the ambiguity and uncertainty that we expect will continue to
characterize the global condition. Lacking the central threat focus of the
Cold War, we must anticipate a much broader set of challenging circumstances and conditions. This primer endeavors to help decisionmakers and
planners by illuminating key trends that will impact the world of the 21st century, identifying critical uncertainties, and addressing potential implications
for the nature of conflict and warfare.
The primer is organized into five main sections: global issues, regional
assessments, forces and science trends, the nature of future warfare, and
an outlook section. Each individual section is designed to 'stand alone;' collectively, these 'chapters' provide a comprehensive depiction of the spectrum of diverse threats and challenges confronting our nation over the next
two decades. While the message is sobering, my intent in preparing this
primer is not to instill fear or forboding. Rather, I hope that by identifying and
discussing in realistic terms the emerging threat environment, such knowledge will help leadership better understand and prepare for it.
Finally, a word about my approach to analyzing the future. For the purposes
of organization and 'readability,' this primer is presented in a linear fashion.
Accordingly, the projections and assessments depicted here generally represent a 'best estimate' in light of current trends. However, I understand that
the process of global change is essentially non-linear, that events will likely
unfold in unanticipated ways, and that the complex interaction of multiple
trends will yield startling results. I deal with this dynamic by sponsoring
numerous 'alternative futures' analyses, examining various 'wildcard' (low
probability but high impact) scenarios, and by ensuring that the process
of developing these annual primers remains dynamic in content and
character.

Knowledge is power
Insight is greater power
PATRICK M. HUGHES
Lieutenant General, USA
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I. Executive Summary
Preview of the Future Threal
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.
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Preview of the Future Threat
( U) The past ten years have been marked by dynamic change and great uncertainty.
The next decade is likely to be equally so because the basic engines of turmoil remain
largely in place. The volatile mix of global political, economic, social, technological,
and military conditions will continue to bring great stress to the international order.
No condition, circumstance, or power is likely to emerge over the next 10-20 years
that will somehow transcend these ·sources of instability' and lead to a more stable
global order.
(U) This dynamic change has spurred a dramatic increase in the operations tempo of
U.S. and allied forces. Our increased daily global engagement posture, consequently,
limits the forces and resources available to respond immediately to other, potentiall)'
more demanding, regional warfare contingencies. The same is true for defense intelligence resources. The analytic challenge of assessing the future threat has never
been greater, as a multitude of emerging trends irreversibl.Y impact the global securit~. environment. One of the most challenging trends is the increasing criticality of
information, its rapid dissemination and integration, as well as its subsequent management. Proper use of information can aid in the creation of a more benign and stable security environment, while improper use can exacerbate the current stressful
conditions.
During the next two decades a new securit~' paradigm will evolve- one in which
the United States faces a generalized global set of competitors and potential adversaries, the troubling proliferation of 'negative' technologies, and the existence andat times rapid- emergence of numerous persistent small-conflict conditions and situations. The new global condition will affect every aspect of military action, including the planning and execution of current operations, and the development of the
strategy, organization, and equipment that will shape and define our future forces.
(U)

(U) Though there is little chance the U.S. will confront a Soviet-like global militar~
challenger during the first ten years of the new century, threats and threatening conditions remain, and others will emerge over time. Collectively, the combined impact
of numerous local, regional, and transnational challenges presents a formidable
obstacle to our strategic vision. The most important of these are discussed in the five
main sections of the primer.
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''/ skate to where

the puck is going

to be, not where
it has been."
-Wayne Gretzky

I. Executive Summary
?re\'iew of tne Future Threat

REGIONAL ASSESSMENTS

GLOBAL ISSUES AND
ASSESSMENTS
Critical global issues surrounding
weapons and technology proliferation
are potentially the most dangerous and
at times the hardest to assess. The direct
{ U)

threat to U.S. forces and interests \VOrldwidc is increasing in consonance with the
proliferation of nuclear. chemical. and biological weapon~. mis~iles. and other key
technologic~. Indeed. this represents the
greatest potential threat to U.S. national
security extant.

Other critical global issues concerning demographics, resources, health, and
climate often have an indirect and less
apparent impact on our security. The
(U)

global dynamic \vill continue to spur
numerous regional and local 'crises.' Prolonged ten~tons in the Middle Ea~t. the Balkan<;, and the Aegean: significant tensions
on the Korean peninsula ; ethnic, tribaL and
religious disputes throughout many parts of
Africa; continued hostility between India
and Pakistan: ongoing border disputes
between <;everal nations; and ethnic and
political confiict in resource-rich Central
Asia- all have the potential to erupt
abruptly into larger conflicts. Meanwhile. a
host of other issues- e.g. humanitarian
emergencies, migration, health issues, and
environmental degradation- will become
increasingly problematic. International terrorism, drug trafficking, illicit arms transfers, and other criminal activity pose direct
daily threats to lJ .S. citizens, property.
resources. and intere~ts. The sophistication
and significance of these threats will likely
increase over the next twenty years.

(U) Major powers and their relationship
to each other will remain complex and
intertwined. Rus~ia and China- both
undergoing
lengthy
and
difficult
transitions- \Vill retain important strategic and operational military capabilitie-;
and likely represent our most important
long-term nation-state concerns. Other
major powers may compete more openly····among thernselve<; and with the U.S.- in
attempting to shape the future according to
their interests.
( lJ) Large regional powet·s possess aggregate capabilities and are integral to our
regional
interests.
Select
regional
power:.-e.g. North Korea, Traq. Iran-

will retain the military capability to
directly attack our allies and our interesh
with little warning. Nor1h Korea\ continued belligerence po~es some ~eriou~ concerns as well. Though analytical opinion is
divided on if and when the Koreun peninsula will be reuniJ1ed. the eventual outcome
will weigh heavily on U.S. interests in the
region.

DEFENSE SYSTEMS,
SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY
(U) Trends in armed forces and the
impact of scientific and technological
innoYation on those forces will remain a
critical component of our analysis. Nonwe~tem armed force:; will cominue 10 show
a declining trend in conventional weapon
platfom1 inventorie~, although many will
incorporate add-on '>ystems and upgrades
to improve thof>e thut remain. Selected
technological advance~ in some equipment

"Today's military leaders cannot have scientific knowledge alone.
They must be students of warfare with an imagination capable of projecting forward the principles of the past to the specific requirements
of the future."
General Maxwell D. Taylor

······----·-· -·- ········----
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Preview of lhe Future Threat

wi II improve capabi litie:-. and increase
lethality. Unconventional and asymmetric
approaches will be pursued as a cost effective and indirect method of opposing or
defending against the U .S. and its allies.
Chief among these methods will be the
incorporation of missiles and \VMD into a
greater number of military arsenals. The
use of space will increase exponentially
both for commercial and security purposes.
Impending changes and developments in
science and technology will affect not only
the way we live and work but abo the way
we conduct wmi'are.

FUTURE WARFARE
(U) The art and science of future conflict
have come under increasing scrutiny in
tandem ·with an uncertain future. The rapid
pace of militarily significant technological
advancement -particularly in the areas of
information and communications- will continue. Major technological breakthrough-; in
military capability are likely in the next two
decades . Some aspects of our technological
dominance-especially those with commercial and industrial applications- will be difficult to maintain. We can expect our
adversaries to develop and apply new or
innovative forms of asymmetric and asynchronous warfare as they seek to advance
their interests while avoiding direct military
engagement with the United States on our
tcnns.

(lJ) The idea that single e\'ents happen in
isolation and can be dealt with in a singular manner is more unlikely to be true
than ever. The global impact of technology,
the integration of global systems. the blend ing of some cultures, the etfect of long
range weapons. and the emergence of a host
of transnational threab have contributed to
the ·'networked"' world now evolving before
our eyes . The future condition of our social
order is likely to be challenged and threatened. not by a single event or opponent.
but rather by the net effect of several (or
The systemic
even many) conditions and circum'net effect' of
stances which. when combined. have
numerous small
much larger and more significant conseconflicts and
quences than may be expected.
The net e!Tect of the threats and challenges we face is the underlying theme
of this primer.

contingencies
may be equal to
the stress and
strain of a major
war ...

OUTLOOK
( U) Taken together the information in
this primer is indeed imposing and complex. This ~ection provide~ an overview,
and a brief look at key challenges, alternative forces, future concerns, and a :-nippet
of history to contemplate . ln the end.
despite our many concern <; , we live in the
greatest nation on the face of the earth and
our responsibiliti es are global. We have the
opporttmity to do much good .

"Change means the unknown ... if means too many people cry
insecurity. Nonsense! No one from the beginning of time has had
security."
Eleanor Roosevelt

---

------------------- - - - -- - ----------------········--------- - -- -- - ------ - - ------ - - -- - - -
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Overview

Overview
( U) The pace and complexity of change in the global environment is staggering. Consequently. the U.S. Intelligence Community is faced with an extremely daunting challenge in assessing the most likely outcome of this dynamic environment. But the
stakes of the Intelligence Community's efforts are no less than ensuring the safety
and security of our nation and its citizens, as well as. more directly, the military personnel charged with their protection. The forecasts in this primer are dependent on
several assumptions that are identified on page seven. The most significant of these
are the assumptions that the U.S. will remain a global power and will exert its leadership globally. Consequently, accurately assessing the future threat is of critical
importance to U.S. forces deployed around the globe.
(U) While many diverse chaJienges loom on the horizon, no global competitor on the
scale of the former Soviet Union is expected to emerge in the near term. Additionally,
many foreign militaries are in the process of scaling down their military services
while enhancing the technological sophistication of their weapons. One result of this
will be increased competition over innovative strategic technologies. While foreign
militaries are in the process of completing this transition, a hiatus in the threat of
major conflict is expected during the next ten years. For this reason, it is critical that
U.S. military strategists and planners seize this strategic opportunity to posture the
U.S. military against the f'uture threat environment and potential adversaries that
will exist in ten to twenty years.

"The purpose of forecasting is not to be right, but to avoid being
surprised."
-

- - --
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The Responsibility of Intelligence
(lT) The primary responsibility of
intelligence i~ to assist in pro-

tecting. the nation from surpnsc.
whether
by
military.
terror
and
crime, technological or
economic means. The
intelligence community accomplishes this
by remaining alert to
the changing world
environment and evolving crises and by warning decision-makers of
conditions and events that
have national security implications. Intelligence and policy mu~t evolve
to accommodate the changes in this postCold War-techno-info era. Today's environment is not conducive t() a static and setpiece warning proce~s: \ve find ourselves

simultaneously engaged in multiple
Slates or peace, cri:-.is. and war. The
warning process mu~t adapt to
the uncertain and !luid, nonlinear nature of the real
\.Vorld. ll must become
more contrarian and competitive to be mo,,t effective. Most important, it
must become an integrCited and agile system
that discard' the old paradigm~ and embrac(·~ many
sources and ideas. lntdligence
must lonk fnr the suhtk hints and
indicators that may be the only warning in an increasingly uncertain and undear
security environment As the United Stmes
Clnd ib allies draw dlJWil their armed forces ,
intelligence mu'>l continue to '·take point:· as
we tread cautiously into the future.

"Surprise is the greatest factor
in war. There are two kinds,
tactical and strategic. Tactical
surprise is an operational art.
A skilled unit commander can
generally achieve if. Strategic surprise is attained on the
political level."
-

Tom Clancy

(U) The Notional Military Joint Intelligence Center is the hub of the DoD
Indications and Warning system.

---- -- ·· ---------------------~---------- - ----- ---------------- ----------------- -----------~--------- --· ------- - -··· -- ------------------
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II. Introduction
Assumptions

Assumptions
( U) The trend~ and proj ection~ prc ~c ntcd
in thi~ pnmer arc ba~ed in part on the followtn g a\\Uillption~. If these are ahcrcd

~ tgntli l·a ntl y. then 1t i ~ rea•;onahk to
a""um e that a ran12c or uncertain co ndilton" could rc~uh.

UNCLASSIFIED

politically, economically, and

Wtti:~: c~~iinue

to •·

1 leadership ,; and remain the
preferred security partner for the community of states that
share American interests.
,. ..
Through its leadership, will deter aggresston,
resolution of conflicts, and tackle global problems.

foster

t~,- · ;:,~~cetime;

Will · remain engaged , worldwide, even
American armed forces will maintain an overseas presenc.e.
:

'

'

..,

'

'

·: '

;'

'

-~ .: .

:-·~
~.'

.

So urce: Ercerprsfi·om rhe Na rionul Securirr Smttcgy. / 998: Narwnul Militon· Strategr.
/ 997: and th e Join! Strate:{'' RC\'icw. / 9Y6

"Throughout history it has been the inaction of those who could have acted, the
indifference of those who should have known better, the silence of the voice of
justice when it mattered most, that has made it possible for evil to triumph."
-

- - - - -- - - --
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Force Protection Imperatives
(U) Assessing the nature and level of the
threat i~ critical to the safety and efTectiveness of U.S. military forces deployed
around the globe. Determinalion of the
security environment for
U.S. acces'> abroad, including short-term deployments
and long-term basing. will
be paramount.

(U) The United States ha~
between
2.30.000-240.000
troops stationed or deployed
in over 150 countries. Over
15,000 of these forces are
deployed in peacemaking and
peacekeeping
nussrons.
These numbers will decline
somewhat over the next 10
year-.: however, the National
Security Straregy reqmres

engagement using all appropriate im;trurnents of national power. Thu:-.. the level of
contact will likely increase.

(U) The 1996 bombing at Khobar Towers demonstrated the
need for greater force protection efforts.

(U) U.S. Forces are deployed worldwide to over 150 countries.

-------------------------~------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Hiatus - A Strategic Opportunity
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Among other implications. tht: uniL:'ll)' nature of the threat from weapon~
~md related technologies pre~entcd by
Lhe fom1er Soviet Union has now transformed into a distributed set of potential
threats, of which Russia is simply one.
This new condition greatly complicates
U.S. policies for technological control
and containment making the continued
proliferation of advanced conventional
weapons and weapons of mas<; destmction a certainty.
(lJ)

({))Compared to the relatively stable bipolar condition of the Cold War, the
diversity of multi-polar challenges in
this transition period has created an
extremely complex threat environment.
Simulumeously, political and economic
conditions have produced a hiatu<, in
mediurn/lnrge scale conflict over the
next ten years. Many countrie:-. are
downsiling their militaJ)" forces as they struggle with increasingly difficult domestic issu~:.''>
such as population grmvth. rt:source ..,carcity.
and economic stagnation. A:- countries reduce
the size of their armed furu~:--. they will st.•t:k to
maintain overall combat capability by obtaining innovative stratt>gic technologic<;. thus
improving the capability and lethality of their
'>maller force:--. Military planners will have tu
make judicious choices. a<; reduced domestic
procurement. declining foreign con~umption.
and other ~>pending imperatives will limit
mmy countries in their pursuit of adv;mced
technology.
( lJ J These tw-in developmt:nts-increasing
technPlog-ical potential and constrained
defen<;e spending workhvide-make competition for certain advanced military: techn~)logy,

and for uther limited and scarce capability, that
much more intense. The glnbal trend to have
more sophisticated \Veaponry compensate for
declining force strength is expected tn continue for the next decade, therebv• providinoe- a
strategic opportunity f{)f U.S. planner'> and
weapons developer<, to posture the U.S. military for the threat environment beyond 20 I 0.
By that time. the U.S. can expect possible
regional adversaries. as well a<; coalitions and
alliances of <;everal countries to challenot: or
threaten our interest<;. Vario~ts supranat~onal
groups could aho pose a direct threat to U.S.
national interests. Tn the near tem1. the one
·'wildcard.. in this scenario is Not1h Korea.
which. given the right combination of cirnJmstanccs, could pnxluce a m<~jor theater war
that \vould involve an ennnnous commitment
of C .S. forces.

The hiatus
over the next
10-15 years
in large
scale threats
provides
today's
leaders an
opportunity
to posture the
U.S. military
for the threat
beyond 2010.

"I feel the responsibility of the occasion. Responsibility is proportionate to opportunity."
-----··--·-----------····--------
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"The beginning
of wisdom is
the definition
of terms."

-Socrates
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Terrorism And Rising Crime: Moti-

vations for terrorism will remain extreme
nationali~m. ethnic tensions. religion, and
-
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( U) While many ne>v challenge~ are occurring today in the wake of the Cold War.
these challenges arc expected lO become
even more diverse and complex beyond the
hiatus (2010-2020) addres~ed on the previous page. The~e c hallenges are not only
represe nted by potential transnational
threats, which will be addressed in more
detail in the next chapter. but abo by new
economic. ~ocietal. and cultural paradigms
whose impact are of a global scale. Several
of the most prominent ''global changes' · are
addressed bdow.
(U)

•'

- :- :

---------------------- - - - -- ------ -------------------- - -FUTURE THREAT 1999-2020

economic and political disenfranchise ment .
State spomor~hip of terrorism is expected
to continue. Criminal cartels and their
activities are likely to become more sophistica ted and com pkx. They will further
involve lhemsel ves in extensive legitimate
covers for illicit business and will seek to
influence directly. through infiltration and
manipulation. all levels
government,
transnational organizations. and busine~se~.

or

(U) Global Village Phenomena: A~ postu -

lated by Marshall McLuhan, lhe global vil lage has emerged from the po:-.t-indmtrial
period. It is evolving into an informationtec hnolog y- ba~ed <,ocial order with broad
univer~al dfect, reduci ng some points of
· -- ---------·---·------ - - - - - - -
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frictinn and contlict, \vhile at the same time
exacerbating other:-..

( lT) .E conomic Determinism And Demographic Tension: Ri:-.ing population and
changing expectation~ combine with real
resource shortfall~ tn impede progre~\ and
constrain productive growth. Conversely,
in ~ome cases. exceptional economic
progress occurs. There is a growing divi~ion between the ··have~·· and ··have nots,"
which is exacerbated in specific \vays by
technology.
(Lr l Critical Uncertainties: There are critical conditiuns extant, im·luding the potential for large-~cale environmental or natural
disasters, pandemic disease. and revolutionary technological innovations. such ao;
the advent of personal wearable communications and automation systems. that have
changed anu will changt> the social order
and culture in fundamental \Vays. [terations
or waves of these changes and condition~
\Viii recur in the future.

Advanced Technology/Weapons Proliferation: The acquisition of older tech-

(U}

nology by potential adver~ari es and their
increased ability to adapt advanced technology and to use more advanced military sy'>tems is leading to an increa~ed threat
through technology proliferation. The proliferation of advanced conventional weapons and weapons of' mas~ deqruction
(WMD) will lead to enhanced warfighting
capabilitie~ that further complicate U.S.
contingency planning.
(U) Cultural Sodetal Concerns: A variety

social order. The ri~e of international personalitie<, and the narrowing of popular culture
are two of the many phenomena that are producing such change. English has become tht>
lingua franca of the era. Common computer
language~ are also facilitating the blending
of imer-societal relation..,hips.
( U) Multi-Polar· Regional Power Centers: ln the year~ ahead. no state is

expected to be able to match the worldwide
strength and influence of the U.S. in tenns
of collective politicaL economic. technologica l, military, and cultural pov,;er. However, select nations will rominely exert
influence within their own re~ iuns and
retain unique capabilitie<> tu both as~ist and
fmstrate U.S. policie~ and interest<..
(lf)

Military-Civilian

Estrangement:

Falling recruitment anu retention, aver!--ion
to con~cription, reduction<. in defense
<.pending and attendant high cost of military modernization , the Jack of per:-.onal
recollection or experience \Vith a m~~jor war
or contlict, and the u~.: of military forces to
control domestic circum s tance~ are fostering and shaping a generation that will come
of age in the ne:\1 ten years. Future leader:-.
will have a significantly reduced defen:-.e
establishment.

"We
cannot
become what
we need to be
by
remaining
what we are."
-Max DePree

( U J Diminished Efl'ects of Time and
Space: Other trend ~ include change:-. in the
value:- of time and <,pace brought about by
improved communicatinn'i and transportation. the ri<;e of new regional powe r centers
and alliances. and pres:o.ures from and for
change on <;oci<11 and c ultural circumstances. as \\;eJI as on individual people.

of cultural changes have had widespread

etted on regional and global security condi-

( lJ J

tions. Competing cultures and other societal
phenomena combine to cause change in the

Group~

Ethno-Linguistic

Pan-Nationalism:

with re~urgent political identities are
emerging along ethnocentric. theocratic, and

"The problems of the world cannot possibly be solved by skeptics or
cynics whose horizons are limited by the obvious realities. We need
men who can dream of things that never were."
- John F. Kennedy
- ----- - - ------- - - ---
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linguistic lines that in some case~, parallel
tribal or ethnic divisions dating h-om antiquity.
Often. these groups are in rebellion or oplx,sition to artificially constructed political borders
that divide cultures and pcopks.
(U 1 Political Deconfliction: Global ubiqui-

tous communications. rapid global tran:--.·
portation, and transnational mas~ media are
facilitating diplomatic effons to solve
potential conflicts before they Hare into ~ig
nificant violence. Conversely, in addition to
shortening the decision cycle. when deconfliction fails in thi~ environment, the resulting contlict is likely to be more difficult to
solve than in the past.
(U) Alliances And Supra-National
Groups: Future alliances and coalitions
will be more 11exible in their membership
and less durable than they were during
the Cold War era. Globally, an adver~ar
ial or competitive coalition, challenging
or frustrating our own security interests
and efforts over the next twenty years. i~
possible.

(U) Sub-National Groups: Coalitions may
not nece'>~arily be limited to states. Nonstate groups could cooperate for common
goals or objectives a::- well. The reemergence of city-states is also conceivable. The
ri~e of sub-regions and districts as autonomou~ economic-political bodie'> will continue over the same period. The world will
have increasingly transparent border~> .

(U) Renegade States: A group of nations

and transnational entities have engnged in
activity that places them outside the commonly accepted international norm~ of
behavior. Extreme violence. terror. and
military or para-military force are frequently involved. In some cases. this phenomenon is as'>ociated with organized
criminal groups that engage in acts that
undermine governance.
(l.J) Technology/Information Age: Though
power is not a finite re<,ource, it is showing
signs of a dynamism that is shiftjng focus to
economics and technology as the chief venues for its exercise. Underscoring both will
be the ability to quickly gather. exploit. and
usc infom1ation .

"Science and technology multiply around us. To an increasing extent they dictate
fhe languages In which we speak and think. Either we use those languages, or we
remain mute."
- J. G. Ballard

- - - -- -12
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Overview
(U) In the post-Cold War era, the former Soviet Lnion and the bipolar nature of
superpower competition have been replaced by a more diverse and multi-polar set of
generalized entities and conflict conditions. Many of the trends influencing the future
security environment can also be expected to extend beyond those of a strictly military nature. Some of these trends can have far greater influence than force l'apabilitics and in many cases can take years to reveal their full impact on securit:v. These
global issues are evident throughout the world but often are largely manifested in
developing regions such as Sub-Saharan Africa and Central Asia- regions \Vhere
people and governments typical!~' experience greater vulnerability to external forces.
\Ve should, therefore, anticipate an em·ironment in whkh issues such as economic and political viability; demographic and resource stress; health and climate
problems; and assorted challenges stemming from the proliferation of drugs, weapons, and technologies coexist. intertwine, and change seemingly at random. What is
evident ti)f the future is that all of these factors demonstrate a greater level of complexity. Some impacts appear to be instantaneous while others languish for generations. The threat of terrorism will remain a persistent problem, given the open nature
of the lJnited States as well as our presence throughout the '''orld. The U.S., despite
its prominence and leadership will witness an increasing challenge from various
transnational groups, both legal and illegal, adding to the diplomatic and economic
fray currently extant among nations over hundreds of seemingly insurmountable
issues. The spread of' diseases such as AIDS, the distribution of water, and the migration of people are but a few of the additional complex issues we face globally.
( {J)

( U) The stress is already evident on the current security environment and quite possi-

bly will worsen over the near term. lluring the foreseeable future, these broad and
complex dangers will continue to represent a formidable barrier to the emergence of
a stable, secure, and prosperous international order and will pose significant implications for U.S. military planning and force deployment. Thus. we must maintain focus
across the spectrum of global issues.

"Stupendous issues are unfolding before our eyes, and we are only
specks of dust that have settled in the night on the map of the world."
- Winston Churchill
-

- - - - --- - -···.. ·----- .. ·- - - --
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!fle Economic Envsronment

The Economic Environment
( U) Free-market econonm:s
will
be
embraced in vari o us fonns - not necessarily in congruence with the LT.S. model across much of the globe.
{lJ) Busine'>'> and industry will continue

a

marked dynamism that will lead multinational corporations to become global --- or
true transnational - corporations. A mobile .
global workforce, vvhich is developing, will
be the foundation . Regional economic blocs ,
or economic leagues. will emerge as a result
of increased competition .
(lJ) Ad-vancement s in telecommunications

and computing . \:vh!ch ll'>hered in the information-technology era. will continue to
change and evolve at a fast pace. Electronic

commerce \Viii become the :-,tandard for
trade. Government'> \viii see their span of
control over the general population challenged. Individu a ls may set' greater indepen dence if government~ fall behind.
lnfonnation will be readil y available - --· to mnsl of the glpbe. By
2000, there will he approximately 200 million
internet user'> worldwide. with the number of
web site<; doubling every 50 day~. Ditlkulties
vvill arise from ''infomuttion overlond" of
unfiltered clatl. New condition.~ will compel
us to question our concepb and beliefs . \Ve
will not be sure about what we see . hear, read.
or "en-;e in the futurt' becau'>e informnti~m
and tedu1ology will modify circumstances in

(lJ)

instantaneou~ly

radical ways. We will become a hyperculture
acting in "technotime-· and cyberspace more

than real time and actual spacl'. That i-... to <.,ay.
lime will become more relative to the spel'd
and pace nf technology.

"The most incomprehensible thing about the universe is that it is at all
comprehensible.,.
- Albert Einstein

-

14
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--China
(exchange rate)
·····China PPP

(U) Shown are forecasts of total GNP using exchange rates and GNP based
on purchasing power parity (PPP) for selected countries. Obviously, no economy will enjoy smooth uninterrupted growth - these forecasts are averaged
over 20 years, rather than attempting to predict year-to-year performance.
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(U) A major difficulty in comparing GNP

between countries i~ how to convert currencies. Converting by currency exchange
rates tends to underestimate economies that
are not fully open and market-based. ~uch
a~ China's, while exaggerating an economy
like Japan's with a ~trong currency and high
domestic prices. They ah.o depend heavily
on the exchange rate chosen. and may not
reflect underlying economic trends. Conver~ion ba~ed on purchasing power parity.
on the other hand, may overstate the real
strength of developing economic:- and is
very problematic as a basis for long-range
forecasts.

UNCLASSIFIED

2005

2010

2015

2020

(U) China. for example. appears h) be the
world's largest economy in 2020 by PPP.
hut small by exchange rate conversion.
Each conversion show~ part of the picture,
but the truth i~ somewhere in between. In
addition, China·~ huge population ensures
its per capita wealth will remain low. no
matter ho\v it is measured.
(lJ) Japan'~ prospects depend on hmv it
deals with the structural roots of it<. current
crisis and with demographic shifts as its
population ages over the next 20 years.

FUTURE THREAT 1999-2020
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(Source o f data· World Bank World Development Indic ators 1998; UN Worlc1 Population Prospects: l r .e 1906
Revis1o n. Assumpt1ons: US 3% GNP growtt1. Jopan 1% througl< 200 1, 3% thereafter· China 8% declining to 5%;
Russia I% rising to 5%)

Thi~

foreca<;t assum~s full success in both
failure will produce a much lov..'er
GNP for Japan by 2020.

and UN population fore casts.

effort~:

(0 ) GNP forecasts for olher key countries
m-e summarized below. ba~ed nn exchange
rate conversion. in comtant 1996 dollar~.

projected from World Bank 1996 figures

~Recent

global financial crises 11<1\'e had
a nt?gative impac t on global growth rate
projections. For the near term , the rate ~)r
growth should average 2.1 y:,;-. and beyoml
2000. growth in real terms should average
around '2.7clc.
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The Security Environment

The Security Environment
NATION-STATE TRENDS
(lJ) States will continue to be the pri-

mary political entity, hmvever. supranational group'> Vl'ill make their presence
known and will play an increasing role
in international deci~ionmaking. The
reernergence of city-state'> i'> conceivable. The ri'>e of st1b regions and district'>
as autonomou~ economic-political bodies will continue over the same period.
The world will have increa-;ingly transparent border'>.

Dissolution,
Fragmentation, & Failure

(U) Kosovar Albanians prepare to vote ... part of
the prelude to the conflict in 1999.

( U) The nation-<,tate \vill remain the primary institution of political identity. Howeve; authority and allegiance increasingly
are being challenged and eroded. re~ulting
in more frequent instance~ of political di~
solution and failed states.

• A failed state is one where the g(nernment is unable to fundion. and no
effective state is left. as in the case of
Somalia.
• Political dissolution or revolution
may come about through a regime
change. a change in the system of
government, or political fragmentation, as with the Soviet Union. Yugoslavia, and C:zechoslova[..ia.

( U 1 Pre<;sure on the societal and governmental fabric of nation-states will grow
over the next two decades. Thi-: pressure
will come from above (through globalization of the world economy and transnational ancl multinational irv.;titutions) and
from below (as reflected in the growing
power and influence of region:-,. cities. subnational groups, and individuab).
1U) In the developed world, this changing

condition raises the po'>sibility that one or
more adv<mced, modern state:-. will weaken

to the point where di'>solution or ~cces'>ion
mav he the preferred political and econor~ic solution. Though unlikely. some
:-,tales may deteriorate to a point where they
are unable to function. bringing on failure.
Such an event could be profoundly destabilizing for a region and quite possibly the
world.
H>,~lFJ State failure will
be more common in the
developing world. ln the
future. demographic and
resource
infrastructure
pre~sure'> -- m
concert
with poor governancewill increa<>e the likelihood of fragmentation.
The economic interdependence that already
exi-.ts
worldv•.:ide
has
proven to be both a benetit and hindrance to state
viability. Though not a
given. economic failure . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ,
could become a precur~or to :-,tGte failure. The
collap'>e of some key
"ri~k..

~tales.

\Vould have profound implications for
the United States.
' (b)(1) ,1.4 (c)

SEC~H/PIOFO~PI
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Alliances And
Coalitions
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New Alliances May Arise

--

- Sino-Russian

- Pan-African

- Sino-Asian

- latin Amerlcan

- Pan-Islamic

- North American

- European groups

-Transnational
group cooperation

(U) Future alliances and coalitions will be
more flexible in their memberships and
even les<; durable than they were during
the Cold War era.
~One

can imagine ~everal possible alliance~ or coalitions that, if formed, would
pose significant challenges to U.S. security
interests. I

(b)(1 ) ,1.4

I Globally, a lirmted adversarial or competitive coalition, challenging or
fru~trating our own security interests and
efforts, is possible during next 20 years.
Such a coalition would not nece~sarily be
limited to stateo;;; non-state groups could
cooperate for common goals or objectives.

L....,-....,..----__,..,1

(U) Boris Yeltsin and Jiang Zemin search for
common ground to improve economic and
political relations.

Union members have begun acting as a
bloc with alternative solutions to U.S. supponed plans to stem the wave of economic
crises. These motiom against or in contrast to U.S. policy in the variou~ world
institutions present no security threat in
themselves. but do hamper U.S. influence
in resolutions, treatie'>. conventions. and
other decision~. One of the greatest detriments that can arise is from a UN Security
Council decision ~or indecision ~ that
is out of step with U.S. security goals and
objectives. The lack of overall IMF success in stemming the Ru:o.sian economic
crisis and the arrearage of U.S. UN dues
have emboldened both friend and foe to
buck U.S. leadership. Prolonged degradation of U.S. influence could damage long
term perceptions of U.S. leadership.

Supranational Institutions
(U) Of the emerging supranational imtitutions. the United Nations. International
Monetary Fund (lMF), and World Bank
exert the most inlluence on the United
States. Correspondingly, the U.S. still has
significant influence in all three institutions, although it is experiencing increased
challenges to ih position. Pmticularly in
the UN. '>dected member state~ have
become antagonistic over the perceived
singularity of U.S. machinations on global
and regional issue'>. In the IMF, European

--~-----·-·----·-··-··
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(U) Some UN operations such as UNSCOM
can become circumstantially integral to
U.S. foreign policy.
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Top 7 Designated Contributors to the UN
United States: 25*%

Top 5 Contributors to IMF
United States: 18.25%

Japan: 17.98%

Japan: 5.67%

Germany: 9.63%

Germany: 5.67%

France: 6.49%

France : 5.10%

Italy: 5.39%

UK: 5.10%

UK:

5.07o/~'

1998 Total IMF Resources

Russia: 2.87%

$219 billion

1998 UN Operating Budget
*The U.S. Congres~ i' the proces• of
reducing this contribution to :!0 1k as a
contingent on releasing back payments to
the UN.

$18 billion

(U) IMF Director Michel Camdessus of France has been directly
involved in international economics since 1966. From the Andes to
Zambia, Camdessus has wielded the financial clout and savvy of
the IMF. As a globalist, he continues to stress the need for a united
international effort to make the global economy function better
while at the same time frustrating national agendas - such as in
Russia - with perceived "heavy-handedness."

Non-state Groups
1U) Non-state groups particularly nongovernmental organizations (NGOs) -have
increased in number. are exerting more
international influence, and are exhibiting
greater transnational cooperation. The
United Nations is increasingly relying on
NGOs to a~sic;t in it~ economic. social, and
security mission:-.. A:-. of 1998. more than
1.500 NGOs have UN wn:-.ultative staLUs.
and at least another 26.000 are regi~tered
with the lJN. The growing intluence ofnon:-.tate groups ha<; hNh bent~·fits and dra\\'backs. Many of the~e groups can fill need~
where government:-. fall short, but their presence in a given area or circumstance ha-;
.;ometimes increased the complexity of the
geopolitical environment. In future security
environment~. they vvill be u:-.eful in providing humanitarian infrastructure and information to facilitate peacemaking: operation<;.
thus allowing military per.;;onnel to focus on
security t~nd peace enJi)rcement.
.. ·------···-- --
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"If everyone contemplates the infinite instead of
fixing the drains,
many of us will
die of cholera."
-John Rich

(U) International organizations such as the
Red Crescent have increasing inftuence
on U.S. decisions concerning Operations
Other Than War (OOTW)/Peacekeeping
operations.

( U) The changing economic environment.
the evolving role of the natiun-state. and the
growing int1uence of '>Upranational institutiom and mln-state groups are all factors
contributing to the development of a nl"W
security paradigm.
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Cooperative partners: Thc'>c arc '>late~ that
generally '>hare U.S. value~ and Interest"
and can he viewed a~ military allic~.
Non-compliant Competitors: State~ that
generally do not conform lo U.S. values
and inten~<;ts but arc not military adversaries. They do not engage in direct violence
against u·.s. interests. hut may engage in
policies or act~ that compromise or endanger U.S. goah and objectives.
Renegades: State<; that conform to values
and interest'> that are contrary to those of
the U.S., but lack the economic or military
wherewithal to actively oppo!-.e the U.S.
Adversaries: States that engage in unacceptable behavior, l'requcntly involving
military force and violence. These state-;
constitute current or potcnt1al enemie-;
agatnst \vhom the U.S. must con<;idcr the
use of mi I itary force.

by this ne\v paradigm i!-. dynamic. ami the state~ within it arc
in constant interaction. The ~.:mcgoric~ of the
paradigm thcm~elvcs are fluid and in some
ca~e~ not mutually exclusive. At any particular moment a state may be a compliant
partner and a non-compliant competitor cirClllmtantially. Although it i~ not [Xhsible for
(U l The system generated

(U) The U.S. is working closely with former Soviet satellites and
republics such as Lithuania, incorporating them more into an
evolving European security architecture.

a state to be a renegade or advcr..,ary and
~imultanl"ously to be anyth1ng dse. it j.., possible to move from renegade/adversary ~la
tus to something le~~ confrontational over
time. Similarly, the environment 111 whJCh
these '>tatcs intcract tluctuates constantly.
The evolving conununity of nations \Viii
inliuencc the action~ of i ndi\ idual \tate.., and
also be influenced by them. and at any t11ne
emergency conditiom could ha\c a profound impact on the interactive dynamic of
the "Yslem.

"Let
us
never
negotiate out of
tear. But let us
never
fear
to
negotiate."
- John F. Kennedy
Inaugural Address

(U) New recruits conduct drill at an
unidentified Hamas training camp.
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The Security Fnvnonmenl

SIMULTANEITY
(LT) The dynamic and uncertain nature of
the emerging ~ecurity paradigm make~ the
idea that '>ing:k events will happen in isol;1tton and can be dealt with in a -;ingular
manner more unlikely than ever. It is likely
that several '>eparatc events or critical l·onditinn'> will occur ~umdtaneously. and the
effect of their ~imultaneous occurrence will
be compounded and magnilkd.

(Ll) Anticipating <t threat environment in
which there will be multiple situatiom
requinng a dtrect military rc:-.pome is critical to contingency and operational planning. The global engagement posture of the
U.S. milit<try on any given day already limits the forces <tvailablc to respond immediately to any new cri<.i~. Folding these

limitations into crisis and operational planning will he crucial to ensure that those
plans are both realistic and achte\ahlc. and

could have an impact on uur P\·crall force
structure in the future.
( U) Further e'<.acerbating thi-.. problem. the
global impact of technulogy. the intcgr<Hion
of economic system~. the blending of some
culture~. the effect of long range weapon~.
and a ho~t of transnattonal is:-.ue.s have contrihuted to a "networked'" world we see
cvol ving before our t>yes. The networked
effect of -..cveral (or even many) condition~
and circumstances will compound the problem of ~imultaneity. rroducing far greater
and more ~ignificant con:,equenu~~-

UNCLASSIFIED

The cumulative
effect of several
small conflicts
and crisis
conditions could
approximate a
large war effect ...

Global mobility and force structure adaptability are key facets of
the U.S./ Allied response mechanism.

---------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------- ------------------ ----------------------------
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Transn alronollssues

Transnational Issues
UNCLASSIFIED

Techno
.
Techno
Regional
surprise
Wars
Larger
Conflicts
Absence of
/Leverage

Terrorism ~Multinational
OPS
" ' - . Subnational
Umbrella

Energy, Land ,
Water, Food
Urbanization

Risin~

Transnational
Crime
Use By
Subnationals
New Areas
Insurgents

Toward An
Uncertain
Future
(U) There i ~ little chance the United State~
will co nfro nt a Soviet-like global mil1tary
chall enge during the next 20 yea r~. :\cverthel e'>.~. threat~ and threatening condition~
exi~t today. and other~ will emerge mer
time. Many of the<.,e threat!> will tran~ccnd
nati ona l houndarie~: thus their occurre nce
\vi II have tran snati onaL and ofte n g lobal.
implicati o n~ . A repre..,entative ~amp l e of

"uch thrcah and condi tion~ (by no mean~
an all-lllclu~i,·c II :-.t). i ~ depicted in the
ahmc graphi c. \lto:-.t of the ~e i-;.,uc-; will be
<H.Idre ..,..,cd In detail 111 the followmg ~ection.
Tho~c ~~~uc" that more direct ly relate to
future co nll1 cl. :-.uch a~ Inform ation vvarfarc
and com en! iona l con ll ict. wi II be addre.,!>ed
in Chap ter VI.

"There is no independent variable upon which all other variables depend. There are
only interrelated variables, boundless in complexity. Faced with this maze of causal
influences, unable even to trace all their interactions, the most we can do is focus on
those that seem most revealing for our purposes and recognize the distortion implicit
in that choice."
- Alvin Toffler
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POPULATION GROWTH
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Population by Region
Oceania

Oceama

La lin
America
Oceania

Europ~

North
America
Latin
America
Africa

.
Asia

flJ) By the year 2000. the global population will ju~t exceed 6 billion. The population i~ expcckd to ri~e to abo ut 7.6 billion
by 2020*. About 201Ji of the increase will
occur in India and China. which LOgelher
will accuunt fl)r about J)IJ . of the world '~
population . H1rth l'()lltrol practices will
begin to ~how their impact in China. India.
with an apparently ineffective program 111
place. will continue to sec its population
spiral upward. Some 95 (./r, of the Earth's
population gnm:th i~ npected to take
place in the poorer nations. Only 5 1w will

occur in the developed vvorld. \Vhile negative growth i~ expl'cted for Europe. Rus-,i;)
and Japan. Rapid population growth will
exacerbate already difllcult conditions in
many part~ of the developing world. lead-ing to mnre in'>tability. Lunge vity in the
developed world will kad to yet another
~d of ~ocial problem~- from inadequate
medical care ro aging v·;orkforces. The
need for replacement worker:-. \viii play an
increasing part in future deci~ions on
immigration policies in North America
and Europe.
UNCLASSIFIED
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Most Populated Countries

2020

2000
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)

China: 1.3 billion
India: 1 billion
United States: 278 million
Indonesia: 213 million
Brazil: 169 million
Pakistan: 156 million
7) Russia: 146 million
8) Nigeria: 129 million
9) Bangladesh: 128 million

10) Japan: 126

1) China: 1.4 billion
2) India: 1.2 billion
3) United States: 322 million
4) Indonesia: 264 million
5) Pakistan: 248 million
6) Nigeria: 215 million
7) Brazil: 208 million
8) Bangladesh: 171 million
9) Russia: 135 million

'!'~~~~--------------------···------1 0) Mexi<:_~:---~-~~- million

_______________ __j

·;· ( U) This f1opulorwnj1gure docs not tal..e into fit!/ wnwllt the onnopurnl dear Its hrought
al1ollt hy AIDS ( Sl'l' ll EALT/1 IS'SU ES! or the' {lote!lfwl impact o( the gunnng trend in
iu{crrilitr in sonu· rcgtons. Tlte.1c jiiC ton co/1/d rcduc 'i' rlzc 2020 g/oha/ populannn tim·c·asl hv ahem/ I r,(
-
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Ill. Global Issues and Assessments
TronsmJiionai Issues
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Urbanization in the Developing Regions
Laton America & Caribbean

Middle East

North Africa

Sub Saharan Africa

Asia

Megacity = 30 million or more people in a contiguous urban
area.

over half of the world's popula tion will live 111 urban areas. Th1:; growing
urbanin1tion \vill have a ~ignificant impact
in the developtng world, where infra~ truc
ture i~ ea~ily .~tn' s ~ed. More and more. the
fate or ci til''> will determinl.' the fate of
nation:- and region~. Each year :,omc :20-JO
million of the world's poorest people move
from rural to urban L'O llt"'· including the
Third World\ ""megacitie~ . " These high
rate ~ ~)r urbani n ttlon mean that future warfare i~ more likely than in the pa~t to occur
in urban areas. It also m~:.·an s that health and
-;annation infrastructures may be overwhelmed. leading to increased mfectiou~
and chronic di~ea~e. These condition-,
(l_f) By 2020.

reduce productivity and retard national
den; lopment.

- ------------··-···-- ·------· -- - ---·-- ----···------------------ ----------·------------------ -- -- --·--------------------- ------ - - -- - ---------------------------
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RESOURCE SCARCITY
There is no clear indication of long-term crisis in the supply of
any critical resource, but temporary and localized shortages
and distribution problems may cause instability and conflict.

( U) Move'> by mdividual nation'> to control
fresh water ~upplie.~ already contribute to
regional ten<;iom. Future conflicts are
increa1-1ingly likely a~ population growth
and improving: living standard~ incJTa'-e the
demand for fresh water.
ilJ) The worldwide demand fur tlsh ha<; been

"It wasn 'f raining when Noah
built the ark."
- Howard Ruff

rising '>tcadily. \'\ilh -.ccurity implication~ for
nation:-. that depend on thl'> 11nite hut renewable resource. Worldwide. 13 of the 17 principal !1~hing zuncs are depleted Dr in steep
decline. Unless properly managed. problems
over 1isheries are expected to wor..;en in the
future because of intense competition among
!i~hing tleet~ and ti-.hing nation". The
demand for mea£~ and cereal<, will abo ri~e
and ~train production and di'>tribution '>Y~
tems. particularly in the developing world.
The leveling off nf grain yield-;. water depletion and population gwwth will exacerbate
the problem. By 2020, the developing world
will be con'>uming roughly 60Si of the
world's meat supplie:-.. The challenge will be
in maintaining timely distribution without
~igniJ1cant long term di:-.ruption.
(l!) Strategic minerals and energy resource.;,

present yet another problem with national
-,ecurity overtone~. The concentration of
key resomce-.; in urhtable regions . .;,uch a~
the Per~ian Gulf. the Cauca~us. and Central
and West Africa. will he of great economic
and political concem. High dependence on
a region "uch as the Gulf will make the
world economy vulnerable to temporary
political-militar; '>hocb.
(U) It i:-. rea"nnahle to as'>ume that ~ome
deficiencieo;, in global resources will be
overcome by new nr adv;mced technologico,

(U) Relief operations in the failed state of
Somalia have been underway for the better
part of a decade. The underlying problems
in infrastructure and resource distribution are
certain to remain problematic well into the
next decade. Meanwhile, the conflict continues.

as \Vdl as rctlncments in agricultural practices. Indu-.try and ~cicnce are comtantly
nploring more efficient \vays to extract
and utilize existing resource". But re~ource
solutiom are often expensive. technologically challenging. difficult. and timc-con\Uming to implement. Thu.;,. local and
regional re<.,ource scarcitie1-1 will remain a
problem well into the future_

HEALTH ISSUES
( U I Globally. health care availability and
accessibility are unevenly di..,trihuted and \\ill
remain so. lndu,triali~:ed countrie" enjoy the
highest :-.tandards of health care ever. while
many developing countrie" are unable to
meet even the most ba~ic health need.;; of
their citizenry. Health care delivery in developin~ countrie.., vvillnot improve appreciably
and. in many c:.~se<;. \vill deteriorate further
hccause or at ka ..;,t one of the follmving:

.~~---------------------------------------·---~------------------------·-------~-----·
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• Poor ~conumic~

• Extremely 10\v per capita health care
exp~nditur~:-.

• Inadequate health care infrastrudur~
including 10\v-quality pcr~onneL and
poor organitation and health care
facilitie~

• Lack of JX•Iitical will to make '> ignilicant chang~
• Overwhelming morbidity and mortality from endemic and epidemic infectiou~ di-,~a:-.e<,

Infectious Diseases
(LJ 1 Complacency toward infectious di~
ea">cs ha~ emerged from two fabc a~'illlllp
t ion'i: that microbe~ \verc biulogically
~tationary targets and th<H disea~es would
r~main g~og raphically :-.cque-.;tenxl. The
current and like ly future cp1d~miological
~ituations
-.hovv the fallacy of tho:-.c
a~-.umptions. Of th~ C'>timated 52 million

ckctth-., in 1997, infcctioth di-.ea~c:-. kd all categoric<, of
death, killing at lca~t 17 million pcup k . At k;)q 29 preYiou~Jy unknown di-,casc-; hav~
appeared globally ~ince 1973.
and 20 well-knt1wn one-. haw
re -emerged, often with th.'W
drug r~~istance or in deadlier lorm~.

Thc-,c cmergrng pathoge ns gen~rall_y
are not 1\C\vly c\nlvcd_ hut became newly
recogni zed ur spread into populations
OCCaU<;e o f c hange~ In COtnllk'rCt', culture.
environment. religion. technology . and the
globalization or human<,/animal~/produch.
( U)

(U) Emerging and re-emerging infectinu-;
disea<>e:-- arc more univer~<.tlly recogni zed a~
at lc<L"t variable" m, if not outnght threats

to. global and national :-.~c urity. Humanitarian -.,ituations requiring U.S. and coalition
military intervention will e~calate, placing
deployed force<, at increased risk of inkctious di:-.ease:-. \Vhcn supporting complex
contingency opcratiom m developing
nations.

Infectious
diseases will
continue to
be the
number one
cause of
death
worldwide.

UNCLASSIFIED

1997 Global Deaths by Infectious Disease and Method of Transmission
Person-to-person
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Ill. Global Issues and Assessments

! U) Z1mbabwe
example:

AIDS in the 21st Century

prov1de~

a disturbing

(l!) At lea~t 30 mi Ilion peopk are now

infected with Human lmmunoddiciency
Vim. . (HfV) worldwide: unless a cure i~
found. mo~t will die within the next 5-l 0
year~.

•Mo~t

(21 million) of the infected are
in Sub-Saharan Africa.

• Since the '>larl of the Acquired Tmmunodefici em-y Syndrome (AIDS) pandemic in ll)Xl. over 12 million people
have dit•d.
• Tuberculo~1~ co-infection will continue to account for at least one-third
of the deaths.
• Effective national public hea lth cducati~m program~ in Thailand and
Uganda have dcmomtrated that by
chang1ng human behavior. Hl V incidence can be ~ lowed and perhap~
rever... ed.
( Lf) Worldwide. the number of people

\vith HIV /A IDS w ill continue to
increase for at least another decade, to
upward~ of 60 million. HIV/AlDS will
be controlled 1n indu~triali :tcd cuuntries
becau~e nf a ! fordable therapy and effective public education program'>. In
(k ve lopin g countries. howev er. the problem posed hy AIDS will be far worse.
South and Southea<;t Asia \\ill experience an explosion m HJV infections (2030 million) in th e next 10 y~ar '> with
most dying in the following 10 year~.
Ukraine and Belarus art> headed for
severe AIDS epidemic-.. and Ru s'> ia
may soon follmv . HIV infection in
Sub-Saharan Afric1 will '>!abili/t· at
20-30 million but will remain an economic and societal milhtone. Sub Sahar<~n Africa could lose more than
60 million peopk by 2015. South
Africa. ll a\ 1ng under repnrted HIV I
AIDS in it~ blacl- population. is now
co nfront ed with a problem a:- ~cwre
as that of most of Sub-Saharan Africa .
- -- -
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• Over J()!i( of the ge neral population!\
HTV infected.
• l·ligll-ri "h. urban and rural pupulatinns
are 86(/(. and 72 ~( . HlV positive.
respectively.
• AIDS has reduced life arx-ctancy from
60 to ..J.O years about the same as it
wa'> tor Africa in the mid-I 95lls.

• L1fe expectancy may be
reduced in the next 5 years .

further

(Ul The cycle of inadequate health care and
acute di sease. combmed with incr~asinf
population and hi gh populatinn density.
malnutrition and under-nutrition. and
emerging and re-emerging inkctinu'> di"ease". I,\ ill continue to help gennate societal
in~tability with con ..,~quent humanitarian si tuation'>, po,-;ibly re"ulting in U.S. or coalition military inten.cntion. Widespread
Infectious di;;ea'e in the developing world
will also place U.S. and coalition force'> at
increased ri sk when panicipatmg in contingency operations in underdeveloped countries. Th1rd Wnrld military participation and
medical read ine-;<; wi ll have ~ignitkanl
implicatinn~ for coati linn ope rat ion;;.

Non-Infectious Diseases
( U J lJ rbani:t ation. climat iL· change. poor
food and water qualit y. poor to nunexi:-,t cnt san itation sy<;tCill'>. and low hygiene
standard'> will contribut~ hl an incrt'a ~ed
worldv.;ide incidence of infection~ dJsea-.,e.
Poorly controlled indu~triali1ation Ill
developing L·ountric:- '"' ill r~·sult in aL·ute
and chronic non-infectiou . . di<,cascs result ing frnm exposuJe to chemicals. including
h~a'' Y 111\.'tah that pollute air. \Vater. <,oil
and/or food . Such di.,~ases may not only
affect th~ i ndigenou~ and transnat ion;tl
populact' , but al-;o troops deployin); to
"u~' h are;~'-., and the pop ulatiun of countric:. .
that import L'O ntamin ated food s a" a rcqJlt
~lf the g.lnbali;ation of food supplies. (\)n-

·········· ········· ················ ·······----·--· · · - - -- --······ ··· ··· ········ ····· ····· ····· ······-··-- · - - -
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tinu ed ~h iplllc n t ~1r c llt'lllical and rad Jl'log\va~tc lllatcri ah fr(llll indu~triali;cd
nauor" tP developin g ~.·mmtrie~ ""' '' exacerbate c;... i-,un g probkln'>. Sulutinn'> to
thc'>e ch;tiJCll~C\ \v iii nul '>Cl' frui t!Oil for the
fore~eeab!e futu re <l'> rc~ou rce prioritic:-. will
center on ··quick li \c:-" and "LI.~tmning economi c prmluctiYity

'cal

(U) Heavy snow in Kosovo hampered monitoring of the growing crisis and placed limitations on the level of hostilities and violence
that had occurred during warmer weather.

THE ENVIRONMENT
im paLt th,ll human~ <ll'l' h,l\ mg on
1tw en' ironnwnt <ttKI dimate j, quite
apparc nl, p:trli\.'UI<Irly 1n the dt:\t'I<.'Jllll~
regitm' \\here dcfoi·c~tatil'IL dl'-..crtilkation. <tiKI ind u-,rri al i; ,n iPn art' the lc adlllf'
ill dkch. :\ddJl! Oit<~ ll). tilL' lkd me m tilL'
nwnhcr ol pL1nl\ and anim:ll '>Jll'Ctc' ha-.
llllpil Cl llOil~ J'm illl11ldll health <llld dtt:l.
The h •n g-lcnn l'l •l1,l'lJlk'Jt..:c~ J'run 1 diitn-1l.i 1The

afL'

t (\

e~..· •J '>)'->! C ill '- .u \: ~ri ll Ull knm.,

n. hut

' u~· h chan_:2L'' ullllll<Hely Gil l C\ llltnhuk' to

(U) Pollution in developing countries is a
significant factor in increasing instances
of non-infectious diseases.

llhtahilit:

C<•nll iL"L

,) J

op~.' rU1ton' nl<IY

tit..'

Ck">lructlllll

Futut\'

"Hyperbole is a
characteristic of
the information age.
What starts as a
little story is suddenly
all over the news
and the Internet.
Information feeds
on itself, and this is
true for the weather."
-Stu Ostro

milll<ll'}

<lr <l rc '> pun''' tP l'll\ IHJil ll'IL'll tal tcr mri-..m.

Life Science Technologies
( L l BI<ll.,~ ~hn•'lot'ic al ach ,lllcc:- \\ ill c•m tinuc
to l'C'dl JtJ ti,,ni ;c lnL'I. iJ G d and ph<lllll <l l 'C LIIIC:tl
llldt htl !<''>. One <~ J "C.l of pro~:.r~.·-..-, \~· r]J h,· rh ~.·
d1.' \ l'iUJll11 1.'11{ uC Ill'\\" <1pj11"0iidiC'> :tlld Jlfl !d Ull' hll- dJ:t~nchm g. !r~.'Hlint-. and pk\'t' nlln_:..:
ink·CI. J< IU\ <llld llPII- IIllCctillll\ di~~.·:t'l''.. (lnl ~
the LWih<~ n :u 1d lllilll:lr) '>I.Tlnh of lndu:-tri;il i;cd ~.·uuntnc-..
li Lh '''

1.'< lll

:.dh,rd

t:tr mark cll:d

I IHl'> l

Thi~

•>I the prod-

ha-.. 1111pru\'l'd

'-.,, !li an hea lth c <l l't' ,tn d medh:al t e:td Jne~' 111
the Jndu :- ln<tllll'li '""rid hut ha '> (hm~.· little til
;mpt <. '\ .: tk'<lllh til d,,, l'IP[1illfe rcgiPII' . Tl11 ~
l!\'lld \\il l nnt ~..·han!!_~· 'o\1<'11.
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~u d1 a~ th~..· Iraq i'- "'-'lti ng tire tn llU Jll Cl'l'll "
ud '' c lh dunn ~ tli c ir \\ ith dr<t\1 ,d frolll
Kuwait in !ll<)J. "-i<IIllrall y ''L'l'lllrll\;1

\\ L'<tlhcr p<tllcrn ' :tml JJ;Jtur,il di ·,;t, kr' ;;],o
h<t\ C ~ i g n lf t Gt nl ',L'clll'lt~ impllL'<Jli(l ll 'o. -\
milit::ry r'-''fl<~11'>L' '" ~: tutur:!l dJ,,l,k' r \\ 1th
lll,Ul -!1'1,Hil' dl1~dLi i ) c!fL't·h. 'lh:!J ~l' 'l'LUnll:;
:Hh.i ~~ •nt1 oiling :tn -:-tiiilqu,tkc -d:n ;;a~c'-1
nuclc,tr l\'.tCll'J. lllU\l al-..o he ,ullit·IJ'<Ill'<1

C lll

Global Warming
(l ' ; \Jtl"'ugh ,,h,,•n cd
~.· l1malt' <Jtl' tl\ll ~

hL' :lltnhutcd

The Weather Channel

include intcrdicti o11 to halt meteorology supervisor
o f ,t pmtt~.:uLtr l~l',)'>Y'> Il'111 - - - - - - - - - - - -

Lh,w g~.·,

m

~l,·h ~ d

cl '-ll ttiL·icnt in m .tgniitH_k tl'

I< 1 :.tnllli·( ' Pl'~·-·n IL' incrc;:,L'' ; ::
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(U) Chinese troop support during floods.

greenhouse gase~. the effects of global
warming mu~t not be di~cotmled. The potential for impact on global temperature~. precipitation, stonn patterns, and sea leveb
could alter agriculture. water supplies, phy,iological and mental health. related infrastructures, and the security environment.
(U) The rate of sea level ri~e has increased
steadily since 1650. with strong acceleration
at the end of the 19th century. This increased
r..1tc of rise may or may not corTe! ate with global warn1ing.. Still, there are implications for
the developing world where large portions of
the population reside in urban centers in
coastal and delta regions. The challenge will
be for governments m these regions to
respond effectively with limited resources to
natural and humanitarian disasters.

Weather Patterns and Natural
Disasters
Cyclical dwnges in climate have direct
and indirect implication<; for states and
regions. Flood~ and prolonged droughb
pose seriou!> threat~ to public health and
':.ecurity and can lead to significant eco-

(lJ)

-

30
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nomic Josse~. In unstable regions, ~uch
conditions can funher ~tress governments
and infrastructures. The 1997 forest tires in
Indonesia contributed to the unre~t brought
on by the 1998 economic crisi'>. which has
continued into I 999. Severe weather also
can have significant short and long-term
security implications and. therefore. merit
forecasting and incorporating into intelligence e.-;timates. The major agricultural
areas of eastern Ukraine and southern Rus~ia were unfavorably dry in mid- J998. and
late wet weather hampered the harvesting
of the limited crops. Given the Russian economic crisi'> and the limited food stores.
harsh weather in subsequent years could
prove disastrou~. Long-terrn meteorological forecasting remains somewhat undependable but '>till prudent for military and
political planning. Projected advances in
instrumentation, methodology, <md proces~ing of atmospheric and related data will
improve these forecasts and mah· them
more relevant in the analytical process.
(lJ) In the next 20 years. a number of cli-

mate-related natural disasters will occur
that will result in the need for military support operations. Example~ are the 1997 forest fires in Jndone'>ia and the devastation
wrought on Central America by Hurricane
Mitch in 1998. Because of the breadth and
depth of its logistics and suppo rt capabilities, the lJ .S . military will continue to be
used as a primary respome mechanism. It is
also conceivable that. in the next 20 years.
U.S. armed forces will have to respond to
one of the~e disasters under non -permissive
conditions.
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MIGRANTS - REFUGEES DISPLACED PERSONS
(lJ) Over the past three years. the number of
persons of concern to the UNHCR (UN
High Commissioner for Refugees) ha'>
dropped v.orldwide to just over 22 million.
This is down from a record high of 27 million in 1995. Including the UNHCR persons
of" concc•m , there are currently an estimated
50 million people who have been forced
from their homes around the world. There
have been notable increases in portions of
Africa. Europe, and No1th America. During (U) Makeshift homes such as these hove
the nt-xt 20 years. the L'Ontinuing disparity become integral to the landscape in many
bdween rich and poor countries; rising ports of Africa and ore indicative of the persisnationali sm; the fragmentation of existing tence of demographic strains on the continent.
states; ethnic. religious, political , and tribal
~trife; natural disasters; and the fonnation of
competing entitie:-. will generate new flows ber of refugee~ in Europe with over 277.000.
of migrants. refug~X" . and internally dis- The majority of these have found their way
placed persons. Humanitarian emergencies nnnh from the Balkans. Consequently. Gerwill remain a common feature of the interna- many has take n an active role in the monitoring and management of the Balkan refugee
tional security environment.
I~SUC.

( U l During the next 20 years, migration
from developing countries to industrialized countrie~ will increase. Developing
countrie~ have '>een record increases in
the working-age population, \vhile at the
sam e time we~tern indu-;triali"ed states
have slwwn a decli ne in the sam\.' age
group. This incongruity, coupled with the
widening economic gap between the lea~t
developed and the indu-.;trialized countries. ha~ fueled the ri-,e in migrntion---both legal and i He gal. Thi:> migration \vill
challenge deci sion maker~ and stJ·e,s economic and politic al infrastructures.

( lf) Ne\v and rekindled contlil't\ in Africa
during 1998 kept the numbers ()f pa.wn.\ of"
concern high. At least a million people are
displaced in Angola. with over 150.000
additiom since mid-1997. The border di~
pute and a'>SOLiated conflict bct\veen Ethiopia and Eritrea have left an e:-.timated
250,000 people di'>plaLed. Ethiopia already
has a large refugee population of about
300,000, cnnsi<..ling mostly nf Somalis and
Sudane:o,e. The big problem area on the contuwnl remain.., Sudan. Approximately
365.000 refugee:- make the1r interim home

(U) For at least the next two decade-., Europe

will face migration problems from the -.outh
and southea-.t. By the end of 1997, the Netherlands ·-- with a population under 16million
·---·· expcrielll"Cll more than a 5(Y.ir· increase in
refugees applying for a'>ylum over the previous year. Over 64,000 refugeer., sought sanctum)', including J.f,OOO asylum seekers.
f()fcing the Dutch government to enact greater
immigration controls. During the ~ame year,
the C!i'>is in Alb<Ulia re<>ulted in 17,000 refugee.-; fleeing to Italy. Partly as a resu lt, Italy
took a leading role in peace operation<. in
Alb:mia. Germany has by far the largest num-

(U) Fleeing Kosovor villagers.

- - - - -----·-·--··-·-····--········· ······-····-·--······---------- - - ·UNCLASSIFIED
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By the spring
of 1999, the
conflict
in Kosovo
displaced
over a million
inhabitants,
and nearly
600,000 of
these fled
into
neighboring
countries.

(U) In Latin America. there arc several areas
where per.wns of concem repre<;ent an
increa~ing ~ource of intra.'-.tate and inteNate
distress. Colombia. Peru. and Guatemala
account for about 1.6 million internally displaced person~. while Mexico and Costa Rica
combined play host to over 50.000 refugee~.
Natural disa~tcr~ such as Hurricane Mitch of
late 1998 will easily driH' this number higher.

there, while almost 4 million Sudanese are
imernally displaced. Even if the tide of crisis-induced migration is stopped. at best it
will take at least the next decade to settle or
repatriate the multitudes.
(lr ) Adding to its mounting probkm~. Ru~
sia too nm~t cope with a sizeable refugee
population of about 324.000. of which
Moscow is ho~t to the large~t numberabout 100,000. Thi'> ha~ increased tension
in the city. as most Mu~covites remain
highly xenophobic. When combined with
deteriorating economic conditions, the refugee situation provides fodder for civil
unrest.
(U) In the Middk East. population growth,
economic Lli~parity. and water distribution
shortfalb will further accelerate migration
and compound socio-political problems.
The i~sue of the Palestinians refugees pose~
a significant challenge to the Middle East
with 2 million currently living in Lebanon.
Syria. and Jordan. * This population could
approach 6 million by 2020. The prnblem is
most acute in Lebanon , where there i~ little
chance of as'>imilation and government
control is nearly absent in the refugee
camps. A single Palestinian ~tale would not
be able to accept consolidation of all Palestinians. Howewr. significant numbers
would attempt to return, creating a potential
destabilizing factor for the region.
~ fig.mc h.l~<: U

em numhei nf r. .· lu gc~..,

r~g.h{rtcd

The lure of prosperity will continue to
inspire millions to migrme to the United
States from around the world well into the
next century. Additionally. those \v·ho have
fled their native lands because of war. civil
conflict. or persecution are drawn by the perceived opportunity afforded by the United
State~ \\·here approximately 500,000 refugees have sought sanctuary.

(U)

~The

unique capabilitit>s of thl' tr.S. military - strategic lift. global deployment
and >.ustainment. CJI. etc.- will remain in
high demand as the mternational community ~eeks to cope with these trends. Sudden wave<; of human movcment are likely
in thl' coming years because of the
socio-culturaL political. and cconomil·
dynamics currently in play acros<; much of
the globe. Candidates for new, large-scale
refugee waws in the approaching years
include Mexico. Colombia. Cuba, most of
Central America. Algeria. Central and West
Africa. the Cauca~us. and Central A.~ia.

v... uh l!nneU

N .1t1or" Rdt<·t "nd Wm k:' Agt.'Jk'Y i UNRWA )

, . - - - - - - - --
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1998 World Refugee Totals

·----·-· · -·----l

5.7mltllon
2.9 million
1.7 million
1.2 million
0.9million
0.6 million
0.5million

Middle East:
Africa:
South/Central Asia:
Europe:
FSU:
The Americas/Caribbean:
East Asia/Pacific:

j

1998 Top Ten Internally Displaced Person (lOP) Populations
SUdan:
4.0 million
Angola:
1.2 million*
Afghanistan:
1.2 million
Colombia:
1.0 million
Turkey:
1.0 minion*
Iraq:
0.9 million
Bosnia:
0.8 million

Sri
Lanka:
Burma:
Azerbaijan:
' - - - - - - ·-M
_e_d_i_an
_ e_sHmate

0.8
0.7 million
million•
0.5 miiHon
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Five Largest Refugee Groups in 1998
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Refugee Sources

Refugee Recipients

Afghanistan - 2.6 million

Iran, Pakistan, India, Western Europe

Iraq - 0.6 million

Iran, Syria, Saudi Arabia, Western
Europe
Germany, Yugoslavia, Croatia, Austria,
Sweden, Switzerland

Bosnia - 0.6 million

Ethiopia, Kenya, Yemen , Djibouti,
Western Europe

Somalia - 0.5 million

iI Burundi- 0.5 million
I
L _ _ _ __ _ __

_

Tanzania, D.R.O.C., Rwanda, Zambia
(Source: UN)

_
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ORGANIZED CRIME
-+Et-The global threat from organized crime
continues to increa~e. Criminal cartels and
their activities are likely to become more

The threat
from
organized
crime after
the turn of
the century
will grow in
size and
sophistication
as the
perceived
fruits of crime
grow...

UNCLASSIFIED

sophisticated and complex. They will further involve themselves in exten~ive legitimate covers for illicit bu~iness and will
seek to directly iniiuence. through infiltration and manipulation, all levels of government, tran~national organizations. and
businesses. There is limited but inlriguing
evidence of collaboration among independent groups. This cooperation could extend
to terrorist groups as well. In economically
and politically unstable countries, organiled criminals gain greater access by circumventing or subverting weakened
security infrastructures and infiltrating governments. This increased presence and corresponding corruption and debilitation of
legitimate governance can easily affect the
fragile nature of the state. Ru~sian organized crime group~ have an establi~hed
presence in Eurasia. Eastern Europe. and
the U.S., often using former Soviet connections to conduct bu~iness venture~. The:-.e
groups - and '>imilar groups globally are inclined to "keep the host alive.'' They

also tend to resist internal and external
efforts at economic Rnd political refnrm.
Military operations could be undermined
when carried out in :.1reas under the intluencc of organized crime. During the LIN
Somalia mission of 1993, Somali groups
made use of UN remporary employment
and infrastructure to conduct illicit i:lusiness. The smuggling of arms into the Bal kans by European groups ha'> added yet
another security concern for tmgoing
peacekeeping operations. The challenge of
organized crime will increasingly require
cooperation among U.S. military, law
enforcement. and intelligence ~crvices.

ILLEGAL DRUG TRADE
( U) New drugs and drug products. expanding markets. and new methods of production will continually alter illegal drug:
trafficking patterno;;.
( U) Powerful international drug: trafficking
organizations will continue to pose a seriou<; threat to U.S. national .-.ecurity. Drug
trafficking: and con<,umption will L'Ontinue
to threaten our social order and the tkrnocratic institutions and ~ocial well-being of

PRIMARY NARCO-TRAFFICKING MOVEMENTS
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Transnational Issues

our global pa11ners. The illegal drug trade
kilb and sickens. drains economies. threaten~ the environment, and undermines democratic institutions and international order.
(lJ) The national security threat posed by

traffickers is becoming more complex and
diverse a~ the international drug trade
becomes increasingly fluid and sophi~ti
cated. International criminal syndicates will
take advantage of rapid advancements in
global communications. transportation. and
finance to more efficiently conduct their
business.
(U) Throughout the world. powerful drug
trafficking cartels act with near impunity,

many seizing and maintaining their power
through bribery, coercion, threats. intimidation. and murder directed against elected
ofllce-holders, members of the judicial sy"tern. law enforcement offlcials. military
per~onnel and journalisb.

(U) Hezbollah home page.

emure that our inter~sts will remain a primary target for terrorism.
~Middle

Eastern terrori~m will remain
primary terrorist threat to the Lnited
State:--. through 2020. State ~ponsors of terrorism will continue to use it as an element
of foreign policy but g~nerally in a covert
manner. to e'>cape political or military retaliation. Terrorist groups are expected to tend
toward independence from f. tate spon sors
and seek support from non-state ~ponsors
such as l.Jsama Bin Ladin in Afghani~tan .
Middle Eastern terrorists will continue to
export terrorism worldwide. particularly to
Europe and Africa.
th~

(lJ) Narco-traflicking is a significant fund-

ing source for criminal and insurgent
groups.
~Drug-related

corruption will reach epidemic leveb in certain countries; thi:--. may
require a more direct response from the
United States to protect om national security. The hemispheric commitment to
respect the rule of law. human rights. and
the principles of sovereignty and democratic rule will be under attack from the
drug kingpins.

~

European terrorism will remain
focused on fia~h points generated by political, religious or cultural differences in
Europe. We expect ethnic differences to be
a primary motivating factor as ea~tern
Europe ~e~peciaUy the former Soviet
Union) resolves its borders. Vestiges of leftist organizations may survive until 2020 hut
only if the governments they oppose are
unable to provide for their population.

TERRORISM
Regional Outlook
~International

te1Torism is expected to
remain a problem through 2020. Motivations for terrorism will remain extr~me
nationalism, ethnic tensions. religious differences. and economic and political di-,enfranchi~ement: limited state sponsorship i~
expected to continue. The prominent U.S.
role in international counter-terrorism \viii

- - - - - - -- - - - - ----&EGRET

"Terrorism
has
become the systemic weapon of
a war that knows
no borders or seldom has a face."
- Jacques Chlrac

~Latin

America \vill continue to host
two sources of terrorism -- that generilted
by those who oppose Latin American

- ------------FUTURE THREAT 1999-2020
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governments - insurgents and to a ksser Long Term Outlook
extent narcotics trafficking organizations
- and that generated by external ele- -+1'1+ New developments in technology will
ments, most notably hlamic extremist~. be used primarily to improve methods of
Although these element~ are expected to delivery or concealment of terrori'>l weapfocus on Israeli or other Middle Ea~tern ons. The ernpha:-.is will be on simplicity.
targets. the Americas also provide a elTecti venes'> and limited risk to the terrorpotential avenue to the U.S. homeland ist. his organization or o;;ponsor. Terrorio;;ts
and an external :-.ource of income .
increasingly will use information operation:-. to collect intelligence and pokntially
~Asian terrori:-rn will be rooted in relito attack infrastrudtlre.
gious extremism and ethnic differences. Tn
some ca.<.,es, govcrnmenb will U'>e terrorists -t57-Tt i'> probable that terrori:-.t orgaruzation:or insurgents to further territorial goah; in or individuals will employ a weapon of
neighboring countries . Unstable countries mas<, destruction against U.S. interests by
like Afghanistan will provide safe havens 2020. Heightened publicity about the vul for extremist and terrorist groups.
nerability of civilian target~. an increased
intere:-.t in inflicting ma~s casualties, emer~ Afl"ican terrorism in general will be
genc~~ of less predictabk group~ and greater
generated by ethnic difference~ and will be availability of WMD-related productinn
a subset of insurgencies or separatism. knowkdge ;md tel'hnology have already
Transnational terrori st organizations wi II drawn the attention !Jf '-Ome terrori~t organization<,. Additionally, the hoax or blackmail value of \\'MD is a potenually
powerful psychological weapon in ihelf.
and its use can be expected to increa<;e in
the future.

WMD PROLIFERATION
Proliferation by adversanes and nnncompliant partners will lead to enhanced
wartighting (·ap:.tbili ti e~ th~1l will complic:.tlt'
U.S. contingt'ncy pl<111ning. LT.S. force:-. may
have tu engage in \v:.triare in whidl advanced

{ U)

hnd Aft ica .1 l'<~vorable t'nvironment in
which to "perare. :1:-. pnPr security and
unsubk f'l)\'emnJents per,;i:-.t.
(U) UNSCOM inspectors arrive in lroq.
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~~?,(11 >,; 1(-:) - COi1Valtion-nJ-weapon~--m~<1-W.MU_are .!!~~I
directly against U.S. forces, and on acce<,<,
and embarkation points. Conflict between
other nations or groups in which such weapons are u<,ed may also affect subsequent U.S.
involvement.

Chemical/Biological Weapons
(CBW)
( U) The 1972 Biological and Toxin Weapons Convention (BWC) remains in place,
and the Chemical Weapons Convention
(CWC), which entered into force in April
1997, is gaining wide acceptance. Nevertheless. some countries will maintain covert
chemical and biological warfare capabilities. Many countries possess the infrastructure to develop chemical and biological
weapons , and those lacking an indigenous
capability can purchase il. Furthermore,
chemical and biological warfare programs
can be concealed within legitimate dual-use
R&D and industrial operations.

'---~·--~-------------_.J

( ~/.>1~) Many of the components needed for
chemical or biological agent weaponization
are used in other types of weapon systems.
many of which are available in the international arms market. Chemical and biological agents can be dis<,eminated by tube and
rocket artillery. ground and naval mines ,
aerial bombs. subrnunition dispensers for
aircraft, and a wide variety of spray
device:-.. An increasing number of countries
are abo capable of employing unmanned
aerial vehicles. cruise missile~, and ballistic
missiles for chemical and biological attack.
Terrorist u;:;e should also be anticipated. primarily in improvi sed devices. probably in
as sociation with an explosive.

/ - ' (b)(1) ,1.4 (c)

(U) Agents such as sarin and mustard, now

the mainstay of chemical warfare ar<,enals.
will continue to be a threat in the near term.
and the persistent nerve agent VX will enter
the operational inventories of more countries
as their programs mature. An increasing
number of countries with biological wmt"are
programs will be able to develop infectious
agents such a.~ anthrax and plague, as well as
toxins such as botulinum and ricin, for
weaponi zation. U.S. forces. deployed in
either military or peacekeeping role1>, could
be exposed to these agents.

(b)(1 ),1k.
(c) ,1.4 (h)

(LJ) Che mical and biological

agent threat<, also can derive
from ~ources othe r than conventional am1ed forces of hostile states. The na ture of agent
di-;semination devices is -; uch
that special operations forces
and terrorist groups can use
chemical and biological agents
---- ---··--

(U) The proliferation of WMD
increases the probability that armed
conffict or o terrorist attock wilt hove
o CW/BW component.

---·-- - - - - -
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in ways that could have a major impact on
national security and warfighting capabilitie~. The technology required to dis~emi
nate agents using mrcraft. truch. small
boats, or man-portable devices is readily
obtainable in the form of agricultural ~pray
ers and similar forms of equipment. Improvised devices are also likely to be used for
agent dissemination.

expen:-.ive and difficult to obtain, will preclude the widespread proliferation of
nuclear weapons. Nevertheless, the number
of countrie~ acquiring nuclear weapon technology and materials will slowly increa~e
into the next century.

Nuclear
""""''"S'T The proliferation of nuclear weapons

(b)(1) ,1.4 (a) ,1.4 (c)

and nuclear technology poses a particularly
grave threat. A related problem involves
unsafe nuclear technology of all types.
including that u~ed for peaceful purposes.
as well as the improper ~ecurity and handling of nuclear materials that are dangernus in their natural or processed form. The
threat will grow as more nuclear technology is used. Several factor~. including international counter-proliferation agreements.
ic/political opposition, and the
that nuc
s technology is

(U) Indian Shakti-3 nuclear test site.

Biggest problem: Chemical and biological
capabilities used by subnational groups that
are not easily deterred or identified.
Growing Threat: Tactical Operations and
Terrorism

·---------------------·-----·------
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Advanced Conventional
Weapons
-tE+Through the next two decades the lim ited capability of mo~t states to develop
and produce high-tech system~ wi 11 force
them to purchase the ir advanced weaponry
abroad. The high price of these item~ will
limit quantities, but in most case<; it is the
lethality or perceived advantage the
advanced weapon can provide for the end
users that will promote sales. Countries
that cannot afford complete systems will
tend to pursue niche capabilities or
selected improvements. This hybridization
often will make use or Western e lectronics
and subsystems on older platforms. Ultimately, however. acquiring and incorporating advanced conventional weapons
~ystems and sub-systems will be of less
importance than possessing the skill and
knowledge to effectively employ and su~
lain them in operational setting~ .

ADVANCED
TECHNOLOGY
(Ul As the speed of technological innovation and implementation increases, the
availability of older generation technology

(U) Tactical High-Energy Laser.

GONFI9ENfiAL

(U) Israeli enhanced Romanian MiG-21MF fighters

(U) South African 20mm NTW 20 AMR (anti-materiel rine)

to developing countries will increa<,e_
Countries with advanced technolo~y will
not be ahle to maintain export controls on
older technology in the face of
economic and bu<,incs~ pressures. Older technology w·ill
be very useful to developing
countries for both traditional
and novel developments in
military -;ystems and \veapom. Additionally, technology
will continue to lo~e the di~ 
tinction of being either exclusively
for
military
or
excl u::-ively for civili :m use.
Therefore. even the proliferation of older ·'dual-w,e·· technology will lead to an
increa~ed threat given the
ability to adapt that technology into military :-.ystem~.
This threat i" further cornpounded
i r commercially
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available advanced technology can be
incorporated into the sy11tem as welL

t()r the U.S. Some of the more troubling
areas are listed below:

(lJ) In part. because of technology prolifer-

• Computer speed, secure operatiom..
and very advanced system configurations

ation, we may become more vulnerable
considering our dependence on automation
and telecommunication1>. The key to maintaining our technological dominance is to
pursue systemic technological advancements that are integrated and employed
more effectively than those of our adversaries. Several countries will develop the
infrastructure to use new technologies for
military systems. Industrially funded R&D
will play a larger role in the development of
new technologies for military applications.
The U.S. will face competitors and adver1>aries with selected high tech capabilitie11,
with Japan and Germany leading in
selected niche technologies. However, the
U.S. is not likely to face a high technology
peer through 2020.

• Communication speed data rate communications

very high

• Advanced electronics. photonics and
neural networking
• Transportation advancements
• Remote and autonomous control
systems (robotics)
• Smart materials
• Warfare modeling and simulation and
synthetic environments
• Ullra short pube (time frequency)
sensors at RF application11

Technology Proliferation
(U) Technological development and innovation continues at a phenomenal rate, in many
cases in areas that have direct military application. The proliferation of this technology
has signifkant national security implications

• Integrated microsystems. microelectromechanical systems (MEMS),
micro-engineering. nwwtechnologies
• Biotechnologies

(U) Exploratory French Transport

·····-·---·-------
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Critical Uncertainties

Critical Uncertainties
( lJ) Critical uncertain tie~ abound. Uncertainty about the future is even greater than
it wa~ a decade or more ago. when the Cold
War and the bipolar international environment ~eemed to provide a set of parameters
by which to gauge future developments. A
small sample of the more notable uncertainties for the 1999-2020 time frame are
listed in the table below. However. the possibilities implicit in past events and future
predictions are enough to keep any strategic
thinker and planner busy for years .

( lJ) One critical uncertainty is of ~pecial
intere~t. Managing regional power shifts
will be an enduring challenge throughout
the period. How this process will affect
global security remains to be seen. This
will be particularly true as China and
problems in Asia loom ever larger on the
international horizon.
One of the more problematic aspects of
monitoring and predicting regional power
shifts is the question of leadership. The
problem of succession is less contentious in
democratic states, but in the next twenty
years, Algeria. China. Cuba. Egypt. Indnne~ia, Iran, Iraq. the Korea~ , Libya. Nigeria,
Pakistan. Russia, Saudi Arabia, South
Africa, Sudan, Syria and several others
likely will experience changes in leadership. Many of these states have no formal
(U)

(U) Natural disasters represent one form of
"wild card."

mechanisms for leadership succession.
making the proce<.s more su~ceptible to
violence and uncertainty. and possibly
re~ulting in radical change~ in political (and
attendant military) direction.
(U) Tran~national groups. e~pecially multinational corporations and criminal ~yndi
cates. frequently change leadership. The
question is who will emerge at a critical
time and become a threat to U.S. interests.
(U) There will be several other elements of
concern in managing power ~hifts. such as
regional or localit-ed change<; in the balance
of power, economic peaks and valleys with
strategic consequences. and confiicts that
destabilize nations and region~.

Critical Uncertainties in The Decades Ahead
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Evolution on the Korean Peninsula
Unimpeded access to key resources
Middle East disputes
Impact of a more powerful China
Future of Russia
Evolution of Europe and Eura~ia
Democracy in Latin America
Africa in transition
Shifts in regional power balances
Weapons proliferation

- - - -·

• Viability of nation-states
• Advanced technology
• Warfare trend<,
-Terrorism
- lnfomwtion operation~
- Biological/chemical war
- Subnationall~upranational entities
• Wild card: laq!;e-scale natural/
man-made dtsasters with security
implications

· - - - -- -- - - -- --
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Key Points
No Global Peer Competitor
-te;-Over the next two decades. no state will
be able to match the combined political,
economic, military, cultural. and, to a large
degree, technological power possessed by
the U.S. The key ''peer'· candidates all have
long term, larger problems. and none has the
capability or the will to
usurp the U.S. over this
timeframe.

Extended transition period marked
by uncertainty and
power dispersion
-tEtTaking into account the emerging postCold War global <;ecurity environment and
the political-military evolution of North
Korea, China, Russia and elsewhere, the
United State'> should expect a long period
of transition and uncertainty in the 19992020 time frame. During this period. specific military contingencies will be unpredictable, but the general trend will be
toward a dispersal of power.

Explosive mix of social, demographic and military trends
~Along

with this transition, we will see
changing sociaL cultural. and demographic

conditions. We have already noted increasing numbers of regional refugees and a rising tide of ethnic violence. We will pass
through these phenomena to some more
settled condition; however, adverse social
conditions in some regwns. notably 111
Africa. will per~ist.

Increasing strains
on the
internationa I
security system

~1 n a period characterized by instability, weapon~ proliferation and technology transfers will increa~e
the potential for limited contlict. further
straining national and international capabilities.

Technology "leaps" possible
~A

de<,tabilizing condition that may
occur during thi~ period, particularly
when achieved by renegade state~. will
be the acquisition or development of
some advanced technology that could
change the local or regional balance of
power. Conversely. some new technologies \Vi 11 contribute to stability and
peaceful evolution .

------- - ------------ ----------------~------· · ---- --- ~-------
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IV. Regional Assessments
Overv1ew

IV.

I

Overview
(U) Major powers and their relationship to each other will remain complex and
intertwined. Russia and China- both undergoing lengthy and difficult
transitions- will retain important strategic and operational military capabilities
and likely represent our most important long-term nation-state concerns. Other
major powers may compete more openly- among themselves and with the U.S.- in "The only fence
attempting to shape the future according to their interests.

against the world
is
a thorough
(U) Large regional powers possess substantial aggregate capabilities and are integral
to our regional interests. Select regional powers will retain the military capability to knowledge of if."

directly attack our allies and our interests with little warning. North Korea's
continued belligerence poses some serious concerns. Though analytical opinion is
divided on if and when the Korean peninsula will see reunification, the eventual
outcome will weigh heavily on U.S. interests in the region.
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United States

United States
CHALLENGING THE BASIC
ASSUMPTION

(b)(1) ,1.4

(c~

(b)(1) ,1.4

(c)~--

but will have limited power and few opportunities to change the status quo_ To a large
extent, the United States holds the keys to
the future of the global security environment

(U) The United States will remain the sole
superpower through its economic, political, PERCEPTIONS FROM
military. cultural, and technological superi- ABROAD
ority for at least the first quarter of the next
century. The United States therefore must (U) The United States i'> clearly recognized
remain engaged around the world to main- abroad as the leading world force. Thi'> fact
tain this statu'>. lf this engagement is con- is treated with an obvious mix of emotions
stricted, the geostrategic environment will and actions. Most of the world sees no end
rapidly change over the next two decades to American dominance at lea~t through the
and beyond. Other powers will move in to next 20 to 25 year'>. Perceptions are roughly
till regional or local vacuums, either by divided into three groups.
force or political/economic design. From
the perspective of other nations, U.S. ~Members of the tlr'>t group continue to
'·interference' ' in '>elected regional affairs is clearly expres<, their displeasure over
easy to point out; what is not often realized America ·s superpower :-.latus. They gmdgis the stabilizing factor that comes with ingly concede this role but continue to
U.S. presence. Current economic crises employ diplomatic and economic means to
have affected views of globalization and the achieve their mvn a 'endas and fru~trate
global economy. Nevertheks'>, the inter- U.S. etfot1s.
weavmg of- c iTy, re-gilmal-;-natinnal and-1- - - - - -- - - ~--..----------~
international markets will continue for the
n almost every case ,
foreseeable future. Any American i'>olation1e<;e countne<; o ten decry U.S . interferism will have a negative impact on the glo- ence in regional or internal afh1irs. In pat1
bat economic network. Some states and they feel their own authority - and indeed
non-state groups will challenge the inte rit · - is challenged.
assll!!lption of American hegemony and
reject ttlen-i5li<JnofPax _Americana outright.

"They (the French) resent the
global reach of America's power
and Washington's presumption to
speak in the name of the
international community."
- Dominique Moisi,
French Scholar 1998

(U) Anti-U.S. Demonstration in Ecuador.

- --------------- ------------------------------------ - - -- - - - - -------------------------------- - - -- -- --- -
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United States

{b)(1 ),1.4 {C) -

"We ... do believe that the involvement of the United
States in the security architecture of East Asia is
fundamental to the stability of the region."
-tEt-The second group can be labeled as
·'frustrated friends of the U.S."' They have
no problem recognizing the totality of
U.S. dominance for the next few decades,
hut are agi takd by the futility of attempts
10 conduct politicaL economic. and mili tary affairs without the presence of the
U.S .. and their lack of alternatives. They
tend lO appreciate the ovcwll benefits of
the relationship but remain concerned by
perceived lJ .S. indecisivene%, lack of
vision, and overbearing attitude. Germany. Japan, Turkey, Pakistan. and most
of Latin America count themselv es in this
group. One of the chief concerns for Turkey and Pakistan is the lack of full U.S.
cooperation and a perceived shallowness
of commitment. To some extent. Germany and the rest of Europe raise similar
concerns.

"We don't need you (America)
... what we need is your military!"
- Warren Gill,
Canadian Scholar 1998

-Alexander Downer,
Australian Foreign Minister
February 1999
hie giant and benign leader despite its
imperfections. Like frustrated friends , they
see Pax Americana extending: well into the
next century. Though Canada, the United
Kingdom , and Australia \Viii at times mingle \Vith the second group. they aim for loyalty in their relationship beyond mere
cultural tie~ and thus arc chief members of
this camp. They recognile and promote
their own international responsi bilities
often in tandem with the U.S. Hence they
fear the occasional isolationist mentality
and fickleness of America's international
o utlo0k. The ne\v and '"renewed'" states of
the world --- mostly of the former Soviet
and War~aw Pact ilk- view their relationship with the United States as a bit of " fresh
ai r'· after what they term as their oppressed
existence under Moscmv.
( U) The greatest strategic fear expressed
abroad i<; not the dominant prese nce of
the United States in the next century hut

-t€7- Some Turkish leaders cite problems
with anm. deliveries a<; a U.S. attempt to
conduct a ·'shadow embargo" on Turkey.
Latin America has karned 10 live and thrive
in the shadow of the United States; however, ten:,ions and disagreements over
issues such as counter-narcotics operatiom,
human rights, and the environment will
periodically complicate relations.
(U) The last group chiefly consists of close
allie'i and relatively new states. Members of
this grnup see the United States as an ami a------ - - - - - - - - -- ----------

COPUIBEPHIAL

(U) U.S. corporate presence and U.S. style uniforms in Honduras.
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Ur;;ted States

"Power, hubris, and greed are the sins of Western hegemony led by
the United States."
- Kanti Bajpai, India Scholar 7998
th e lack of iL Even Rus.~ia and China
recognize the inhere nt economic advantages of global qahility. The second fear
is a perceived American shon~ightedo e~s
in it~ approaches--- or lack of options-to critical international events and
issue~. Curren t decisions by the IMF and
World
Bank- ''American -dominated
institutions··- have been called into

question by As ia and E urope . The fear is
that these '·recove ry plans'' are more
probkm than solution . U.S.-Cuban rela-

tions present another case in point. Canada and the European Union ha\'e
economic and dipl o matic differenct'S
with Washington over tighte ning the
U.S . e mbargo o n Cuba.

"The American Century is not
over ... it has just begun."
- Josef Joffe,
German Scholar 1998

(U) The U.S. presence in many parts of the world is not only
dictated by our own national strategy but the aspirations of
those abroad to pursue what we have managed to achieve
ourselves and feel secure in the process. Recognition of these
desires will remain one of our many challenges in the 21 sf
century both as a leader and a civilization.

(U) The United States will remain the sole superpower through its economic,
political, military, cultural, and technological superiority for at least the first quarter
of the next century. Some states and non-state groups will challenge the
assumptions of American hegemony and reject the notion of Pax Americana
outright, but will have limited power and few opportunities to change the status
quo. To a large extent, the United States holds the keys to the future of the global
security environment.

- --
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Major Powers

Major Powers
Several states, or groups of states, are expected to be the major powers in 2020.
Three of the five major powers are Asian, reflecting the region's expanding
importance.

( U) Between now and
2020, no state will be able
RUSSIA
to match the worldwide
strength and inliuence of
EUROPE
the United States in terms
of collective political.
CHINA
economic, technologicaL
military.
and
cultural
JAPAN
power. However, there
will exist a <;elect group of
INDIA
nations- including Russi a, China, and lndiawith capabilities that are an echelon above
tho.-.e of other regional powers and nations.
The,..,e major powers will routinel y exert
influence within their O\vn regions and . in
somt' c a~e~ or dimensions. will exen inllucncc on a globa l scale. They will retain
uniqut> capabilities to hnlh a-;sist or fru.;;tratc U.S. policies and intere., ts. Relations
between and among these major powers
and the United States will be a primary fac -

(U) The Chinese multipurpose combatant JIANGWEI FFG
and its follow-on the JIANGWEI/1 are in measure part of
China's projected inftuence within the East China Sea.

tor shaping the future international
e nvironment .

~ecurity

( U) [n this environment. di fferenl-e-., of pt'r-

spective among the major powers could
become more pronounced because of
national po~itions on key
is~ues. These cmmlries
will compete economically and politically over
regional and global influence. markets. investments. and access t('
technology. Though le~s
likely. compctltion fnr
strategic advantage and
resources
could
be
expressed through mili tary powe r. Among the
major powers. China and
(U) Joint endeavors such as the Franco-German Eurocopter
Russia are likely to be the
Tiger attack helicopter represent part of the collective efforts most chalknging for the
of Europe to compete with the U.S. in the defense industry.
United States .

---- ---------- -
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RUSSia

(b~(1) , 1.4

(U) Russian People's National Party; anger
and discontent on the political fringe.

-----------------·--------------
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Russia

(b)(1) ,1.4

(U) Russian Central Bank troubles foster fear among the
citizenry and provide a permissive environment for a
shadow economy.

-----------------------·------·-------------------------··--------·--------
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Russian Federation Demographics
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-uMale life expectancy currently at a 50 year low ..

(b}(1) ,1.4 (C)
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Russia

~

Given the magnitude of the armed
forces· problems and the paucity of
resources available to deal with them. the
condition of Russia's military will not
improve substantially over the next decade
and in some area~ could get worse.

t9t At

the extreme. Russia's military could
even face institutional collapse. punctuated
by military unrest. mutinies . and violent
political intervention.

(U) Russian troops working for food.

~Limited

defense funds have forced a

Rus:-.ian emphasis on nuckar

,.,·capon~.

which in turn has accelerated the deterio. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - , ration in conventional force capabilities.
This downward s piral leave!:> Russia wtth
extremely unattractive options for deJ.fing with the regional c o nflicts. territorial
------dispmes, peacekeeping operation~. and
terrorist threat'> that it will mo:-.t likely
face over the next decade .

(b)(1) ,1.4 (c)

UNClASSIFIED

Russia Defense Spending Scenarios 1997-2005
Defense Spending Index 1997=100
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Russia

Longer-Term Potential

Strategic Forces

~Beyond the next decade, prolonged
political and economic difficulty probably
will yield a chronically weak military that
could do little beyond defend Russia'~ borders. Such a force would pose less of an
external threat than an internal danl!er due
lo its instability and questionable reliability.
particularly if called on for internal disorders and threats. However, a chronically
weak Russia might also have a greater propensity to compensate by resorting to other
means, such as covert operations or diplomatic grandstanding.

~The possibility also exists that under the
right condition~- effective political leadership, sustained economic progress. and
successful military reform- Russia could
emerge 10 years from now as a strengthened regional power with a signill.cantly
reduced but modernized military. A
strengthened Russia could play a greater
role in international military etlorts ~uch as
peacekeeping operations. Whether it would
employ its new strength in cooperative or
less helpful ways, however. would depend
on the will of it~ leaders.

~ Rus),ia ·~ long-term military direction
),hould become clearer by around 2005.
\Vhen the lasting impact of leadership transition and the effectivenes<; of ellorts at
economic recovery, military reform. and
defenc;e industry re),tructuring. prioritizing
and modernizing will be more apparent.

(b)(1) ,1.4 (c)

~Ratification

of START II in its current
form probably will not occur. Acceptance
with signiticant modifications and conditions is more likely. These conditions will
complicate the implementation of START
ll and impede progres), on a START Ill
treaty. Ultimately, continued economic
instability will push START 1T further down
on the Ru ~s ian governmem·s overall
agenda. It \vjJI also continue to be held hostage to the machinations of Russo-American re lation~ involving mult iple issues ~uch
as Iraq and Ko~ovo.

~Problems with START H ratification
and, more important. funding shortfalls
have delayed the conver'lion of SS-18 and
SS-19 system~ to the SS-27. This is a short
term problem. Age and life extension operations will force resolution of the issue
sometime in the next
dcc<~de . Deployment of the
SS-27
1'-'
road-mobile
expected between 2002 and
2005 thus supplanting the
aging SS-25 systems.

~The prospects for l?ussia's
submarine force look bleak for
the next decade.

&EGRET
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Russia

(b)(1) ,1A (c)

~The Long-Range Aviation

ILRA) am1 of
the Russian strategic triad remains viable.
The bulk of the ftcet is cum~ntly composed
of the BEAR H strategic bomber. A significant number of BLACKJACK and BEAR H
strategic bombers vvere to have eventually
been acquired from the Ukraine but these
plans appear to have been abandoned. The
aircraft. poorly maintained and no longer
operational, are instead beino- di-.mantled
and destroyed.

(b)(1) ,1A

---------------------------------------------------------------
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Tlussia

of Russian society. Russian criminal
groups have entrenched themselves
in the country's political, economic.
military and social fabric. They
undem1ine democracy at home and
are an increasing international
threat by virtue of their involvement
in alien smuggling. narcotics and
weapons trafficking. and their penetration of the economic and financial
sectors of sovereign states. There is
increasing evidence that Rusf-.ian
criminal activity is expanding rapidly
throughout Europe. Thailand, Israel. South
Africa. and the Caribbean as well as in
North. Central, and South America.

(b)(1) ,1.4

~Weapons

Though the financial cnmch has been felt in
thef-.e forces, infrastructure consolidation and
continued efficient training will allow the
LRA to maintain readiness for the foreseeable future.

Other Security Concerns

Proliferation. Poor security
at various weapons and materiel-related
facilities: unsettled political, economic. and
social conditions: the need for hard currency: inadequate law enforcement capabilities; and the growing power of organized
crime combine to increase the proliferation
threat po<;ed by Russia. Russian strategic
forces have adequate security at operational
bases and missile storage facilities to prevent the theft of complete mi'>sile systems.
However, facilities fonnerly dedicated to
chemical and biological warfare programs
are lee;-. easily controlled.

~Environmental Degradation. For at
least the next decade. Russia will be unable
to deal etlectively with its fom1idabk environmental challenges- mainly severe air
and water pollution, and inadequate facilities for solid and hazardous waste disposal.
These problems will undermine the health
of Russia's citizens by increaf-.ing infant
and adult mortality rates and incidents of
disease. Furthermore. these ic;sues will pose
substantial threats to other regions (Russia
pollutes adjacent seas by dumping industrial and municipal wastes and chemical
munitions, and b likely to continue to be a
major generator of ozone-depleting substances and carbon dioxide).

~Expanding Criminal Activity.

Taking
advantage of the chaos afflicting the whole

SECRET

ALTERNATIVE FUTURES
~everal potential future.~ remain pos.-,;ible. Although their probability may
appear low. their impact would be of sufficient magnitude that they warrant mention. Ru<;sian policy could regre~s. and
result in the rolling: back of political and
economic reforms. Russia could become
politically and militarily aggressive
toward states in and adjacent to its near
abroad. As central control di~i ntegrates. a
civil war could erupt within the Ru<>sian
Federation. A large-scale environmental!
humanitarian disaster could bring on a
nuclear accident, testing the governrno;-nt's
ability to respond.

FUTURE THREAT 1999-2020
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Russia
(b)(1) ,1.4 (c)

(U) Russian military personnel ponder their futures.

STRATEGIC
IMPLICATIONS

(b)(1) ,1.4 (c)-

(U) Protests against the Russian government.

"I cannot forecast to you the action of Russia. It is a riddle wrapped in
a mystery inside an enigma; but perhaps there is a key. That key is
Russian national interest."
- Winston Churchill
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Europe
(U) Europe will continue lo foCLt~ internally
for at lea~t the next two decades. Economic
and political integration within the European Union (EU) will proceed at a gradual
pace with periodic surges. Germany will
remain the primary engine for European
integration. Military integration will follow
a slower track, primarily through NATO,
under the auspices of the European Sentrity and Defense Identity ( ESDU. The
United States will remain a de facto European power by virtue of its political and
economic interests and coveted military

f,.~,

-t·~~~-;;,7
\.,.

. - .;-•

capabilitie~.

~No overwhelming conventional thr~at
will challenge Europe through 2020. Sttll,
Europe will retain concerns over residual
Russian military capabilities. Of more
pressing concern will be the continued
instability in southeastern Europe and Eurasia. as well a~ contingencies in North
Africa, the Middle East. and the Persian
Gulf. Lesser conflicts. nationalist movements, and ethnic strife in Europe will persi~t in ~outheastem regions. The fractious
and low-level conflict in these regions will
not allow easy integration into the rest of
Europe. as the fragile nature of the politicaL economic, and social environment will
leave the region susceptible to terrorism
and organized crime. Europe will remain
inclined to look to the United States for a
continued military commitment as the surest counterweight against such instability,
particularly from Russia. It is remotely possible that the spread of instability or the
spillover of conflict in Russia. Eurasia, or
southeastern Europe could precipitate a
regional war in Europe.

~Because of the overall low threat perception, European defense spending has
decreased significantly over the past decade
and is not projected to increase significantly over the next 10 years . An increase
of 1 to 2l7c> is possible beginning after 2002.

SECRET

but these funds will be marked primarily
for necessary modernization projects.
Future defense ministers and military planners face competition with social programs
and a growing number of politicians who
have no military experience or memory of
conflict. The current socialist tilt in European governments will guarantee this trend
continues for the next four to Jive years.
The end of the Cold War and decreased
spending is the underlying factor in the current attempts to integrate European defense
and technology companies.

~ European consolidation will progress
depending on the overall economic clim<He
and the dynamics of corporate politics. The
primary goal of consolidation is the creation of robust European sectors to compete with the sizable U.S. defense-related
firms. It is also hoped that this consolidation will facilitate technical innovation and
thus narrow the technology gap with the
United States. Success in the latter will
enhance NATO interoperability for the
short term. but will likely foster continued
industrial and technological espionage as
well. The open nature of the U.S. R&D

FUTURE THREAT 1999-2020
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Europe

(U) French llafale fighter.

community is it:'> greatest advantage and its
greatest vulnerability.

~The

Franco-German relationship will
remain a fundamental part of continued
European economic and political integration. Tt will change, perhaps significantly.
but not decline. The original French motivation for emphasizing the relationship
with Germany was to ensure that the Germans were fully anchored in the West and
to prevent their reemergence as a hegemonic power. Now and for the future, the
French want to ensure a similar German
anchor in the European Union. The Ger-

(U) Norwegian and Polish soldiers working together in the
NORDPOL brigade.
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mans want to guarantee that the French are
patched into NATO even though they are
not fully integrated into its military structure. Germany, under a Social DemocraU
Greens coalition, will still pledge fidelity to
the relationship with France. but can be
expected to continue pursuing other European tie~>, particularly with the Labour government in the U.K., with which it has
more in common. This is not to say that the
relationship will be cast off. but rather that
its importance to Germany will be such that
the Germans will not reflexively consult
with Paris if they feel their national interests are at stake. The issue of subordination
to the agendas of other European states and
of the United States will continue to be a
driving factor in France's occasional antagonistic altitude as it pushes its own agenda.
This factor will continue to inhibit the pace
of European integration and add complexity to the transatlantic link.

~The Germans will continue to need
the French in some measure to conduct
actions and make decisions in the European context that they cannot make alone
for at least the next 5 to 10 years. Beyond
that, the next generation of Germans
could either see themselves as a larger
part of the sum of Europe or the sum
itself, given a successful European Union
and NATO expansion to the East. This
generation will not feel the weight of history and will be more inclined to
approach issues directly as a leader of
Europe with the benefits of Germans in
mind. Depending in pan on the pre~ence
the U.S. maintains in Germany, GermanAmerican relations should easily remain
solid. though defeme cooperation will be
frustrated periodically by differing opinions on priorities.
(U) The entrance of Poland, the Czech
Republic, and Hungary into NATO during
1999 has ushered in a period of ·'growing
pains'' that will last for the better part of the
next decade. lnteroperability in the
expanded alliance will be challenged for at

!I!CRET
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European Demographics
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least the next 5 years. as the new member:-..
now in the alliance. are likely to feel free to
devote less attention and monies to defen:;,e
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European Union membership.
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and Slovakia will be cognizant of their
position on the fringes. Poland, in pal1icular. will feel secure in future attempts to
expand its inft uencc in northeast Europe
with the goal of broadening its commercial
interests.

(U) Old Soviet thought proces<;es will have
~After the year :2000, Europe could face a
to be purged along with stocks of SovieU
~lowly declining population. This drop in bitih
Warsaw Pact equipment The latter will rate will begin to take it<; toll on the workforce
come with refined defense planning. while after 2010 with a steadily aging European
the former will take several years. Old populace. By 2020, the impact \vill be fell
thought processes will remain prevalem at mostly in existing social and political policies
the working level for :-.ome lime a:-. new that have not already been reexamined. Early
leaders force changes from the top down,
but the experience of NATO and Partnership for Peace (PfP) exercises should facilitate this process. The proce:-.s of
restructuring and building new civil and
military infrastructures will take the better
pm1 of the next two decades. However.
increased economic ties with \Veslern
Europe and the U.S. have already helped
this process. The new members also change
the geopolitical environment for Germany
by moving the alliance':-, front line considerably to the ea:-.t. Germany in the next century will be more at ea~e and a .'>tabilizing
force in Central Europe. Conversely, the
Poles. Czechs, and Hungarians and NATO (U) Immigrants make their way to Italy.
hopefuls like Romania. Slovenia. Bulgaria

----
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Population Comparison: Southern Europe and North Africa
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NATO will
seek to
redefine its
role and
missions in
the aftermath
of the Balkan
experience.

1960
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retirement and the growing immigration fi·om
North Africa and the Middle Easl will have to
be balanced effectively to stem workforce
shortages and domestic discontent.

~The challenge brought on by non-citizens will grow significantly. potentially
creating civil '>trite and overstressing European welfare systems. Europe will have to
take a unif1ed approach or face the prospect
of inadvertently creating friction over
diverging immigration policies. Already,
Jtalian and Spanish law enforcement organizations arc facing pressure to control the
increasing migration. In the next 10 years.
use of military support assets- such as
logistical services and military police- to
aid these civil efforts could increase. In the
long run, continued use of such limited
defense resources could hinder their availability and effectiveness for use in primary
national security mission:-..

Alternative Futures

~

Further dimi~ishing s~curity concerns
~m1kely lead to J-urther withdrawal of lJ .S.
troops. The continued absence of a unifying
Russian threat could encourage an increa'>ingly independent and self-a:-.sertive Europe

2000

2010

2020

2030

2040

2050

in the European Union and Western European Union ( WEU ), probably under some
combination of German. French, and British
leadership. De:-.pite operating under the
guise of a union , this arrangement could at
times prove to be ~hallow. This could lead to
protracted decision cycles resulting from the
conflicting agendas of leader~ and groups.

~A resurgent and recidivist Russia,
over time, could promote i ncrea~cs in
defense
spending
and reinvigorate
NATO. Pressure to accommodate those
countries that wish to be affiliated with
the alliance would be comiderable. As a
result, NATO would U'>e greater political
leverage. military strength. and international influence to prevent such an
aggressor from moving against a country
not in the alliance but noncthele-;s considered sensitive enough to defend. Such
a scenario could easily muddy relation'>
with Russia and further complicate the
internal operations of NATO and the EU.

THE BALKANS
(lJ) Pervasive ethnic tensions will persist

for at least the next I 0 to I 5 years, periodi cally erupting into violence. Maintenance

j

•
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of credible peacekeeping forces will be
necessary to contain these violent outbursts
and deter larger conflicts. [nternational
peacekeeping forces continue to operate in
a complex environment that pose~ significant challenges to the establishment of a
stable and enduring peace. Compliance
with existing and future peace agreement:;,
will generally continue as long as peace
operations remain credible and the various
countries. faction~. and groups recognize
potential advantages. However, the continued presence of NATO or other international peacekeeper~ for some extended
period is necessary ft-:>r the maintenance and
sustainment of peace.

~Overall

political and economic reform
for the region will proceed slowly. Several
impediments, such as the lack of effective
and democratic leadership, rampant corruption, and the ingrained divi~iveness of the
various ethnic groups, will further dampen
prospects for reform. Between 2010 and
2015, a generation will have reached adulthood after living through the various crises
in Yugoslavia, Bosnia, Albania. Kosovo and
Serbia. Unless economic and political conditions improve markedly, the cycle of violence could repeat itself through bitterness
over past events. Serbia\ once dominant
military and political position in the region
will likely continue to erode. Other groups
in this region such as the Bo:'>niaks or Ko~o
var Albanians will likely <;eek W<ty~ to
exploit this trend and achieve retribution.
Although its overall territorial goals have
been generally satistied, Croatia also will
view this trend as an opportunity to dominate the northern Balkan:'> region. The issue
of ethnic Albanian nationalism will remain
the single most complicating factor in
achieving stability in the ~outhern Balkans.

' (b)(1) ,1.4 (c)

Look for the emergence of a larger Albanian cultural-political amalgam in the
region.
S!CRE'f
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and Ankara will continue to be
unabk to re~olve the practical and political
issues in the Aegean that underlie the tensions between the two countries. Both prefer to avoid war. Nonetheless. a crisis
involving Aegean ~ovcreignty iswes on
Cypru~ could erupt and escalate into an
unwantt'd conti ict because of perceived
provocative action~ or miscalculations.

~

ln the event of hostilitie~ , Turkey and
Greece expect and plan for a sho1t conflict
(3-4 dny~) and a~~ume that the interna-

(U) Turkish Army Aviation Blackhawk.
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tiona! community v..-ould intercede by then
to stop the fighting. Such a conflict. which
probably would ~tart in the Aegean. would
be primarily an air and naval fight with a
Turkish <1ttack on some of the smaller
Greek islands in the Aegean and possibly a
limited ground operation in Thrace. A conflict that begins in the Aegean would not
neces<;arily spread to Cyprus. but such
expansion should not be ruled out. Turkey
is expected to hold a quantitative and qualitative edge on force capabilities, though
Greece will make modest improvement to
its air and air defense capabilitie'>. Greek
military equipment acquisitions in the
coming years will lessen the prospecb of a
catastrophic defeat at the hands of Turkey.

~Athens

-----·------······--·--·--

---·--··············-

(C}I>ll"') Turkey sees its position a:-. an t:picenter of three unstable regions: the Balkans. the Caucasus. and the Middle East.
This .. tough neighborhood'' will continue to
be plagued with problems of ethnic strife.
regional conflicts. religious fanaticism.
international terrorism, and weapons of
mass destruction. Turkish relations with
Syria will increasingly be strained over distribution of water from the Euphrates River.
Syna ·~ support for the PKK , Turkey 's military cooperation with Israel , and Syrian
claitns to Hatay Province. Both Iraq and
lran will complicate Turkish interest<; in the
region. As \Vith Syria. the Kurdish issue
further strains relations \Vith Iraq.

(C/?lr) These issues are in addition to Turkey'<; close relations with the United States
and budding relation~ with Israel. Iran hao.;
the potential of becoming the more important Turkish adversary in the Middle East.
Competing interests in Central A ~ia and the
Caucasus and the fact that Turkey is <l .~ecu
lar Muslim state will place Ankara at odds
with Iran. Turkey·:-. forceful solution:-. to
regional problems with lraq and Iran also
have the potential for bringing Ankara
quickly into conflict ·with U.S. interests .
(Cf~U') Although Turkey appear<; miliwrily
positioned to survive any of the-.e external
challenges and remain a regional power. the
Turkish ntling elite~ will face a fundamen-

--------·--·······--··--··- - ---------·····------·-------·---·----·-------
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tal problem that will likely determine if in
fact it can do :-.o. It i.-. almost inconceivable
that within the next ten years there will not
be a point at which the ongoing ideological
clash between secularism and an increasingly fervent lslamist political movement
will reach a climax. Secular forces, led by
the military, are currently in charge and will
almost certainly remain so for at least the
next five years. ll is questionable, however.
whether this dominance can last. especially
if the religious fervor continues to grow.
Just as the military ' s suppression of the
Kurd" fed the Kurdish insurgency, continued effo11s to quash Tslamist political
movements in the midst of a religious
revival could lead to deeper divisions in
society and serious urban violence. The key
question, then. would be how long the
military-seemingly becoming more and
more estranged from ci vi !ian societycould maintain control.

BELARUS- UKRAINEMOLDOVA

(U) Belarusian President Lukashenko sees the
Belarus-Russia Union as a natural merger of
two fraternal slates.

Given the dismal <;tate of the Belarusian
economy, a potentially unstabk stak
already exists on that border. Ukraine will
continue a balanced relationship with
Russia- if anything as a deterrent, since
Ru:-.sia is considered it:-. only external
threat. In addition. Kiev will continue to
pursue closer politicaL economic, and military cooperation with Europe and NATO.
eventually establishing both as its primary
security relationship. The economic crisis
in the Ukraine \\'ill li111it military l·apabilities for the next 5 to I 0 years. Moldova's
problems with its breakaway Transdneister
region will l·ontinue over the next decade
but without ~ignificant e<;calatiun of the
conflict or re~olution .

EUROPEAN SECURITY
ARCHITECTURE
~These

three states will pose opportunities for both cooperation and friction
between Europe. Russia, and the United
State:-. Of these, Belarus identifies most
closely with Moscow. It already has dose
military cooperation \vith Russia. with
political integration by 2005 not being
ruled out. Though these military ties po<;e
no near-term conventional threat, it is worth
noting that the new NATO area of responsibility will be in direct contact with Belarus.

~Europe

will have moved clm.er to building a credible. perhaps much different security structure in NATO, bUL these ellorts
face many impediments from the Europeans themselves. Political cohesion of
Europe will become equally important to
the actual advantages of collective <;ecurity.
The development of ESDI will proceed
haltingly for at least the next decade . Its
successful implementation will depend on
continued support from NATO - but e~pe-
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"The world has not become a safer place. We still
must invest in our security."
Dutch Defense
Minister Frank de Grave
Summer, 1998

Europe. They still ~ee the alliance as fundamental to their security concerns and
will not make any effort to change thi~
relationship for the foreseeable future.
France continues to believe that the U.S .
has too much influence in European security. Any intentions or efforts by the French
to marginalize or circumvent U.S. involvement will continue to be checked by Germany and the UK, among others.

cially the lJ .S. - both in leadership and
resources. In return. Europe will have
~ln addition. the evolution of the Eurogreater security autonomy and the Western
pean security architecture could complicate
European Union (WELT) or EU will have
U.S.-Russian relations . Independent Eurothe ability to conduct some limited. but
pean approaches to relations with Ru~sia
nonetheless independent. missions. ESDI
could contlict with U.S. goals and obJeCefforts will be an important element of the
tives. Russia , for its part in European secuCombined Joint Task Force Plan. From
rity. would prefer to see a greater role for
2010 to 2020, collaboration primarily
the Organization for Security and Cooperabetween France. Germany. the UK and
tion in Europe (OSCE) with Gem1any and/
Italy will enhance military capabilitie~> in
or France at its epicenter and largely
selected areas such as special force and
divorced from the United State~ .
civil-military operations. advanced avionics. and missile development. The Europe-fE+- By 2020, virtually all European
ans will still lack any significant power
nations, including the Baltic States and
projection capability and will continue to
selected Balkans states, will be affiliated in
relv on U.S . lift capabilities for extended or
some way with NATO. With the accession
ou;-of-area operations and space-based
of Poland, the Czech Republic, and HunC4f. They recognize their lack of burden
gary, further NATO enlargement is likely,
sharing. but contend that they equally share
but probably not for another 3-5 years. Furthe risks. Most European nations support
ther enlaro-ement could easily have the dis<>Teater independence in security matters
in
~
.
advantage~ of creating an alliance that is
principle. but do not \Vant to create Circumincreasingly difficult to manage due to the
stances where the United States is no
increased multiplicity of views and conlonger inclined to commit to the security of
cerns. bsues surrounding security requirements, particularly defen~>e spending and
burden sharing, modernization, and defense
industrial concerns, will be the most contentious. Although northern Europe will
champion membership for the Baltic
states-individually or as a group-and
southern Europe \Vill push for Romania.
Bulgaria, and Slovenia, NATO is unlikely
to extend invitations to any of these states
before 2004. However, the alliance will
continue efforts to assist these $tates in
restructuring their defensive forces and
infrastructure. The PtP will continue as a
(U) NATO Exercise ARDENT GROUND 98'.
---- ------------------- -----·- - -- - -- - -
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viable vehicle for security cooperation
between NATO, non-NATO European
nations. and the former republics of the
Soviet Union. PIP ~uccess depends largely
on how U.S. engagement is viewed by Ru~
~ia in the proces!>. If Americans are per~eive~ as being overbearing or overly
mtru!>tve, then the delicate- and often
skeptical- nature of Ru~sian perceptions
will be swayed to a pessimistic or noncooperative attitude . Such an attitude could
also develop if Mo!>cow is looking for a
pretext for non-cooperation a~ a means to
further its own agenda.

STRATEGIC
IMPLICATIONS
(U) Russia's evolution is key to Europe's
stability. What will be particularly troubling is Moscow's inability to control criminal activity, especially the illicit trafti.ckinoe
.
tn proliferation items if Russian sm:: ial turmoil undermines security.
(U) Europe is an extremely strong economic bloc on the world stage and will
remain the first or second largest trading
partner of the United States. The European
allies will remain Washington's foremost
partners in a variety of security forums and
military operations.
(C/P,TF') The continuation of regional finan-

(U) Exercise COOPERATIVE ASSEMBLY 98.

U.S. vendors. NATO peacetime decisionmaking and planning could easilv be hampered under such circumstances. (lJ) The enlargement of NATO to the east
has expanded the range of responsibility
and interest for the alliance and has
brought the organization closer to areas
that will remain unstable for the next I 0 to
20 years. Poland, the Czech Republic, and
Hungary will continue to have a high
degree of concern for issues such as organized crime and extremism. As members
of the alliance. they could be compelled to
call for indirect assistance from NATO
member nations to quell such threats.

cial crises could limit internal force modernization and other military improvements, -+ETA concerted international involvement
in the Balkans will probablv be necessarv
thus having implications for the capabilities
for
at least the next 15 yea;<;. Such oper;of our European friends and allies to particition'i
will also highlight the degree to
pate in joint military engagements.
which Europe can effectively respond collectively with military force and sustain
~Growth, real or perceived. in the techthat
level of involvement. Russian reacnology gap between the U.S. and Europe
tions
to American and European efforts to
will hinder interoperability and increase
frictions in the alliance over defense indus- stabilize the Balkans will have broader
trial developments and the alliance 's mili- implications for the continent as a whole.
tary acquisition strategies. The U.S. will be Russian misperceptions and NATO misseen as pushing too hard for acquisition of calculations could easily lead to tense
high-tech equipment available only from relations in the future.

GOt4F19EtfflAL/t40FORt4
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The Russian
experience
in dealing
with NATO
and the
U.S. in
mediating
the conflict
with Serbia
overKosovo
is likely to
have lasting
effect on
Russian
perceptions
of the west.
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~If

Greece and Turkey cnler into contlict. one
of the greatest miscalculations by both parties
could be on the ~peed of entry of the international community. Greek and Turkish pen:eptions hold that any conflict would be short.

partly because of olltside intervention. The
potential exists that any he~itancy by the rest of
NATO to intercede could increa~e and lengthen
ho~tilities.

The United States will remain a de facto European power by virtue of its
political and economic interests and coveted military capabilities.

(U) Even the delivery of humanitarian aid is not
without challenges to NATO

~The

British Royal Navy and Royal Air Force
HARRIER aircraft have been combined under a
single joint command in order to achieve more
efficiency in UK and NATO operations.

---------- -- - - - - - - - - - - -
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Central Asia and
the Caucasus
ENERGY RESOURCES:
PROSPECTS, PROBLEMS
( U) The Caspian Macro region will be
attractive as a relatively new global source
and market for energy resources and infrastructure projects. international interest and
inve<;tment in the oil and gas 11elds of this
region will continue to grow in concert with
the global demand for energy. The region is
estimated to contain between 15 billion and
29 billion barrels in proven oil reserves,
comparable to those held by the United
States.

The natural resources and territory of the
Central Asia region have the potential to
become the focus of violent competition
for control and access over the long term.
and Ru~sian influence by seeking Western
tie-,. Kazakhstan will continue to pursue economic relations with the West; however.
becau:-.e of proximity and Soviet-era centralization. dose ties with Russia will continue
for the foreseeable future.

(U) By the first part of the next century.

inten<>ive exploration could result in much
larger proven reserves, approaching leveh
speculated at up to 160 billion barrels. This
would equal roughly 250~ of the proven
reserves of the Middle East. Accordingly.
between 2018 and 2020, the Caspian Macro
could be responsible for 4% to s<;(-. of the
world's total production. However. during
the next decade, investors wi II still have to
contend with numerous obstacles and
issue:-,. including legal ownership. regional
instability. routing of exp(Ht infrastructures.
and the role of Iran.

~Turkey

will also contend for influence.
flllther complicating the dynamic<, of thi'>
region. Ankara see<; Russia a-; a useful
counterbalance to Iranian efforh to expand
influence in the region.

( U) Russia will acquie-;ce to both Western
and Asian inve~tments as long as Ru~sian
entrepreneurs are included in the concessions. Existing: infrastructures. facilities.
and
net works ·- despite
their
poor
condition - will support such investment.

~Both Iran and China will pursue greater
economic and political involvementparticularly in Central Asia- resulting in the
emergence of a new ··silk Road.'' Uzbekistan
and Azerbaijan will resist lnmian. Chinese.

(U) Oil workers repair derricks in drilling fields near
the village of Shikhof, near Baku, Azerbaijan.

·---------- - - - - - - co~menniAL
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tary
volatility- particularly
in
the
Caucasus - will hamper economic development and investment. The unique geographic features of the region- its remote
location
and
general
lack
of
infrastructure- would complicate any
external efforts at force projection or
humanitarian operations.

STRATEGIC IMPLICATIONS
~For the next two decades, NATO, at a

~The region will continue to experience

minimum, will have to devote politicaland possibly military- resources to monitor and prevent the potential for instability
along its eastern border.

ethnic. tribal. and other forms of internecine conflict. Central Asian problems and
Central Asian involvement in ethnic issues
are likely to spill over into both China and
Russia. Relations between the United
States and the various states of the region
should remain ·tair-to-good'' as many of
these states explore economic ties to the
West. Continued political, social. and mili-

(U) Central Asia could easily prove to be a
friction zone bet\veen nations competing
for influence and access. depending on the
region's long term economic viability.
Some measure of broad cooperation iE> not
impossible as long as individual equities
receive consideration and play in decisionmaking.

(U) Georgian refugees from the Gali region rest at a post
of Russian peace-keepers in Napagevi.
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Asia
(U) Asia's economic cns1s ha-, severely
undermined national and collective selfconfidence. but most Asian nations will
return to reasonably strong growth over the
next decade. Recovery will be uneven, with
some countries adopting succe<.sful reform
while others resist nece~sary measures or
fail to find the right combination of policies . lf growth resumes as expected, the
total output of Asia wi 11 rise to a third of the
\vorld totaL though per capita income will
remain low in most countries.
(U) Shifts in relations among nations will

affect the regional balance. The North
Korean military threat will diminish with
its failing economy. although it retains significant capabilities in missiles, artillery.
and SOF. As the North Korean threat
wane<;, Japan and South Korea \Vill reexamine their own positions in the region. China
will nPt catch up with per-capita wealth of
the leading economies for another half-century, if then, but the sheer size of its growing economy will effect a shift in the
regional balance of power.
(U) Some countries will continue to lag
behind in economic development- North
Korea, Vietnam. Laos, Cambodia. Burma.
indonesia. and possibly Malaysia, Thailand
and the Philippines. Stability over the next
decade will depend on economic progress
and on the regional roles of Japan. China.
and the United States.
(U) The '·Asian Flu '' ha~ led many states lO
cut hack on military spending. Thi~ decline
may per-;ist after economic recovery,
though unresolved security concern:-. will
compel some to continue military modernization. Throughout the region, defense
:-.pending remains subordinate to the top
priority of economic progres~ and growth.
( U) The current problems may reinforce
relationships within the Association of
Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN) and the
ASEAN Regional Forum (ARF). The ten-

' MALD.'VES

·C_. • .. . .-.

....._
AUSTRALIA

~ --"

dencies toward regional security cooperation will continue to grow. but also may
feed the de:-,ire to blame neighbors and
We:-.terner~ for economic woes. and could
erode U.S. bilateral and defen:-.ive ties in
the region. Economic reforms aho may fuel
domestic political challenge:-, and contribute to internal instability in the ~hort term.

Possible Flash Points
( U) Despite the trends toward regional
cooperation, several looming i<;sue'> could
threaten stability in Asia through 2020.
(U) Taiwan. China's goal is peaceful reuni-

fication on tenm. acceptable to Beijing. but
mis~teps .in Taiv..'an or a policy change in
China could precipitate a major conliict.
(U) Korea Between the Giants. If the
North Korean threat recedes. the long-term
geopolitical ~trug:gle between Japan and
China for influence over Korea could resurface. A unified Korea could kad to new
regional tcn~ions and concern<,. War

- - - -- -- - - - - - - - -
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its import requirements will grow exponentially over the next two decades. Japan
and Korea will remain heavily dependent
on imported oil. Despite concerns over
energy supplie.:;, no Asian nation il'> likely
to develop the military capability to protect
sources in. nr sea lines of communication
from, the Middle East in the next two
decades.

CHINA
Economic Outlook
(U) Over the next two decades. China it'>

(U) For China, bottlenecks in distribution,
rather than a lack of resources, are responsible for some scarcities.

between North Korea and the South and its
allies, notably the U.S .. continues to be
possible .
(LTJ Territorial Disputes. Ru:-.sia-.lapan, the

Spratly Islands and numerous South China
Sea claimants, China-Lndia. India-Pakistan.
Japan-Korea. Japan-China, China-Taiwan,
North-South Korea and possibly KoreaChina-Japan Of Korea is reunited) could
resull in myriad confrontations.

( U) Ethnic and Cultural Schisms.
Domestic conflicts could spill over into
adjoining: areas: ~eparatist movements exist
and continue to flourish in several Asian
countrie~. Internal contlict in the Philippines and religious - economic conflict in
Indonesia are especially worrisome.
( U) Leadership Changes. Such changes
may lead to political or economic change
with military comequences.
(U) Energy. Asia's oil import.:; will rise
significantly. but dependence on imports
will vary. China's primary source of
energy will remain domesttc coal, though
---- - --------------- - - -- ----
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likely to enjoy moderate growth but not as
high as rates seen during the early 1980i>.
Past growth has been based on market
forces using underemployed labor and
resources. rather than increasing productivity for those already employed. There is
room for more such efficiencie~. but other
factors will slow future growth:

(U) Infrastructure Bottlenecks- Even
under Beijing's ambitious plan;,. adequate
energy, transpo11ation, communication.
sanitation, water distribution, and other
physical infrastructures will require many
decades to build.
(U) Worker Skill Levels. Secondary and
tertiary education levels are very low. and
industry has not developed the work practices. management expettise. and quality
control needed in the modern world.
(U) Environment. Economic development

has come at great cost to the quality of
China\
air.
water,
and
natural
environment - perhaps as high a~ 8% of
GOP per year. In the long run, the economic cost of this pollution must be paid.
either in cleanup costs or in declining
health and productivity.
(lJ) Weak Financial System. Beijing could

face a financial crisis much larger than the
one that crippled other Asian countries during the past two years. Bankrupt state- - - --- ------------
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Chinese Grain Supply
(million of tons)
2020 (projected)

1996

High

Base case

Low

Production

416

667

636

606

Consumption

437

695

695

695

21

28

59

89

Imports

Source: World Bank, China 2020

owned enterprises (SOEs), enormous bad
bank loans (30% of GOP), and the inability
to separate urban infrastructure from SOE
ownership create an intractable web of
problems. If the economy declines, or
banks lose control of private savings. the
whole structure could collapse with enormous consequences.
(U) If China avoids this collapse, it will
grow around )I;{, per year and approach the
lower ranks of developed countries by
2020. If not, it could face protracted crisis
that would leave most of the population in
Third World poverty, provoking widespread
frustration and political instability.

Resources
(U) Energy. China's energy challenges

center on infrastructure rather than
resources. Demand will increase \vith economic growth, but domestic coal supplies
are enormous and the world oil supply is
forecast to meet all needs including China's
for the foreseeable future. China's challenge is to build power plants. distribution
grids, railroads, ports, and pipelines fast
enough to sustain economic growth.

(U) Water. Pollution, tack of treatment
facilities. inefficient irrigation systems. and
wasteful practices threaten a severe short·- - -- - -- - - --
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age of clean water in China's cities over the
next two decades.
Food. China can meet the bulk of its
food needs domestically if it implement<;
the right agricultural policies and addresses
its water problems, and the ret>t of the world
can cover China's import needs for the
foreseeable future. Dependence on food
imports highlights the importance to China
of a favorable international environmem
and access to world markets.
(U)

Population
(U) Even if birth rates remain low. China's
population will grow over the next 40
years, driven by the demographic momentum of high birth rates before 1976, and
will stabilize at around 1.5 billion by 2050.
ff birth rates increase again. the mid-century total wiJJ exceed 1.8 billion and continue growing fast.

China believes
U.S. policy
encourages the
independence movement in
Taiwan both
deliberately
andinadvertently.

(U) As birth rates have dropped , China's
population has begun to age. The ''baby
boom" generation of 1956-76 is in its peak
child-bearing years now, 20 years behind
its U.S. counterparts, and will be in their
period of greatest economic productivity
over the next two decades. By 2021). China
will face the same challenge the United
States and Japan face today, as boomers
·· - - ·- - -- - - -- - - - -- - FUTURE THREAT 1999-2020
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China Demographics
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approach retirement and leave a shrinking
pool of working-age adults. The am1ed
forces could face manpower ~>hortages, but
more from economic competition than
demographics, since China's military 1s a
small proportion of its population.
(U) Some 75 % of Chinese live in rural
areas today. but Beijing expect:-. another
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25% to migrate to the cities in the next two
decade'>. Besides the challenge of building
cities fast enough for 300 million new
urban dwellers. the '>hift will mark a cultural tran~>fonnation for China, which has
always been an overwhelmingly rural country. If China\ economy succeeds. it will be
in part due to a near-endless supply of labor
for urban enterprises; if it fails , the frustration of hundreds of million<; of economic
migrants could create a ~eriou'> political
and social cri~is.

National Priorities
IU) China'~ top priorities will remain economic development and political stability.
(Lf) The regime i-.; likely to become more
responsive to the desire~ and needs of its

people, but not significantly more democratic or pro- Western.
(U) Military modernization will continue at

a mea~ured pace, with emphasis on selected
missions:
• Maintaining: a credible nuclear deterrem.
• Developing a more credible military
threat against Taiwan.

(U) Jiang Zemin and his fellow leaders must manage the transition
toward a market economy while
responding to various long-term
political and social pressures.

············------------·--·-----·-
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(U) China i~ not likely lo build the capability to project large conventional forces
beyond it!> immediate border!> or nearby
sea~. China is likely to continue to build a
strategic mi!-.sile/WMD capability.
(U) China's foreign policy will seek to
avoid conflict and sustain the trade, inve<>tment, and access to technology essential to
economic development.

~Within this cooperative framework,
howt>ver. several points of friction will persist. China believes the United States is
bent on containing. dividing. and western- (U) Chinese Type 851/M Tank.
izing China, and perceives Japan as its principal rival in the region. Chinese leadership
views U.S.-Japanese defense cooperation cially in Tibet and the northwest. and the
as increasing the long-term Japanese threat. potential threat such movements pose to the
Taiwan remain~ the major stumbling block country's '>lability and unity.
to a coherent and unitary China, and will
continue to be a focus for the Beijing gov- Military Trends
ernment China believes U.S. policy
encourages the independenct' movement in ~The Chinese military will decrease in
Taiwan both deliberately and inadvertently. size during the next two decades to conTerritorial
disputes
may
flare <.,erve funds for military modernization.
periodically -though Beijing prefers to although its forces will remain large in
defer these disputes until it i~ strong comparison with its neighboro.;. Now numenough to impose peaceful resolution on it~ bering about 2.5 million. the People's Libown term,;. Furthermore, China remains eration Army (PLA) most likely will
concerned over ethnic separatism. espe- decline by l Wk to 20%.

The Chinese
clock keeps
the same time
as clocks in
the west but
the Chinese
perception is
of decades
passing - not
hours or days.

(b)(,1) ,1.4
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China's effort
to gather
technology
from open
interaction
and from
industrial and
governmental
espionage
will continue.
China's
involvement
with selected
countries in
proliferation
will also
continue.

(U) Absent a major resurgence of Russian ~China ha~ recently abandoned all conpower, Beijing sees the air and naval threat sideration of developing an aircraft carrier
from the ea1-.t as much greater than the and related fighter aircraft for its navy. It is
ground threat from the north. China·s top possible that this program will be revived
military priorities will therefore remain its 1-.ome time in the future, but equally likely
air, air defense, missile, and naval forces, in that Beijing will decide to rely on anti-ship
order to protect Chinese claims in the South cruise missiles and fieet air defense. and
China Sea. pose a credible threat to Taiwan, forego a canier altogether.
and repel any possible attack from advanced
rivals such as the United States or Japan.
~China's nuclear strategy will continue
to emphasize a survivable retaliatory
~With the growth of U.S. long-range capability to deter use of nuclear weapons
strike capabilities, homeland defense
by the United States, Russia. or India.
requires the PLA Navy to expand its operChina feels this deterrent is at ri~k over
ating area further out to sea. The PLA
the next decade because of U .S. targeting
Navy\ main strength is its offensive punch
capabilities. missile accuracy. and potenagainst surface ships, especially its antiship cruise mi1-.siles launched from ships. tial ballistic mis~ile defenses. Beijing is,
submarines, aircraft. and land-based plat- therefore, modernizing and expanding it<;
forms. China's ability to project a naval misc;ile force to re~tore its detenent value.
task force for missions other than coastal Mobile. solid-fuel missiles and a new ballistic missile submarine will improve the
defense will remain limited .
force's ability to survive a tirst strike,
~China is well aware it would be at a while more launchers. on-board penetratechnological disadvantage against any tion aids, and possibly multipk warheads
advanced opponent. and would seek to will improve its ability to penetrate misovercome this through force multipliers or sile defenses. Nothing indicates China
unconventional countermeasures and tac- will field the much larger number of mistics. China believes that information opera- siles necessary to shift from a limited,
tions will become a major factor in future retaliatory strategy to a first-strike, warconflict'> and is actively researching offen- fighting strategy.
sive information warfare capabilities.

(b)(1) ,1.4 (c)
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Force Multipliers:
• Electronic countermeasures
• Denial and deception
• Superior knowledge of local conditions
•

Deep strike- ballistic and cruise missiles

• Attacks on staging bases and logistics

-
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JAPAN
(U) Despite its prolonged economic slump.
Japan remains among the world's largest
and richest economies, and will continue to
be for the foreseeable future . ln the past two
years. Tokyo has cut its defeme budget for
the first time since the 1950s and still ranh
between second and fourth in the world.
depending on the estimates of Chinese and
Russian military spending. China may surpass Japan in total GNP sometime in the
next two decades -again depending on
very imprecise estimates of the Chinese
economy- hut Japan's per capita GNP
will remain many times higher, and Japan
enjoys a mature and well developed infrastructure that China will need three to four
decades or longer to build .
(b)(1) ,1.4 (c)

.------------------~

Economic Outlook ' , ...,_

major structural change. <~nd neither
bureaucrats nor politicians have yet
addressed the necessary financial. regulatory. and structural issues. Jf Tokyo does
implement needed changes. the economy
will begin a slow recovery. Jf not, Japan ·s
economy will remain near zero growth for
several more years. Nonetheless. even \Vith
a ~tagnant economy, Japan will remain the
\vorld's second-riche~t large country, with

·.

( U) The greatest challenges fa~ln
are economic and demographic. J
the oldest population of any large cou
and the average age continues to ·
due to low birth rate<; over the past 20 years.
By 2020, 25% of Japanese will be over 65.
with only 2.4 workers per retiree, compared
to I0 per retiree in 1970. The population
has already stopped growing, and will
decline sharply after 20 I 0 unle~s birth rates
or immigration increase. This would require
major social change in Japan. The aging of
the population will exacerbate the Self
Defense Force's recruitment problems, as
the pool of military-age men and women
contracts sharply.

A simple
measure of
the potential
for power in
Japan and in
China can be
achieved by
looking at the
map ...

(U) Economically. Japan shows no .;;ign yet
of ending 8 years of stagnant growth. Most
economists agree that the economy requires

co~menHIAL
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Japan Demographics
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excellent physical infrastructure. high levels of technology and management expertise. and a highly educated workforce.

U.N.
peacekeeping
missions and
its willingness
to support
multi-national
military efforts
indicate an
evolving postWWII political
-military
change.

NORTH KOREA
~orth Korea 's fate hinge~, in large measure, on it.'- ability to cope with a failing
economy and w·ith decisions taken by it~
leaders. With its indu~try in a shambles and
its agricultural secLOr incapable of meeting
minimal dome~tic requirements. North
Korea remains dependent upon continued
donations of food and China's willingness
to forgive much of Pyongyang\ annual
trade deficit. Not1h Korea's leader~ persist
in rejecting economic reform and opennes~
that are nece~sary .1.,teps to case the crisis.

(U) Osumi LST.
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lnstead, North Korea has prioritized select
industrial capabilities, especially a few of
its defense industries, relaxed some internal
controls to allow its hard-pressed populace
more flexibility in acquiring food and other
necessities. and boosted the military's internal security role (including enhanced protection for the regime). Ultimately. renewed
economic development is likely to hinge on
a relaxation of tension and economic
accommodation with Seoul.

(U) North Korean SANGO-cfass mini submarine.

without relaxing tensions with the South. If
economic power and allies it refuses to follow that path. as i~ likely, it
upon whom it can depend for military sup- might be able to muddle through indefipott, North Korea clearly believes it must nitely, maintaining: its missile, nuclear, and
maintain a credible military capability at all special operations capabilities but losing its
costs. This provides not only deterrence capacity for conventional maneuver warand, if necessary. defense, but Pyongyang fare. If it does reconcile or reunify with the
also uses it indirectly as leverage in interna- South, economic rehabilitation of the North
tional negotiations and in the policy formu- will be an enormous task for many years to
lations of concerned governments . In the come and \vill influence Seoul's relationshort term, the North will retain the ability ships with China, Japan. and the United
to inflict enormous destruction on South States.
Korea. Its ability to conduct large-scale
maneuver warfare against the South is Military Trends
eroding:. but it is attempting to balance this
erosion with improvements in long-range ~f North Korea remains hostile, it v. .·i ll
artillery. ballistic missiles. weapons of maintain its large fonvard deployed infanmass de~truction, and special operations try and artillery force, deploying additional
forces and associated delivery platforms. long-range systems and emphusizing artilWere conflict to erupt, these elementf> could lery training. Pyongyang will try to mainwreak heavy damage on the northern pat1 tain the capabilities of its large special
of South Korea.
operations forces . including platfom1s for
clandestine insertion of forces into the
~Social problems. including widespread South. North Korea has thousands of sighunger. increased crime, and corruption nificant underground facilities disper~ed
among civilian and military officials. have widely throughout the country, making preaccompanied economic failure. Though the cision de~truction of warfighting capability
possibility of leadership change cannot be very difficult.
entirely dismissed, the regime, with its
enhanced security apparatus. appears hnnly ~North Korean air and air defense capain control. The likelihood that North Korea bilities are modest and will remain so in the
will initiate a war to reunify the peninsula future. Economic constraints will preclude
is diminishing. but the possibility of con- buying: new aircraft to replace its obsolesflict spurred by internal instability. miscal- cent inventory, and pilot training will
remain inadequate.
culation, or provocation is increasing.

~Lacking

~n the longer term. North Korea is not ~Pyongyang will maintain large surfacelikely to maintain ib capacity for conventional military operations without rever'>ing
its economic decline, and it cannot reverse
that decline without major reform, without
opening itself to the outside world. and

!~CRET

to-air missile and air defense a1tillery
forces but will have difflculty in invef..ting
in newer, more capable systems. The army
will continue to harden air and air defense
facilities and may upgrade its non-auto-
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mated mr

defen~c

command and control

\Y~tem.
(b)(1) ,1.4

(U) SA-2 SAM on parade.
------------------------------------------------
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(b)(1) ,1A

(U) Differing threat
perceptions complicate the prospects for
security cooperation.
Singapore's defense
modernization
is
driven largely by con(U) Singapore and Brunei joint operations
cern over a potentially
training.
hostile Malay~ia or
spillover effects from turmoil in Indonesia.
Most states are wary of Chinese intentions.
but the degree of concern varies, with Thailand and Burma maintaining special military
ties with Beijing, and Vietnam and Indonesia
perceiving a serious long-term Chinese
threat.

(U) This year's financial and political tur-

moil is typical of the domestic conflict
Indonesia may face over the next 20 years.
Indonesia is plagued by chronic communal
violence, ranging from ethnic separatists on
East Timor, Sumatra, and numerous smaller
movements. to periodic pogroms against
ethnic Chinese businesses, to conflicts
among other political and ethnic groups.
( lJ) Besides the domestic implications, any
major violence in Indonesia has the potential to spill over into other countries-especially Malaysia and Singaporewhich share Indonesia's diverse mix of ethnic groups.

(b)(1) ,1A

L_______________________
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(U) Indonesian students continue to resort to
violent protests in light of systemic political
corruption in the government and chronic
financial turmoil.
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India and The Subcontinent

India and The Subcontinent
( U) The '>ecurity environment in the subcontinent is dominated by the confrontation
between India and Pakistan, highlighted in
1998 by nuclear tests in both countries and
in 1999 by a flare-up in conflict. Their
underlying differences. mainly over the disputed territory of Kashmir. are not likely to
be resolved soon.
(U) The region will see modest economic
expansion over the next decade, limited by
the time required to build infrastructure and
the need for social improvements. India i&
likely to achieve significantly higher
growth rates than any of its South Asian
neighbors. Economic structures are less stable in the smaller countries. such as Bangladesh and Sri Lanka. and will remain
vulnerable to market force-, and aberrant
weather conditions.
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stan close behind. In addition. Pakistan will
remain a key drug transit node. Although
the drug trade could destabilize both countries. it is also a significant source of
national income. especially in Afghanistan.
and high levels of government corruption
also foster continued drug production and
trafficking.

( (1),1.4 (c)

Further nuclear
testing by both
countries is
likely.

POLITICAL OUTLOOK
(Ul Political violence and terrorism will
remain endemic to the region. Islamic militants will continue training in Afghanistan

( U) Drugs will remain a serious regional
threat. with many production and trafi1cking areas omside government control.
Afghanistan will remain the -,econd largest
producer of opium in the world. with PakiSECRET

(U) Indian Rajpuf riffes.
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India Demographics
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and Pakistan, while Pakistan's oppressed
Shia community will continue to receive
Iranian funding and support Iranian goals.
A spectrum of \veil-established and loosely
organized extremist groups will benefit
from this support.
UNCLASSIFIED

(U) Politically and 'iOcially, South A~ia in

2020 will not be radically different from
today. Most governments will remain
socio-democratic despite periods of ultranationalist and ethnic ten~ions. Po~t-con
t-lict Afghanistan most likely \Vill revert to
it:, pre-conflict pattern of a weak central
government with mo~t of the country controlled by tribal and ethnic leader-..

POPULATION
1999

2020

India

990 million

1.2 billion

Pakistan

155 million

248 mllllon

Afghanistan

25 million

41 million

SECURITY OUTLOOK

(b)(1) ,1.4 (C)

(U) The entirt? South Asian region remains
susceptible to high populatit)J1 ~rowth. low
literacy rate-., inefficient government, -sec~
tarian violence. skewed land ownership.
natural disasters. and inadequate physical
infra~truclure. Even if lndia moderates it~
high birth rate, it will overtake China as the
most populous country in the world by
about 2030. If not, its population by 2050
will be nearly two billion and climbing.
AIDS and tuberculosis will be major problems in the region. particularly India; in
Pakistan and Banglade:,h, the prevalence of
HIV/AlDS may be constrained by religious
and cultural nom1s.
----------------------------------------------
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(b)(1) ,1.4 (c)

(U) After two wars and numerous border clashes, Pakistani
troops stand ready even in the face of a qualitative disadvantage to India's armed forces.
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Middle East- North Africa
tinued hold on power in Iraq have adver~ely
atlected U.S. influence. This perception has
become generational and will continue to
weigh on judgment'> for at least the next
decade.

(U) The United States will be the major
extra-regional factor influencing Middle
East developments. However. lack of
progress in the Middle Easl peace process
during the Netanyahu government's rule in
Israel, Arab public perception of U.S. bias
toward lsraeL and Sad dam Hus~ein 's con-

( U) No specific radical event with the
potential to alter the strategic landscape
drastically- along the lines of an Egyptian
alignment with the U.S. ( 1970s) or a massive U.S. military intervention (1990-91)is likely. However. the chances are better
than ever that a major event will occurfor example, the fall of the Islamic regime
in Iran or the replacement of a ~ecular
regime by an Islamic republic in another
reg-ional state. Government resistance to
reform, because of the threat it po~es to
entrenched interests, will be high. Succes~
ful reform- highly unlikely regionwide - would carry its own perils for the
political status quo. At the same time, some
states will experience wrenching leadership
successions, creating both danger and
opportunity for improvement. During this
period we can expect shifts in policy away
from and toward the United States. The
most politically volatile economic challenge facing the region through 2020 and
beyond will be job creation. Competition in
the labor market will create discontented
populations susceptible to exploitation by
organizations opposed to the political and
economic status quo.

(U) Palestinian protestors have and will
remain a persistent reminder of the region's
instability.

(U) Regional hi-;torical constants, such as
xenophobia. state rivalries, and ethnic.
tribal, and sectarian animosities will defy
permanent change and often will be exacerbated bv the tension between population and
resourc~s. The demand for water, already
scarce in the region, will increase dramatically as the population grows. By 2020, the
region will face a significant youth bulge .
Between 25% and 35% of the population
will be under the age of 15. The '>tress on
national infra'>tructures will be further compounded by the fact that 60o/r to 80o/r of the
population will reside in urban areas.

~The principal forces driving Middk
East- North Africa ~MENA) developments through 2020 vv·iJl be rapid population growth and urbanization, outstripping
the economic resources of many states and
fueling internal and regional instability.
Many regional states do not appear cognizant of the serious socio-economic challenges posed by these trends. Others will be
unable to meet public expectatiom. Problems will persist with degrading national
infrastructure and public expectations of
medical care, education, and employment.
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Middle East-North Africa Demographics
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(U) The rise of radical, politicized Islam
will remain a challenge for the future. It is
the only force on the hori~:on capable of
channeling discontent and fear into
attempts to change the political status quo
in particular stales. Indeed. the manipulation of Islam to promote various agendas is
the most significant threat.
(b)(1) ,1.4 (c)
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Alternative Futures

Potential Proven Global Oil ReseNes 2020
Non..OPEC

'ts.(A more rapid incrca~e in the acquisition of advanced weapons and WMD
could create a more volatile environment.
MENA states will obtain new systems
without fully understanding: their capabilities or the implications of their use. Miscalculation will become ca:-.ier, making
hostilities harder to predict.

Other
OPEC

Saudi

Arabia

(b)(1 ),1.4

(c)
UNCLASSIFIED

(Ul Through the J1rst quarter of the new
century. increasing demand for oil and
gas- particularly from Asia- will continue to highlight the strakgic impot1ance
of the Persian/ Arabian Gulf. Even by 2020,
the region \Vill hold 60% to 6YX1 of the
proven global oil reserves. The percentage
of oil exporh from the Gulf destined for the
U.S . will remain below I(JSL Europe will
account for about 23o/c.· and the Far East,
including Japan, for over 60 1k . Depletion of
European reserves in the North Sea may
contribute to a higher European demand for
Middle East crude . Europe's share of
imporh from the region will rise and fall
within the 40th percentile for the foreseeable future w·ith France and Ttaly accounting. for the majority. Though the Asian
economic crisis has dampened the rale of
increase in current demand. the long-term
demand from Asia will continue upv.mrd as
further industrialization takes place.
··· ··-------------- .. ·---------·--- .. ·---
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~Several MENA states could funher their
economic and political development.
becoming more benign. These states might
become more responsive to international
nom1s of conduct. Likewise, they could
view their strategic military assets as providing stability for their position in the region.

IRAN
Political Outlook

~{ran's economic difficulties will influ-

(S) Iran· s economy has potential, but economic growth during the rest of the decade
is likely to remain sluggish and could suffer
significant pwblems. Oil prices likely will
remain weak through 2005. and Iran will
have difficulties maintaining the current
level of oil exports. Iranian domestic consumption of oi I continues to increase, further complicating the economic picture.
Natural gas resource~ wiH be further
exploited, eventually leading to significant
amounts of natural gas exports by 2010.
fran is working hard to diversify ih economy. develop its industrial base, and
increase non-oil exports. Tehran will be
moderately succe<,<;ful in these endeavors,
particularly in the heavy industrial sectors
of mining, metals. and petrochemicals. This
should result in a moderate increase in nonoil exports and improvements in the
defense industrial ~ector.

ence its domestic and foreign policies
through most of the next two decades.
lnternal demographic-resource tension wi II
drive attempts at internal reform. Iran will
evolve into a consensus government with
more power-sharing among clerics. technocrats, and secularists. Tehran will reduce
emphasis on exporting the revolution, but
radical Muslims will probably continue isolated acts of terrorism. some of which will Defense Resources
be traceable to Tran. Tehran will continue to
~eek to undem1ine regional belief in U.S.
~Declining oil revenues will force fran to
security assurances and subvert other
prioritize defense spending and delay or
regional states that remain pro-Western.
cancel at least some procurement and conIran will also steadily increase its influence
struction projects. However. Iran will conin the Middle East and Central Asia over
tinue to assign priority to resources
the next decade as a meam of projecting
dedicated to its missile and WMD proitself as a regional power.
grams. Temporary delays in these program<;
are possible if the oil revenue decline lasts
beyond 2005 . fran can ~urvive temporary
reductions in resources allocated to conventional forces and support entities without
having a long-term impact on force structure. Iran is likely to protect personneL but
would cut personnel costs around the
edge~. Special unit~. such as the Qods
force. could avoid cuts entirely.

Military Outlook

~Iran is expected to present_a conti~u_ing

(U) President Khatami

reg10nal threat unless maJOr polltJCal
change occurs. Tt will remain ~ uspicious of
iraqi long-term objectives and is incr~as
ingly concerned with its eastern border
where the extreme orthodoxy of the Sunni
Taliban challenges the Shii;,m of iran's
- - - - - ---- .. ·-
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Iran seeks to
establish
politicalmilitary
hegemony
over the Gulf
Region.

Islamic Republic. Iran i~ developing new
military capabilities to deter a post-sanctions fraq and a hostile Islamic Afghanistan. Enhancements to its conventional
forces will be gradual, with a focus on
homeland defense. However. underlying
difficulties with combat effectiveness and
overall readiness '"·ill remain in place for at
least the next seventl years. The Islamic
Revolutionary Guard Command (lRGC)
will continue to compete with the Islamic
Republic of Iran Ground Forces (lRIGF)
for resources as well as internal responsibilities, adding another challenge to overall
Iranian capabilities.

(U) Iranian female troops.

(b)(1) ,1.4

(U) Iranian soldiers and Cobra helicopter; resourcefulness with
aging platforms.
········--·············--------------··-····--------------
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(b)(1) ,1.4

(U) Iran will continue to place importance on improved
ballistic missile capabilities in part to achieve strategic strike
capabilities useful within the region. The Shahab-3 pictured
above will increase Iran's missile capability to 1300km as
early as 2000.

Iran is slowly,
but steadily
building an
offensive
capability far in
excess of its
mere defensive
needs.

------·-------------·---········--------·--------·
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(b)(1) ,1.4

(t)------ ~-- --------

I in the Arab world and will have achieved

L------------------'

~Iran·~

this to a ~ignificanl degree by 2020. Iraqi
ambitions will be checked by its uneasy
relat10nsh1p w1th tts Perstan netghbor. Once
sanctions are lifted. historical animosities
will have a chance to flourish. iran's cnminued <;upport for Shiite rebels in Iraq·~
southern marshes \Viii continue to exacer-

military capabilities by 2020 will
be commensurate with those of a formidable
regional power. It will rely on its ability to
provide an independent and substantial
bate tensions between the two regional
defense of its national interests domestically
and within the region. Chief among these powers.
will be its ability to project power in the
Gulf and the establi~hment of an adequate ~The Kurdish situation in northern fraq
will remain a contentious issue through the
WMD deterrence to Western intervention .
next two decades. The fad that Kurd<o
inhabit areas of Iraq. lran, Turkey. Syria.
IRAQ
and the former Soviet Union will add to the
Political Outlook
dynamic geopolitical mix. The Kurds themselves also suffer from internal feuds and
rivalries. Iraq 's two major Kurdish partie:-.
the Kurdish Democratic Party (KDP) and
the Patriotic Union of Kurdi:-.tan (PU K).
will not be able to overcome their ditlerences in the foreseeable future despite the
advantages of working together.

~n addition to the Kurdish is~ue. control
of the water sources for the Tigris and
Euphrates could have the potential to facili-

(U) Deputy Prime Minister Aziz.

~olitical

transition in Iraq
is key to the future of the
Arab state . A post-Saddam
leadership is likely to be less
confrontational and will probably arise from the existing
Ba'ath Party. Reconstruction
of iraq's national economic
infrastructure will also be
critical over the next decade.
As with Iran. demographic
and
re:,ource
problems
increasingly will create tension and will provide a hurdle
for any significant economic
reform. Externally, Iraq will
push for increased Jeader~hip

UNClASSIFIED

Iraq
Total Urban and Rural Population
(Medium Variant)
35.1

Percent Urban

- - -- -- - --- --------···------------------·-·-
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Almost 25% of
this urban population
will live in Baghdad.
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tate future conlhct with Turkey. Demand
for water will increase in lraq'o;; cities and
towns over the next two decades as more
than 80% (l[ Iraqis arc ex pected to make
their homes in urban centers by 2020. Any
inhibiting action by the Turks on water flow
into lraq will further stress civil infrastructures as well as the Traqi leadership.

(b)( 1), 1.4 (d)

Military Outlook

~Iraq

will remain capable of incursiom;
against its Gulf Cooperntion Council (GCC)
neighbors. Baghdad retains the goal of dominating Kuwait: however. its inability to hold
against a detem1ined Western counterattack
will limit its options. Relaxed or suspended
UN sanctions will allmv the Iraqis to modernize their armed forces and will enhance
Trag 's ability to pursue this objective. Iraq's
conventional priorities will be improved
missile. air defense. and ground forces. Tf
sanctions are lifted in the next lO years, lraq
will focus on acquiring new capabilities specifically intended to provide an asymmetric
mean~ to counter U.S. dominance and deter
U.S. involvement in the region.

(b)(1) ,1.4
(c),1.4 (d)

(U) Iraqi soldier manning air defense gun.

SAUDI ARABIA
Political- Military Outlook

~Crown Pri~ce Abdullah on left, expected

r·-.

successor to King Fahd, is committed to a
close US-Saudi bilateral relationship.

~Over the next 5 to I 0 year~. the Kingdom
of Saudi Arabia \Vill experience a rapid succession of change~, but U.S. -Saudi relations
will remain viable. The Saudi regime will
increasingly feel the threat of prolonged economic constraint' <md internal dernPgraphicre:-.ource tensions. \Veakened govemmenl
finance~ and declining living standards will
pose a challenge to the Saudi government.
Under oppo<;ition pre.-.~ure, the regime will
likely r.ry to dist<Jnce itself from the United
State~ on a variety of policy and military
i:---.ues. However. rene\ved threats from Iraq
- -------- -
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(b)(1) ,1.4 (c) ,1.4 (d)

and lran counterbalance thi~ circumstance.
The Saudi leadership will also try to restrain
the growth of government spending: while
implementing 11scal refom1s, but this will be
an uphill effort.

Missile Programs
(b)(1) ,1.4
(c) ,1.4 (d)

STRATEGIC
IMPLICATIONS

Islam is the
only force on
the horizon
capable of
channeling
discontent
and fear into
attempts to
change the
political status
quoin
particular
states.

(b)(1) ,1.4 (c)

(U) The balance of power between GCC
states and Iran and Iraq- crucial to the
United States- will remain profoundly
unfavorable to the GCC states without
external influence.

~The
L__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _...J

Arab-Israeli rivalry will persi~t in
some form throughout this period, remaining highly significant to the interests of the
United States.

~Both Iran and Traq will continue to pose
an enduring unconventional threat to U.S.
interests and a conventional threat to our
regional allies.
(U) The

importance of MENA energy
resources to the economies of U.S., Asian.
and European allies and partners will guarantee the region's strategic importance to
the United Stales for at least the first part of
the new century.
(U) Kuwaiti preparations for the possibility of chem/bio
attack.
--------------------~----------------------------------~------
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Possible Status of MENA WMD Programs in 2020

Country

Chemical
Operational

Ballistic Mi$$iles
Operational

Program/Status

Biological
Operotional
Program/Status

Program/Status

Progron"l/Status

Iran

yes/modernizing

yes/active

yes/active

yes/active IR/ICBM

Iraq

yes/modernizing

yes/ active

yes/active

yes/IR/ICBM development

no/possible
acquisition

no/possible desire

no/possible development

yes/active MRBM

UAE

no/none

no/none

no/possible development

yes/possible SRBM

Yemen

no/none

no/none

no/possible development

yes/possible SRBM

Nuclear
Operational

(b)(1) ,1.4 (c)

(b)(1) ,1.4 (c)

Saudi Arabia

(b)(1) ,1.4 (e)

*This is an illustrative scenario based on an extension of current and projected MENA NBC/missile capabilities
and intentions described in this primer.

(b)(1) ,1.4

(U) Hamas militants torch U.S. ftag in Lebanon.
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Suc-So haran Afric a

Sub-Saharan Africa
(U) For at least the next two decades, SubSaharan Africa will remain a region of
extreme turmoil and societal upheaval, primarily due to persistent resource constraints, rising population and incrce1sing
expectations. Contributing to Africa\ security problems will be poor governance . ethnic rivalries. econom1c shortfalls, and
environmental disasters. Despite these
severe problem.'. more democratic governments are likely to emerge . The fragility of
these states cannot be overstated. Many
destabilizing factors e1nd the lack of adequate resources could cause them to rapidly
backslide and even collapse. In short. the
future overall situation in Sub-Saharan
Africa will probably worsen before it
improves.

Challenges
~fhe greatest challenge for the future is

"The turmoil internationally and on this continent
is now on our doorstep.,.
Former South African Deputy Minister for Defense
Ronnie Kasri/s

the need for the rule of lmv and respect for
human ri ghts. Poverty, exacerbated in some
countries by rapid population growth. leading to e<.:onomic discontent and contributing to ethnic tension and rivalry. in tum will
lead to worsening humanitaria n conditions
across the continent. In addition to these
longstanding problems. at least seven
developments are contributing to the challenge;,; Sub-Saharan African :-.tate<, face: the
communications
revolution,
political
reform , transnational 1:--.sue:--.. privati;red
para-military services. emerging power
blocs, population growth , and disea..,e.

~An unpt·ecedented explosion in communications technology is well underway.
as shown by the proliferation of cell
phones, fax services, the Internet, television, satellite-provided services, and so
forth. As a re<,ult, people across the continent now have ready access to information
never previously imagined. With this new

acce:-.s. ma ~ Africans have improved their
(U) Revolutionary United Front soldier in Sierra Leone.
·- -
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understanding of the world. At the same
time. they have become painfully aware of
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the much higher living standards around the
world and realize how poor they are by companson.

~As a consequence, their political and
economic expectations will continue to
rise. They will demand more from their
leaders. Current and future guerrilla fighters will be motivated more by spoils than
ideology. Although indigenous sentiment
for more open government and human
rights is genuine, and ~evend states in SubSaharan Africa no doubt will pursue political pluralism, true political reform will be
mixed. Some states will be succe<;sfulBenin, Bohwana, Ghana, and probably
South Africa- while other countries will
face failure or fragmentation and threaten
regional stability. Central and East
Africa- particularly the Great Lakes
region- will present the greatest challenges to regional ~tability.

~l Crime, terrorism, illegal narcotics
t;~ficking, and weapons proliferation
will continue to increase. Black and gray
arms markets will ftouri~h and will tend to
overshadow state attempts at control. Government corruption is already widespread,
and linkage<; between criminal dements
and politician~ \viii continue to be ;;trong in
countrie-; such as Nigeria and South Africa.
Besides Sudan, additional Sub-Saharan
countrie~ could provide :-.afe-haven to terrorists for financial gain or ideological
unity despite being subject to long-term
international political and economic isolation. Militant Islam will facilitate terrorist
activity and regional instability. The countries in and around the Horn nf Africa wi 11
be the primary source and target of thi~
Islamic extremism. as will several states in
West Africa.

~l African states are discovering that
~~~ractors selling military services can

be force multipliers. Contractors provide
seemingly cheaper and quicker, but more
controversiaL solutions, since the practice
carries the stigma of hiring ''mercenaries''

(C) Executive Outcomes (EO) mercenary forces provide controversial solutions to infernal instability.

from the outside to deal with intcnMI problems. African militarie~ will continue to
display disparate competence, hut by ~020
more forces will tend to be profe-.sionalsmaller, with potentially improved capabilities. Other African force<> will constitute
nothing more than a rabble of individuab
who started out their military career as
child soldiers and grew up in the chaos of
the post-Cold War period. For them, basic
survival instinct~ will remain paramount.
This kind of force will be mo'>t evident in
those countries where the social infra.'>tructure has been disrupted for long periods of
time. as in Central and We<;l Africa.

~\t least three regional groupings are
emerging as power blocs in Africa. The
South Africa Development Community
(SADC), Economic Community of West
African State'> (ECOWAS). and Jnter-Governmental Authority on Development
(fGAD) have tried to provide internal solutions for Sub-Saharan Africa. The SADC
and ECOWAS are focused on the security
environment without the of11cial ble:,sing~
of the UN. A few countries, such a~ Senegal
and Nigeria, have made concerted efforts to
facilitate regional contlict resolution, while

---------------·
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others, such a~ Angola. Zimbabwe, and
Rwanda, have contributed to the melee by
providing forces to ongoing conflicts.
These groups could evolve into formal
power blocs pitting region against region.

By 2020, approximately 1.3 billion
people will live in Africa. Nearly 50% of
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alone. This trend will probably persist for at
least I 0 years.

Alternative Futures

~A new ~ense of order, responsibility.
and democracy appears tn be emerging in
certain countries, and potential higher levels of education- brought about in part by
the communications revolution- could
provide Sub-Saharan Africa with a more
stable future.

the population will live in urban or built-up
areas concentrated in the western and central part~ of the continent. The majority of
the population will be under the age of 25,
and nearly 4W/~ will be under 15. Already,
~ Nations such as South Africa.
these regiom retain the largest numbers of
Botswana. and Senegal could eclip~e their
migrant~ and refugees. a ~ituation expected
regional neighbor'>, becoming influential
to continue beyond 2020.
regionally and globally to pursue their
intere~ts and to more adequately participate
( U) Disease will continue to overwhelm
in the world economy. Both Kenya and
the health management capabilities of Ghana continue to hold the line against the
many African governments. The lack of instability rippling though their respective
health care infrastructure will retard eco- regions. Ghana in particular has bucked the
nomic productivity in some regions. In trend and has a growing middle class- a
some countrie~. basic health care will not cohesive factor for a more '>table environimprove substantially for some time. ment. If African countries continue lO
Africa's HlV infection rate:o. and deaths increase efforts to intervene in internal confrom AIDS are among the highest in the liicts, regional self-confidence could lead to
world. As much as 20 to 25o/c· of some pop- a greater sen'>e of order. This will take both
ulations could be lost 111 southern Ahica time and dynamic leader~hip.
--------------------
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NIGERIA
!U) Nigeria ha1> one of the greatest potentials in Africa for both economic success
and socio-political disaster. The economy's
oil sector potential has not yet been fully
realized nor have the citizens received any
large-scale benefit from this primary
resource. A new civilian government can
provide movement in the right direction;
however. corruption is systemic in both the
public and private sectors. This will take
years to overcome and will require political
reform at all echelons .

( U) Despite the election of President
Obasanjo. the first civilian elected in 15
years, the Nigerian military will continue to
exert influence on the government. pos~ibly
hampering efforts at reform. The military
regards itself as the guarantor of Nigeria's
integrity and stability as a nation and has
not hesitated to assume political power during times of national crisis . However, its
leaders do realize the institution has suffered by interceding in government affairs.

~The

military has supported the transition to civilian rule under Abubakar's personal commitment. Yet there i~ a large
element of military institutional self-interest in this outlook. The military still does
not fully trust civilian politicians to nm the
country, and some officers undoubtedly
\Viii work behind the <;cenes to exercise
~ome influence on the political panics and
the candidates they select. However. the
military realizes that in order to regain
access to Western support, they must focus
on democratic progress and military professionalism vice promoting a specific political agenda. Long deployments in Liberia
and Sierra Leone have under~cored the
need, in particular, for logistics training,
communications equipment, transport atrcraft and basic infantry equipment.

eormeEP4fiAL

(U) Nigeria will remain open to peacekeeping/enforcement operations to underscore
its role as a regional power whether under
civilian or military rule.

~By

2020, the Nigerian military will be
leaner and more mobile. at least in its structure. and will remain a key political focus.
The quality of Nigeria's armed force~'
facilities and equipment and it:- military
readine~~ remain diftkult to as~es~. As military and civilian governments alternate
control over Nigerian politics, the condition
of the military changes, i>Ometime~ faring
better under civilian than military regimes .
Thus. if civilian rule take~ root in Nigeria
and endures to 2020. the Nigerian military
could significantly improve in professionalism and capability. [f the historical pattern
of alternating civilian and military regimes
conrinues. however, the Nigerian armed

UNCLASSIFIED
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have to make do with le~s. iL will find it'>elf
under growing pres<mre to become more
active in regional peacekeeping operations.
Tts involvement in external military ventures. however. will be tenuous at first. At
the same time. it~ involvemen t in internal
security matters is expected to increase.
especially if the crime rate continues to spiral upward. The SANDF is likely to be
calJecl on frequently to <,uppon police activities aimed at curbing political violence,
illegal cross-border activity, and organized
crime.

~

STRATEGIC IMPLICATIONS

I

~In 2020, Sub-Saharan Africa could pmvide basic industri al output - both in
resources and light manufacturing- for
the developed world. particularly Europe.
where the indigenous workforce will be
shrinking. Petroleum reserves in West
Africa will continue to provide Europe with
a viable energy supplement and periodic
alternative to Middle East reserves. Ongoing instability. and the continuing movements of large number~ of displaced
person~ and refugees. wiJl stress thi s potential economic relationship. Thu~ , the
demand for international humanitarian
assistance to avoid famine. pestilence,
genocide, and overall in~tabili ty could
carry even greater importance. The U.S ..
UN. and po-.sibly NATO forces will deploy

r · :·. ];};..·.

~The Sudanese People's Liberation Army
(SPLA) has been engaged in a conflict for
ten years with the ruling National Islamic
Front (NJF) regime that started as a southern
rebellion and now includes support from
Ethiopia, Uganda, and Eritrea. The situation
promises to continue to be a catalyst tor
ongoing and future humanitarian disasters.

to the African continent for limited peace
operation '>. France can be expected to play
a diminished role and pursue its own
agenda . Although the threat of a major confii ct with these deployed forces \viii be
minimal , the level of insecurity and dismal
economic conditions will put them at risk.
Relations between Sub-Saharan African
countries and !he United States will be ge nerally friendly and po'>itive as African
countries ~eek increased U.S. trade and
econ omic. investment.

Ongoing instability, and the continuing movements of large
numbers of displaced persons and refugees, will stress the
potential economic relationship with Europe.
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Latin America
the potential for democratic reversals.
Some countries may retain the trappings
of democracy but fall back to de facto
authoritarian rule, thereby creating subtle
challenges for United States.
NotUJ
A!l·1~:ttc

i)ces.;

P.;,~tfi~~

<.1ctJ.~m

SoJ:IV;
.~{M·:,{<I:

Ot.~t:i'

~

Latin America
is responsible
for approximately 30% of
US oil imports,
with Venezuela
accounting for
over half of this
percentage.

The still-'>hallow roots of democracy in
Latin America will be tested through 2020.
as the region continues- and in some
countries, struggle'>- to complete the transition to market-oriented economies and
open democracy in the face of corruption,
social inequalities, rampant crime, and a
legacy of authoritarian rule. Increasing
transparency in political, economic. and
military affairs ensuing from growing
regional integration is favorable for consolidation of democracy in Latin America.
Nonetheless. the region's vulnerability to
severe economic -,hocks. and the failure of
traditional party politic~ -based largely on
personalism and ~elf-interest- to addres'>
the region's toughest social problems will
continue to generate threats to stability and

------------------------
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(~/J)~I"') The pace of continued democratic
progress in Latin America hinges in part
on the outcome of the current trend evidenced in some countries of eroding popular confidence in the ability of traditional
political forces to solve the problems of
crime, corruption, and social and economic inequality. Peru and Venezuela are
the best current examples of the abandonment of traditional political parties for
'·new ideas." The process may be underway in Mexico.

fb/:P'lT) The trend could result in the rise of
Fujimori- or Chavez-like strong-men''cuudillos''- willing to dispense with
constitutional restraint'> and risk intemational scrutiny in their efforts to roll back
the erosion in the quality of life for many
Latin Americans. Also worth watching is
the trend for some Latin leaders to try to
extend their rule beyond legal limib by
subversion or constitutional manipulation. At this juncture, Peru, Yeneluela.
Paraguay. HaitL and possibly Suriname
risk falling. at least temporarily, into nondemocratic rule in the next l 0 year<:.. This
trend, however, may not lead to autocracy:
the process may actually make traditional
parties and politicians more accountable
and in touch with key is'>ues, or generate
more responsive parties, in the proce<:.s
strengthening democracy.
~

Subordinating military and ~ecurity
forces to civilian authority and gaining their
acceptance of civilian defense professionals
probably will be widely accepted by 2020
as armed forces adju:-,t to their changing
role and position in ~ociety. However, military institutions will retain signilicant influence and high levels of autonomy in many
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countrie~.

at least !'or the next decade , and
some resi~tance to more civi Iian involvement in armed force~ policy and operational activity will remain. Most regional
militaries view themselves a~ guarantors of
their constitutions. Should politicians opt
for extraconstitutional measure~ to govern
or extend themselves in office, militaries
could once again be krnpted to intercede in
political mailers.
~Latin

American leaders arc for the most
part likely to continue promoting marketoriented economic policies and reforms.
but intenwtional economic conditions and
an array of domestic economic factors
could affect regional economic growth and
<;lability. Public wlerance of reforms.
reduction in social ~ervices. and erosion of
quality of life increasingly will be challenged in the out-year:-. if results are not
tangible. Multilateral trade agreements will
remain popular. and many Latin American
governments will pursue subregional or
other groupings. such as the Common Market of the South (MERCOSUR) in the
Southern Cone, to achieve a multilateral
approach to trade in the region . Trade integration and ties to international financial
institutions such as the IMF also should
check most impulses to abandon marketoriented policies. Defense budgets in general will remain st<~gnant with military
funding continuing to average just over 2r1c
of GDP regionally.

(~/~Jj;') Over the next two decades. relation:-. between Latin American countrie~
and the United Stales - except Cuba. and
that too could change- will remain
friendly and positi ve. The threat of armed
confrontation between a regional military
and the United States is small to nonexistent. However, tension and disagreement<;
over ~ome issues, such as mandated report~
on drug certification <tnd human righb
observance and practices and perceived
interference in domestic affairs, wi 11 periodically complicate Washington ·s relations
with he mispheric governments and affect

(U) High performance craft used for smuggling.

military-to-military ties. U.S. intervention
to stabilize a chaotic situation remains a
distinct possibility.
~

lntra-reginnat relations will remain
generally good throughout the period.
Strides in democratization. regional economic integration. and developing confi dence- and ~ecurity-building measure~
among hemi spheric nations and anned
forces will enhance interstate relations and
cooperation and facilitate the peaceful resulution of quarrels . However, regional armed
forces will remain ~ensitive to military
developments in neighboring countries.
Numerous unresolved land, horder. and
natural resource disputes, a<, well as traditional animo..,ities and rivalri es. will remain
and could periodically cause abrupt armed
clashe~ between neighbors that will not
lend them~elves to quick or easy resolution.

~Drug

trafficking \viii remain a ~eriou~
threat and major source of corruption and
violence in the Western Hemi.'>phcre
through :2020 and will continue to generate
problems in U.S. bilateral relatiom. with
many governments in the region. Tremendo us wealth will continue to allow drug
traffickers to use political intluence. bribery. and tactical and strategic alliances with
insurgents and paramilitary groups to challenge local and national security forces.
intimidate the populace. and undermine

· -- -- ---- ---- - -- -
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governments. The violence and corruption
associated with drug trafficking will challenge several governments· abilities to
assert control over national territories and
perform nation-building functions. In countering the drug threat. some nations ' violation of human rights will become
increasingly problematic and at odds with
U.S. goals and objectives.

"The region not
only supplies
and processes
the raw
materials, it also
has an extensive
network tor
laundering a
large portion of
the $600 billion
annually derived
from drug sales
all over the
world. Not
surprisingly,
drugs are the
main source of
corruption in
Latin American
nations.,

<U) Insurgency in Latin America. while significantly decreased, will remain a threat in
some countrie~. particularly Colombia.
Peru. Panama and Mexico through the
near-term. Given current trend~. the threat
of instability to the security of Colombia'~
political and economic institut-ions could
become sub~tantial in the next 5 years. and
its spillover effects will exacerbate an array
of destabilizing problems in neighboring
countries. While insurgencies elsewhere
will not seriou:->ly threaten stability. they
will demand scarce resources. and counterinsurgency operations will inevitably lead
to accusations of human rights abuses.

Raul Burzaco
Former Argentine
Minister of
Information

~Terrorism

will persist in Latin America
through :2020. Several factors- loss of

support, growth of democracy. and counterterrorism have lowered the activitie.<; and
profiles of the region":-. terrorist group~.
These groups will try to reinvent themselves, moderating their Marxist rhetoric
while <;eeking to generate popular support
by embracing the cau<,es of anti -neoliberalism, land redistribution. indigenous rights,
nationalism. and po ...;sibly even ecological
preservation. Extemalterrorist groups, such
a:- radical Middle East organizations, probably will continue to <,ee Latin America as a
venue for infiltrating overseas communitics, primarily to rai<,e funds and to undertake selective operations against U.S . or
braeli interests. The region's terrori~t
groups and insurgencies are likely to
remain anti-U .S.. at least in rhetoric.
because of U.S. identification with marketoriented economic policies.
~Latin

America's population growth an estimated 122 million. or about 25 %, in
the next decade alone- will create labor
pools that will outpace even the most optimistic economic pr(~jections. As a re~ult.
Latin
America - particularly
CentJal
America. Mexico. and the Caribbean - ···
will remain a major source of illegal imrni-
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Latin American and Caribbean Demographics
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gration into the United States. Migrant
remittance~ from the U.S. probably will
remain a critical ingredient of many Latin
economies. and migration will remain a key
social safety valve for many countries. A
major unraveling of the political or economic ~ituation in Cuba. Mexico, Haiti. or
the Dominican Republic could produce
major mass migrations toward the United
Stales.
( U) The region also will remain highly vulnerable to natural disasters. Regional governments and multilateral organizations
will look to Washington to provide the bulk
of any needed humanitarian aiel. However.
Latin militaries will continue to play a leading role in &.,aster relief in their respective
countries.

-+eT Most regional militaries will focu:-,
throughout the period on force modernization. restmcturing. and redefining roles
and mi~sions: only a fev.r countries. ~uch
as Chile and Brazil will acquire major
advanced \Veapon <;ystems. Argentina,
Peru, Ecuador, and probably Venezuda
also would like to modernize their tighter
inventory, but budget shortfalls are likely
to present obstacles. No ballistic missile
development program~ are active in the
region, and none are projected to be
started or renewed during the period. The
threat of regional nations acquiring WMD
is considered small. Colombia and other
nations, probably including Mexico, will
focus their modernization and sustainment
programs on improving capabilities to
11ght both drug traftlcking and imurgency.
The United States will be looked upon a'> a
primary source for training and equipment
and. by many, as a modd to emulate.
~

Downsizing, restructuring. and redefinition of roles and missions are likely to
lead to increased interest and participation
in multinational peacekeeping operations
by the region's governments and armed
forces in order to retain at least minimal
defense capabilities. Most countries. how-

(U) Colombian counterinsurgency brigade.

ever. will restrict such partlctpation to
activities outside the hemisphere and will
require or seek outside support-particularly funding, transportation, logistics. and possibly equipment.
~

Central American etl011s to foster
enhanced regional military cooperation and
integration. such a<; the Conference of Central American Armed Forces. as a means of
focu<;ing increasingly scarce resources on
common military requirements are likely to
grow. By 2020, such effo11s may expand to
include several Caribbean nations. However. lingering border disputes and historic
distrust will continue to impede the<;e
undertakings.

~The

Panama Canal will revert to full
control of the Panamanian government by
the end of 199Q. The Panamanian National
Police ( PNP), the country's nominal ground
security force. will a~sume total re~ponsi
bility for protecting the canal operating
area along with its other national ~ecurity
missions. Although the current threat to the
canal is low, the increase in re!-,ponsibility
will strain the already limited re~ources and
capabilities of the PNP. which will face
continued and possibly even larger challenges from narcotrafiicking and border
security i~sue'-..
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be likely to ~park debate over the extent of
political liberalization inside and outside
the Communi~t Pm1y. Fundamental political change would probably result.
~Cuba's

division-riddled and per~onal
ity-dependent domestic oppo~ition groups
are unlikely to gain much future leverage,
even in a post-Castro Cuba. The Catholic
Church will support democratic reforms.
but not regime-destabilizing activities.
Cub<m exiles lack the military capability or
political suppm1 in Cuba to destabilize the
island, but their activities could provoke a
U.S.-Cuban military confrontation.

(U) Gatun Locks, Panama Canal.

Alternative Futures
~

iETThough currently unlikely. a prolonged
global financial cri:-is would take its toll on
the economies of Brazil and Mexico. An
economic collapse would create major
instability in these ~tares, compounded by
widespread ~ocial disorder. This could
generate a migration surge and endanger
U.S. citi:zem and interests in the region. In
addition, such an environment would di~
rupt counterdrug dforts in Latin America.

CUBA
-t&Fidel Castro remains in firm control of
the Cuban government and i~ likely to be its
chief of state for as long as he desires. His
departure from power. however, is virtually
certain before 2020. probably from natural
death or voluntary resignation. Political
calculation~ will influence heavily any
decision by Castro to voluntarily leave
office, and he no doubt would name his
successor and assume the role of elder
<,tatesman with veto power over important
policies.

Maintaining economic stability and
growth will be the chief challenge to Castro
and the Party over the upcoming 5-10 year
period. Poor or declining economic growth
would be far more likely than Castro's
departure to provoke domestic instability
and disagreement over appropriate actions
to be taken. State control of the economy
and Havana\ inability to borrow money
from international lenders will continue to
hinder economic growth. As a re<,ult,
Havana will have to choose bet\veen continued state control of the economy with
accompanying popular fru~tration. and genuine economic liberalization that may pro-

i'fT The

Cuban Communist Party -even
witholll Ca.,trn at the helm -likely will
remain in power. However, a po~t-Castro
government----- parLicularly after Castro ·s
death- probably would liberalize the
economy more rapidly, and any concomitant relaxation of U.S. foreign policy would

-----------------------------~------
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Cuban MIG-29; an acquisition
after its time.
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duce autonomous power bases
demands for political reform-; _

and

MEXICO

~Continued

state control of the economy
and/or slow economic recovery will
encourage Cuban emigration to the United
State~. The Cuban government currently
seems intent on honoring the migration
agreement with the United States, hut several hundred thousand Cubans would like
to leave the i"land. A change in Cuba's policy or significant economic or political turmoil on the island could lead to a major
outflow of refugees.

~

The Revolutionary Armed Forces
(fAR) will remain loyal to Castro. The high
command ha~ demonstrated concern over
the speed of economic reforms - they
favored more rapid change prior to 1994 but probably will continue to agree with
Castro on the need to maintain the Communist Party's monopoly on political po\ver.

~

Continuing budgetary constraints will
prevent the 50,000-man FAR from deploying substantial numbers of combat troops
abroad or substantially improving fighting
ability for at least the next decade. A small
number deployed in the Congo and Ghana
are providing a funded service. However.
Cuban security forces are likely to remain
fully capable of maintaining internal stability in the face of any spontaneous or organized domestic unre st.

(U) Mexican Army on patrol in the troubled
southern state of Chiapas.

it~ hi storic
democratic transition. Political pov.,e r will
become more ditlused as the In~titutional
Revolutionary Pm1y (PR{) lo~eo;; it~ traditional dominance and a multi-party -..y-;tcm
emerge<>. Opposition parties will continue
to gain a more active role in governing the
country. contesting elections at the federal.
state. and local levels. The pre-;idential
election in July 2000 will shape Mexico':-.
political future, and at this point. any of
Mexico·s three major parties could win thi-.
election .

19/Hn Mexico will continue

(S;'I'W)

Mexico "s military will become
to a more diverse political elite
as opposition parties grow more involved in
governing the nation. Future civil-military
relations may be redefined, and civilian
re~pomive

·- - -- - -------·----- - - - --------·--·-- - --
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leaders may opt to remove the military from
some civil police and control function:,.
~Narcotic:,

trafficking and it!'. ability to
intimidate and corrupt officials at all levels
will pose a formidable challenge Lo Mexico's government and society in general.
Mexican criminal groups will become even
more involved in both the movement and
distribution of cocaine serving the U.S. market. Mexico abo will remain a heroin supplier and the main source for most of the
foreign-derived methamphetamine and marijuana in the United States through 2020.
l&;'MF) Brazil is attempting to pursue one of the

(U) Mexico\ participation in the North most extensive force modernization programs
American
Free
Trade in Latin America to replace its antiquated
military equipment. However, President
UNCLASSIFIED
Agreement
(NAfTA) Cardoso will have to focus on avoiding
will make the tran!'.ition economic catastrophe, consequently
Population Growth
to a market economy hampering growth in the defense budget and
In latin America
irreversible.
Northern curtailing modernization efforts.
(in millions)
Mexican states increas2000 2020
ingly will become inteBrazil
169.2 208.5
grated with the U.S.
Mexico
BRAZIL
98.9 125.0
economy- reftecti ng
new
direct
foreign
invest38.9
Colombia
50.2
.fer Brazil should make considerable
ment, substantial infraArgentjna
37.0
45.3
progress toward asserting itself as the prin~truciure improvements.
25.7
Peru
33.8
cipal political, economic and military
and slowly expanding
power in South America by 2020. Politi24.2
Venezuela
32.9
free trade arrangements
cally, Brazil is solidly democratic. Despite
Chile
5.2
18.8
with the rest of the
a series of political and public security cri2.9
Panama
3.6
world- while southern
ses that could have afforded the military the
states will continue to lag
pretext for intervention in politics. the
in job and income growth.
armed forces have shown no interest in
-fE+ Economic restructuring. underdevel- involving them-.elves in the political prooped safely nets and government services, cess except for lobbying on defense matmarginalization of impoverished states. and ters. The influence of the military :,ervice
continued deficiencies in public education chiefs will diminish even further with the
will hamper Mexico in resolving pressing establishment of a unified Defense Mini:,trv
social is~ues. increasing ih vulnerability to within the next year, though the complet~
continued insurgent activity and occa- :,ubordination of the independent services
to the ministry will be gradual.
sional. localized, violent upheavals.
(~/})ff') Long-standing. deeply-rooted Mexican sensitivitie:, over perceived U.S.
encroachment on Mexican sovereignty and
undue U.S. intluencc over Mexican affairs
will continue to affect and limit the nature
of bilateral relations with the United States.
Mexico periodically will show its disapproval of perceived U.S. meddling in its
internal affairs but will avoid jeopardizing
economic tie~.
---------~------
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~There

arc few significant threats that
would jeopardize the democratic order in
Brazil. Leftist labor parties have won elections at local and state levels a~ well as in
the national legislature, but their ngenda
has little public support at the national
level. Protests and property confhcation:,
by organized landless groups have generated localized conflict and national publicity but have not generated etlective political
------------------
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support: police and military <.:ecurity forces
have contained them. No domestic terrori:-.t
groups are active. Brazil's public security
forces, augmented by the military as
directed by the pre~idenL. will be able to
contain the feeble and sporadic challenges
to public order.
~Brazil

I

will follow an active foreign policy agenda aimed at increasing its influence
as a regional power and furthering its historical aspiration~ to be recognized as a world
power. Brazilian foreign policy will be
strictly independent, based on Brazil's perceptions of its interests. Brazirs foreign policy will remain aimed at enhancing its global
political prestige and integrating it into the
world economy on the most favorable terms
pos<;ible. Brazil and the United States will
enjoy good cooperative initiatives when their
foreign policy objectives coincide, but Brazil
occasionally will distance itself from U.S.
positions. Brazil will continue to press its
interest in becoming a permanent member of
the UN Security Council.

-f6t Brazil will maintain the

lm·ge~t armed
forces. nearly 300,000, in Latin America
while taking mca~ures to improve its operational capabilitie~. Strategic ~ecurity priorities over the next two decades \viii be on
force modernization, including the acquisition of advanced tighter aircraft in the next
decade. the Am1y's Rapid Reaction Forces,
1
effective integration of computerized C I at
the national level. and deployment of the
Amazon Surveillance System (SfVAM).

STRATEGIC IMPLICATIONS
-t€1 By virtue of its proximity to the U.S ..
Latin America will continue

a~

a strategic

(U) Brazil's Avibras ASTROS II MRL.

interest well beyond 2020. Economic cooperation :.md integration will further the
importance of this relationship.
~The

threat of dntg trafficking and a-;sociated organized crime and the implications of countering it will remain a
complex and <Jt time~ contested issue in
the region. The United States wil1 periodically be challenged to deal with Latin
American politicians tainted by allegations of ties to traffickers.
( U) Migration brought on by economic
and political dissatisfaction
as well as future humanitarian disa~ters
will have a direct political and economic
impact on the United States throughout
the next two decades.

deterrnini~m

Some countries
may retain the
trappings of
democracy
but fall back
to de facto
authoritarian rule,
thereby creating
subtle challenges
for the United
States.

~

Though it faces no conventional
threat, the Panama Canal could function in
a less than -;ecure environment under lackluster Panamanian stewardship. The safe
transport of U.S. economic and military
resources through the canal and region will
remain of great concern.

UNClASSIFIED

Brazilian Economics At A Glance (in $)

1999

2020

Total GNP (PPP):

1.1 billion

Per Capita Income:

6. 7 thousand

2.6 billion
12.8 thousand

•Brazilian economy is the 8th largest in the world
(measured by GNP at current exchange rates)
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Regional Powers

Regional Powers
Ambitions of regional powers will lead to conflict somewhere in the
world each decade.

REGIONAL POWERS
ISRAEL

SOUTH AFRICA

IRAN

TURKEY

SYRIA

BRAZIL

IRAQ

NORTH KOREA

SAUDI ARABIA

INDONESIA

NIGERIA

EGYPT

(U J Regional power~ possess aggregate
capabilities less than those of the major
powers. but greater than those of lesser
states. Today 's regional powers include
BraziL Egypt. Syria. Israel. South Africa.
Nigeria, Turkey, and indonesia. Also in this
category are a number of so- called rogue
states, including Iran and Iraq, and less

(U) Kim Chong-/1 and trusted military
advisors.

comprehensively, North Korea. Serbia. and
Libya. Regional powers in general will gain
in influence and power by 2020. They will
do so because of projected long term positive economic growth rates in the developing world and more accessible information,
technology, and transportation s y:-.tems.
(LJ) Some regional powers will be ambi-

tious in their areas because they will want
to attain control of regional wealth or key
resources. or because their leaders wi 11
want to divert attention from dome~tic
problems through external aggression. ln
addition, some of these states will see
themselves as ideologically pitted against
the West. Some. for example. will he influenced by political or religious extremism.
Historically. few decades have not had military conflict among powers of this size. and
we are unlikely to transition through the
next 20 years without more of the same.

(U) Serbian tank.
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Overview
(lJ) The forces and tools integral to the development of national defense policy and
military doctrine are experiencing an evolution concurrent with the dynamic change
in politics, economics and technology today. Modernization and hybridization are
prevalent in virtually every facet of military force structure while missile forces and
space-related systems are being upgraded or developed with new technologies. To
date, the development and integrated application of the most important militar)'
technologies and concepts has been limited to advanced western militaries-particularly the l lnited States. One key reason is economic. In general, these technologies
are very expensive to develop and maintain. and most nations have emphasized other priorities since the end of the Cold War. With reduced domestic
procurement, declining foreign consumption. and other fiscal imperatives,
many nations have not had the motivation, the resources, or the capability to "You can do anything
pursue high technology military endeavors. This has resulted in the pursuit of with a bayonet except
force downsizing/restructuring and the acquisition of sub-systems and com- sit on it."
ponents necessary to improve existing platforms and capabilities. ln a few - Napoleon Bonaparte
cases such as Iraq, Iran, and North Korea, there remains a willingness to
maintain higher levels of strategic development at the expense of conventional
forces and societal demands.
(U) Increasing military technological potential, combined with constrained defense
spending worldwide, make it extremely difficult to forecast just which technologies,
in what quantity and form, will make it into the military capabilities of future adversaries. In many cases. the issue will no longer be which technologies provide the
greatest military potential, but which will receive the political and resource backing
to reach the procm·ement and fielding stage. In a 1·elated trend. civiJian technology
development is now driving military technology development in many countries. This
puts a higher premium on understanding how potential adversaries link their civilian and military research efforts, and on identifying those nations that are innovative
in applying (vice dev·eloping) advanced technologies to military ends.
(V) The new and modified conditions of forces and technology affect our own etlort
to structure the U.S. armed forces, including the planning, development, and procurement of current systems as well as the development of the strategy and doctrine
to face the adversaries of the future.

- - ---
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Global Defense Trends
i€'t Defense spending has levekd off globally since the precipitous fall from 1988 to
1995. Slow economic growth in the nellr
term will provide li!lle capitlll for any significant upward trend in defense spending
and indeed, with low conventional threat
perception:-.. combined with significant
domestic spending imperatives, defense
planners will be hard pressed to justify significant increases. States will seek to recapita! ize inventories and restore some
capabilitie:-. (air defeme) that have generally languished since the late 19HOs, but
~uch recapitalization generally \Vill be
modest. There will he not:.~ble exceptions.
especially in countries that ~eek weapons of
ma-,s destruction and mi'>sile systems for
the delivery of weapons imer-regionally.

off+ Tnnea'ied economic constraints and

"New infantryman
to commanding
officer: us;r, where
is my fox-hole?"
The officer's quick
reply: "You are
standing on it:
Just throw the dirt
out!"

redefined military requirements have led to

a major reduction in global dcfen'ie manpower during the lust decade. This trend i'i
likely to continue, albeit at a slower pace,
for most of the major powers. In contrast,
many regional power~ will maintain relative
stability in their number of active forces.
and in regions of tension or conflict there
actually may be increases in the sire of military forces. Such increases are likely to be
circumstantiaL hmvever, \Vith countries
expanding their actiw manpower only \\hen
compelled by specitic events. The progress
of force reductions and adjustments \vill
wntinue to be frustrated by vacillating political support and leadership. At the same
time, such measures will have to accoum for
improvements in housing. retirernt'llt, and
other quality-of-life i:-.sues. The following
graphic depicts the \Vorld's large:-,t a,·t i've
am1ed force~ along \Vith their general trend
in manpower.
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Personnel Trends for Selected Armed Forces
Decreasing
Greater than

1,000,000

-Author
Unknown
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India
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tE-rAlthPugh the global trl'nd is a steady or
decline in armed forces. the overall number.c.,
of active armed forces can be misleading.
For instance. they do not take into account
reserve clements and their role in national
security. North Korea's reserves total about
--1-.7 million and will be included in available
first line personnel in any major contlict.
Thi:-. represents ahno'>l fik?lr; of North
Korea's male population b<.!tween the ages
of 15 and 50. Brazil has a relatively low
number of active ti.1rccs m about 313.000
compared to the nearly 1.3 million in its
reserve~. The actual trend in manpower also
can be mi~kading. \\-'hen China reduced the
People~
Liberation Army (PLA) by
500.000. it increased the Peoples Am1ed
Polin: by the same amount. thu~ represe nting a shift in forces that remain a potential
re-.,ource for the PLA. It i-; important to note
that any long-range forecasts on manpower
i:-.sul.!s will have to go beyond the numbers
and look. at evolving strategies and doctrines
as well a'> training and readine'>:-. .

~Russian

Kilo bound for China.

particularly puni..,hing for Middle Ea:-.te rn
state-.. severely limiting their ability to

finance large arms purchase'>. Delivery values. which have increa~cd recently as
equipment purcha<.ed in the late 19ROs and
early 199lrs is finally received. \viii
decrease "ignitkantly in the coming years .
Compeution for future arrn'> contracts will
continue to grow. making offset deah and
creative t1nancing crucial in '>U"taining the
market for new armament'> . Secondhand
markets will flourish by attracting cu<..tomers are unable 10 afford new weapon<.. .

-t€t The world arms market is expected to
decline until 20(!2 because of the ongoing

\vorldwide financial crisis . In 1996-97, new
ann'> agreements decrea:-.ed by 1Ylc' . The
drop in world oil prices wa-.; or has been

COP4FIBEf4fi:A:L
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Major Arms Recipients
Saudi Arabia

Turkey

Egypt

U.A.E

Kuwait

Taiwan

China

India

South Korea

Israel

-tsr Defense industries will continue restructuring. Global defense producers will refocus their industrial efforts in two ways. Producers in
I
industrial nations will strive for consolidation and modernization, and I
those in developing nations will aim for selective expansion. Industrial- I!
ized nations, which account for the overwhelming share of weapons
production, will continue to consolidate their defense industrial e~~~~~

---
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Global Defense Trends

C9t.r!BEPHIAl

Projected Most Capable Regional Arms Producers
(excluding the U.S.)
(U) This table of leading regional defense producers is based on a subjective comparative measure of the overall breadth and depth of industrial
capabiUtles projected over the next 10 years. Actual output of weapons
will depend on economies, force requirements, and export orders. The
countr1es are listed in order of importance from lett to right by region; i
cross-regional comparisons are not implied.
I
EUROPE

France

UK

Germany

ASIA

Japan

China

South Korea

SOUTHEAST ASIA

Australia

MENA

Israel

Iran

Egypt

EURASIA

Russia

Ukraine

SUB SAHARAN AFRICA

South Africa

SUBCONTINENT

India

Pakistan

lATIN AMERICA

Brazil

Argentina

Italy

I

iI

(b)(1),1.4 (t)·

- - - - - ---- ---
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Ground Force Trends

Ground Force Trends
( U) Most ground forces are undergoing
Many developing countries
have outdated equipment that is either nonoperational or in serious disrepair, while
their modernization elfons focus on acqui~ition of updated ''Cold War" system~>.
Developed nations are in various stage~ of
modernization but mo~t are contending
with resource competition with other
defense programs as well as domestic
is~ues . Doctrine is evolving slowly world\Vide; however. most nations continue to
adhere to antiquated tactics and practices
mirroring old Western or Soviet modes.
Levels of training and logistics are in tandem with levels of modernization and docLrinal advancement. Doctrinal rigidity can
serve as a brake on making u<,e of new or
enhanced systems. Battalion-level exercises
are the norm for most developing: nations,
and most will lack any proficiency at conducting joint exercises and combined arms
operations.
down~izing.

(lJ) To balance the demands of responding

rapidly to local or regional contingencies
while maintaining a capability to mobilize
for 1arge-~cale war. many state~ are adopting

(U) German infantryman participates in NATO field
exercise.

a tiered readiness structure. They are
maintaining a relatively small but welltrained and equipped portion nf the force
at high readines~. while keeping the bulk
of the force at cadre or pre-mobilization
status .

"The emperor sent
his troops to the
field with immense
enthusiasm; he will
lead them in per·
son
when they
(U) In the less developed world. ground
return."
forces will remain the primary means of
-Mark Twain
armed combat. and many of these force~
will be equipped with more sophisticated

(U) Egyptian armor units, although reasonably well equipped, receive little large-scale
unit training.

-- --------- - -·---- - -- ----- --------- ·----- - -- - -
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Ground Forcr;, Twnds

\Veapons platforms
counterparts.

a~ainst

more modern

( U) The main armament of ground fighting platforms will be characterized by
greater range , accuracy and lethality of
munitions. Globally. ground force devel opment and compo:--ition will begin to take
into account the growing frequency of
armed encounters in urban areas by tailoring forces to meet the demands of thc ... e
contingencies. So potentially usefu 1 arc
cities to asymmetrically oriented military
forces , that opposition furce:-. will withdraw into urban environs and cede the surrounding territory \Vhen faced with U.S.
military intervention .

(U) Czech Army T· 72 Cl prototype.

and capable w~aponry. The actual battletkld dfcctivene:--s of newer system~
will be reduced by persi-;tent shortfalls
in training, maintenance. suppmt. and
low morale; however a unique operational environment can provide a compensating ad vantage.
AlLhough somewhat dependent on
economic constraints. major armies
will <;electively improve their tanks and
lighting vehicles with :
( U)

• Western tire control s:ystems
• night vision device:-• Russian add-on passive or
reactive armor
• threat warning and obscurant
system<;
• active protection systems
coupled with defensive aid suites
(lJ) With such improvements, developing nation~ can extend the battlefield utility of aging and obsole~cent
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(U) South Korean T-BOU tanks.
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Novel Force Trends

Naval Force Trends
( U) The foreign naval threat in the next 20
years \vill range from general warfare
threats in the littoral environment to unique
threat<; found in operation:-, other than war.
Naval warfare will continue to be diverse
and complex because of the variety of
adversaries. '>iluations. and force capabilitic'i that will challenge U.S. naval forces
during the execution of their over:-,eas presence and warlighting missions. The foreign
naval threat will con<;ist largely of older
platform:-, and weapons \Y:-.tem:-,: however, a
growing number of modern. more capable
systems will be available for backtit or new·
construction. No :-.tate will develop the
capability to present a global maritime
threat on the scale of the former Soviet
Union.
( U) Most of the world's neets will consist of
ship:-. not larger than destroyers and frigates.
nlthough a select few will retain or build
smalltP medium-sized aircraft carriers. New
. . hip designs will emphasize improved mullirni::.sion capability. endurance. reduced ~ig
nntures, and increa:-.ed ~ystem automation.

i:'£tThe mine threat will increase asmaritime forces continue to see mines as
cheap and effective weapons against
ships and submarines. Most countrie:-,
will continue to u:-,e <;hip~ a:-- their primary
naval deployment platform, although by
2020 a greater number will use submarine'> and aircraft in the mine-laying role.
There abo will be increasing numbers of
more expensive, :-,ophisticated. propelledwarhead mines. such a<, encapsulated torpedoe". Mine fields usmg such mines will
cover -,igni ficantly greater area than in the
pa:-.t.

"It is not the busi-

ness of a
officer

to

naval
write

books."
-

RADM F.H. Ramsay
endorsing an unfavorable fitness report
on Alfred Thayer
Mahan
in 1893

t'St A number of factors are making
AntiShip Crui"e Mi'><;iles ( ASCMs)
increasingly attractive to naval forces.
including the variety of '>ystem~ available
for purchase, their relatively lm.v cost,
and the improving capability to precisely
strike targets at long range. while at the
:-,ame time countering Jefemive ~ystems.

~The

threat from submarines will be considerably diminished; however, it will
remain important in coastal waters to which
many smaller navie'> are confined. Although
their capabilities continue to decline. Rus'iian :-.ubmarines and weapons will continue
to be the pacing under:-,ea technological
challenge to U.S. maritime capabilities.

~The

threat from torpedoes is expected to
increase a:-, older obsolescent weapons are
replaced with higher quality. advanced torpedoe<.,.
\Vake-homing torpedoes
are
expected to remain the prim:.~ry threat 10
surface ships throughout the next 20 years.
Highly "ophisticated. counter-measurere:-,istant. acoustic-homing torpedoes will
po-.e the predominant threat to submarines.

·····---·-~~~~·~~~~~-~-~~~~···
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French La Fayette Class Frigate is one of the latest in a
generation of stealth ships. If is also available for export and has
already been purchased by Saudi Arabia and Taiwan.

~The
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Naval Force Trend.s

(U) Future Indian Shishumar Class Submarine (German type 209!1500).

SEeREf
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Selected Future Submarines
Operational by 2020

Selected Mcjor Countries with
Submarine Forces in 2020

Country

Russia

China

Dolgorukiy SSBN

Russia

Iran

Korea

Severodvinsk SSN

Russia

UK

Germany

SSBN~P .. l

China

Israel

South Africa

SSN-P-1

China

Australia

Sweden

ATV SSN/SSBN

India

lndta

Pakistan

Algeria

France

Japan

Egypt

Chile

Brazil

Yugoslavia

Indonesia

Type

I

(b)(1) ,1.4 (c)

-----------------------------------------------
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Air Force Trends
(UJ Over the next 20 years, global aircraft
inventories will continue to d~cline in numb~rs, hut residual aircraft will t~nd to he
more technologically capable and lethaL The
incr~ased capability will result in part from
their extended rang~. multi-role mission
capability, and multipk engagement capability. The proliferation of advanced air-to-air
missiles. precision-guided munitions. crui<>e
mis~iles, and --~mart weapons'' also will
increase the defense and strike capability of
air forces globally. Most countries will focus
on modified and upgraded versions of
proven
airfrc:unes.
Overall,
however,

resource shonfalls. training ddicienci~s. and
inadequate Cr. EW. support and maintenance capabilitie<; will limit the combat
effectiveness of most air forces .

"Airplanes are interesting toys but of no
military value."

~Unmanned

aerial vehicles (UAVs} will
- Marechal Ferdibe used increasingly for surveillance. reconnand
naissanc~. and ultimately strike missions.
Foch, Professor of
Low-cost sy~tems. with a flexible payload
Strategy, Ecole
and long time-on-station capability. will be Superieure de Guerre
called on for missions in h1gh-threat situa- - - - - - - - - tion<,. or wh~re sustained coverage is necer.,sary. Today\
advanced
technologic-.,
probably will be off-the-shelf technology in
20:20 and readily available worldwide.

SECRET

Projected 4th Generation Upgraded
and 5th Generation Aircraft
Aircraft

I

Producer

Typhoon (Eurofighter)

Europe (Italy, Spain, Germany, UK)

Rafale

France
France

Mirage-2000
· Su-37 Berk.ut

Russia

Su-30MK1
Chinese new fighter

Russia
China

Gripen

Sweden

___ _j

(U) SU-37 Berkut Fighter.

(U) JAS-39 Grlpen Fighter.

SECRET
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~--- --

Selected UAV Producer Countries

i

Iran
Argentina

India

Russia

Australia

Germany

Italy

- ----- -.. ····--------·-
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Canada

China
France

North Korea
United Kingdom

Japan

Israel

South Africa

--

-
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Atr Defem e rorc12 Trends

Air Defense Force Trends
( U)

Many

nations,

cogniLant

of the

advantage~ afforded those potential oppo-

UNCLASSIFIED
r=•

Most effective

non- Western
1

:

integrated air

I

defenses
through 2020:

I

!1

Russia

China
lran

1

No1th Korea
India

• Growing air
defense threat to
low/slow
unprotected
aircraft
• More sophisticated

MANPADS
threat on the
horizon

nent~ pos~essing superior air warfare
capabilities and faced with the high co~t
of acquiring airborne defenses, will place
a high premium on improving their
ground based air defenses. However.
while across-the-board upgrades in missiles and sensor carJabilitv will occur
'
most sLates wi II he unable to acquire and
field imegrated air defense networks and
systems. which will limit operational
effectivene-;s of the new technologies.

-

~Tactical

SAM technologies will continue to improve. including more sophif>ticated
seekers,
sensor;;,
propulsion.
guidance and control. warhead/fusing, signal processing, and acquisition and tracking
devices. These change~ will place significant demand-; on the countermeasures

development community.

f:5-r Short-range air defen . . e cover:Jge

\Viii

he accomplished by MANPADS. shortrange SAM systems. and AAA systems.
Defense forces will operate these weapons
in highly mobile units, fired by an individual soldier or from speciali;ed vehicles.
Their association with advanced <;urvcillance equipment and C4T :..ystems will
enable these previously limited systems to
be~orne increasingly lethal at providing
pomt defense.

4!+ Air defense laser weapons. capable of
blinding pilot<.; and aircraft optical f.ensors.
and inlhcting structural damage to weapon!-.
platforms. are likely to be deployed by 2020
by Russia and pos!-.ihly China. Some pilotblinding weapons may be deployed earlier.

w

Air defcn~e anilkry (ADA) will continue to augmell! point defense of hi!!h
value targets. Advanced all-weather, night.
and fw. ed-data capabilitic~ will make traditional ADA weapons a durable threat to air
operations throughout the forecast period.
Increased numbers of combined gun and
missile air dd'ense systems \Viii appear,
many through integrating existing ADA
guns and man-portable air defense wstems
(MANPADS) or short-range SAM ~Y'ilem s .

(U) Russian S-300 (SA -1 0) Air Defense Missile System.

------------------- - -- -- ---·---·---------·------------

ns

ADA will increa~ingly be expected to
effectively counter preci~ion guided munitions and cruise missiles.

Bamse
Defense Missile System

- - - - ·---------·----------·---·--·-------FUTURE THREAT 1999-2020
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Missile Trends

Missile Trends
"Since the beginning of
the 20th Century the
whole idea of distance
has changed. This alteration in spatial values
came about in little
more than a single f!f!nerafion... The ruHng tdea
of the Germans in the
conduct of this war
(WWII) was speed. We
(The French) on the
other hand, did our
thinking in terms of yesterday or the day
before."

(S/NT') By 2020. North Korea. Iran. and -

depending on sanctions - perhaps Jraq
\:v·ill likely have joined the ''ICBM Club:·
with a variety of payload options. Pakistan
and India will be constrained from joining
pnmarily by a decision to do so. India
could convert a SLV into an JCBM in 2-5
years given such a decision. China will
have deployed at lea~t two new ICBM systems bv 20 I 0. Proliferation of ICBM sy~
tem~ should also be considered given the
current willingness of such countries as
North Korea to export missile technology.
lt seems more likely now that Iran, Pakistan, and eventually Iraq and other countrie'> of concern may be able to purchase or
indigenou~ly develop and produce components for an ICBM in the next decade.
ba<..ed in part on the North Korean succcs<;
\Vith the Taepo Dong I in 1998.
(b)(1) ,1.4 •
(c) ,1.4 (d)

- Marc Bloch,
Strange Defeat

--1
~----------------------------~

(U) Indian Prithvi SRBM.

~~/ (b)(1) , 1.4

(c) ,1.4 (d)

----~/

(U) Pakistani Ghauri MRBM Missile.

- - -------------------- · - --·
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Missile frends
(b)(1) ,1.4 (c)

Missiles with ranges 3,000km and under are also considered Theater
Ballistic Missiles (TBM).

----------------------------------
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Missile Trends

(b)(1) ,1.4 (c)

~\II -

Tntcn.:ontinental

/ A~--Balli~tic
!
Mi~~ile
IRBM -- lntenncdiatc
Ran<>e
Ballistic
Mis~ile

MRBM- Medium

Range
BallT~tic
Missile

SLBM- Sea/Submarine
Launched
Balli~tic

Missile

TBM - Theater
Ballistic
Missile
LACM -Land

Attack
Crui!>e
Mi~'>ile

ALCM --Air
Launched
Cruise

Missile
SLCM-Sea
Launched
Cruise
Missile

"India has reached a stage
where nobody from anywhere
would pose a threat."
- George Fernandes
Indian Defense Minister
(After spring 1999 Agni missile tests)
-TSrlroq's AI Somoud SRBM will
hove a maximum range of
140km with a projected
payload capability of JOOkg.

SECRET
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~Regional

and cro~~-regional coalitions
will share ballistic missile technologies and
produdion capabilities. Future deployed or
developing systems will have increa~ed
range because of lighter and stronger materials and advanced propellants. Enhanced
accuracy of future missile systems \Vill be
possible by the use of improved guidance
instruments and navigational aids that
already are available or in developmenl. A
few countries may prove innovative in their
launch capabilities. Future contlicb probably will involve thl' use of the~e weapon
system'> with W~tD, including nuclear
weapons.

(b)(1) ,1 _4

(U) The KH-35 represents l?ussio's
most advanced cruise missile technology, and will have both air and
surface launched variants.
- - - - - - - - - --------------------------·-----------···--------------·-----------------------··--------------·----------·----------···--------
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Space-Based Systems Trends
CU l The space sy~tems of 2020 wi II he
much more capable and more widely used
tlu1n the current space systems. Almost 20
years ago, fev.:er than a dozen countries had
national satellite wstem-;. Todav, 2-l countrie~ have them. ,;nd by 201 nearly 40
countrie~ will have their own ~atellites .
International con~onia will have an increasing role in ~pace exploitation and developing ~pace systems. By 2020. more than a
dozen commercial entities could provide
both launch and -;atellite service~. Such
activity will dramatically increase the quantity and quality of space servicesespecially for global mobile satellite communications and space-based imagery available to any country on a commercial
basis. The applicauon of these ~ervices has
the potential to vastly enhance the military
capabilitie:-. of many nations.

S:

fEt Already

under development are private (U) The Sea Launch Program is one of several private
launch capabilities such as the Sea Launch launch enterprises under development. Norwegian,
Project that will use a modified mobile oi I Russian, Ukrainian, and U.S. firms pulled together to
rig. to conduct launches from the SPuth form this consortia, which has entered the testing
phase of the program.
Pacific Ocean. Con'>OI1ia wi II place imagery and geo~patial data platforms in space
and may :-.ignihcantly enhance the tactical
a<.: well a'> a wide a~sortment uf communicommand and control capabilitie~ of forcations platform\. While the tirnelines~ and
eign military units w .. ing them.
rcsulution of commercial satellite imagery
may not be a'> militarily u<;cful as national
-+E+lncreased foreign military ~pace l·apabilprogram~. the number of satellites in orbit.
itics will erode the relative military advanand the quality and quantity of imagery
tages the United States enjoy~ in :-.atellite
provided. will increase dramatically. Curreconnai~sance. communication~. navigarently there are about 200 commercial comti@ . and other :-pace-based capabilitie~.
munication s satellite<; in orbit. By 2005.
However. the U.S. \\'ill remain the dominant
this number could ca<;ily be well over
space power throughout the forecast period.
1.000. This rapid access of information
Ru~..;ia almost ceJ1ainly \'>'ill remain the ~ec
through '>pace \viii change not only how we
ond most capable space pmver Juring this
live but abo will change hnw \Ve conduct
time . Europe. China. and possibly India and
war. The large increa~e in satellites i~ a
Japan, will all vic for the next pmition.
result of the advent of multipl e cnmmercial
ventures for small versatile communicati on~ satellites. The proliferation of such
satellite communtcation.-.; service~ will have
dramatic impact on the communications
jamming equipment.
architectures of many developing nations

- --
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Space-Based Systems Trends

(U) With increasing human presence in
space over the decades to come, "space
weather" will be of greater concern for
operations in space. Platforms will be susceptible to degradation and limited damage
from cosmic sand-si~;e particles and solar
wind. The level of dependency by national
defenses on these space based syi->tems wlll
dictate the level of concern. The issue of
space debris. especially with the huge
increase of satellites in orbit at ri:-.k nf collision, will also be of greakr concern.
(U) Between 2003 and 2005, the Interna-

tional Space Station (ISS) should achieve
full operational readiness - I 00 years after
the Wright brothers· first flight. This
expanded human presence \Vill further
broaden our security interests in space.
Foregoing ISS participation. China probably
will be operating both a small space station
and a suppor1ing i->pace plane by 2015. In
light of the trends projected through to
2020, consideration will have to be given to
the declaration of ~ecurity responsibilities in
this eventual area of respomibility for our
armed forces.

(U) Russian Proton Lift-off With ISS Control
Module.

ground station attack, concealment and
deception. information operationi-> (10),
direct-ascent anti-'>atellite weapon'>, and
directed-energy weapon<>. By 2020. the
number of countries with some capability to interfere with i->atellite operations
almost certainly vvill increase.

"Don't tell me man doesn't belong out
there. Man belongs wherever he wants to
go - and he'll do plenty well when he
gets there."
- Werner von Braun

----------------------
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(U) Conceptual drawing of the International Space
Station.
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Science And Technology Trends

Science And Technology Trends
(U) The dominant trend in both military

and civilian technology in the next two
decades will be the application of automation and information proce~sing technology
to every aspect of professional and personal
life. In the military arena. this will increase
the speed. precision, range, and efficiency
of every action, from targeting to maneuver
to logistics. Even mid-ranked militaries
will be able to u~e commercial off-the-shelf
technology to operate more sophisticated
command and control networks, while
advanced militaries will connect information networh to every weapon and platform
to
achieve
highly-integrated
··network-centric warfare."
(U) At the cutting edge. \veapons ba<;ed on

new physical principles may be available
by the second decade of the new century.
These include electrodynamic weapons.
thermobaric explosives, radio frequency
weapons, and effective ballistic mi~'iile
defense systems.
(U) Tmplementation of very adv:mced
weapons sy~tems and weapons platforms
will proceed at a slower pace, primarily
due to the fact that globally. deknse
<;pending and military R&D remain
below their 1980s Jevels. However. technnlogically advanced cunventional ~ys
kms developed in the J 990s will
proliferate gradually. The~e ~ystems \>.·ill
con~isl primarily of fifth generation
fighter aircraft. space-based reconnais'iance <>ystem'>. stealthy crui 'ie m1ssile~.
armored vehicle'> with active defensive
systems, and artillery/radar systems
capable
of
rapid
counter-battery
responses.

(Ul Barring a re<;umption of hostile rela-

tions among major economic

power~.

it is

unlikely that any nation will invest in the
rapid modernization and fielding of large
numbers of these very advanced sy~tems,
but selected, limited upgrades w·ill occur.
(Ul Key technological innovations with
potential military application include new
bin-mechanical manufacturing processes,
u~ing the tools of bioengineering to mass
produce molecular scale mechanical systems at low cost. By the second decade of
the next century, radically clitlerent tools
for military conflict will begin to develop
from the merger of applied biotechnology,
miniaturization of electro-chemical and
electro-mechanical systems, and the
ubiquitous application of infonnation
technology.
Possible
applications
include:

• Tailored biological agents. di%eminated widely but activated only in
very specific circumstances to
achieve desired non-lethal (limited)
effects on per<,onnelm materiel.

The greatest
surprise we may
encounter is the
fielding of a very
limited high
technology
capability by an
opponent ... that
we did not
anticipate.

"Any sufficiently
advanced technology is indistinguishable from
magic."
-

Arthur C. Clarke

(U) Micro chemical analysis "lob in a pea pod" (acoustic sensor,
vapor concentrator, and compact disc analyzer).

--------·------------------
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An<i Teclino!ogv Trends

• Miniature robotic devices --- sensor'>.
\Veapons. or both-\vith enough computing power on board to ~cnse and
respond to their environment , communicate and receive instructions, and
react to unexpected developments.

Future Advances in Military
Technology that May Result in
Enhanced Threat Conditions:
• Nuclearization and chemical/
biological weaponlzation
• Precision munitions
8 Conventional weapons of moss
destruction
8 Nonlethal weapons
• Information technology and
cybernetic warfare
• Camouflage, cover, concealment,
control denial, and deception
(C4D2)
• Brilliant sensors
• Technoterrorism/technologyaided espionage
• Micro/Nano Technologies

(U) Carbon Nanotubes.

126

• Systems that use or mimic biol ogical
proce:-se~ to generate power (photosynthesi:--.
adeno'>ine
triphosphate
cycle). to move and communicate, and
to sen<.e the environment.
({.!) The availability of advanced sys tem s
on the commercia l market constitute:- a
vast shift from the Cold War era. At that
time we be li eved o ur opponent to be
operationally competent. a-; w·ere we, '>0
the advantage went to the s1de with superior technology and force <.tructure. In the
coming decade~. opponent<> may be able
to obtain almo<,t any c uttin g edge tech no logy or ~erv ice in the open market. Th e
advantage. there fore. \V ill go to the !'ide
that i'> more co mpetent in applying that
Lec hnology-m term s of organilation,
doctr ine. tactic s, trainin g. a nd logistic a l
support- to generate superior force on
the balll e lield .

These developments
signal the rise of a
military technoculture
in which time, space,
speed, and other
fundamental
conditions are
radically changed.

(U) f?obotic Surrogate.
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Global Technology Comparisons
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•

Leads in 47 of 93 .;)l.nJ::o~;•~;;,~

•

At Parity in 26

UNClASSIFIED

Nine Critical Technology Areas
• Semiconductors

•computers
• Aircraft
• Space
• Telecommunications
• Advanced Manufacturing
• Advanced Ground Transport
• Advanced Materials
• Biotechnology

--l

:

•

H-M Space Boosters

•

High-Speed MAGlEV

•

Ceramic Matrix Composites

-fetThe U.S. and its allies are in a very
favorable
pos1t10n in
term s of
advanced technology developmen t. a
factor that will continue to impact military developments. The graphic lO the
left depict'> 9 critical technology areas.
Potential adve rsaries recognize their
general kchno logical disadvantage in
most of these areas and will seek to
overcome this deficiency by actively
pursuin g opponunitie~ for technology
transfer. developing asymmetri c and
asynchronous means to counter tec hnologically '>Uperior force s. and developing ni che capabilities designed to
counter specific technological components of U. S. and allied forces.

•
•

Ceramic Matrix
Composites

"Let me assure you,
you will not see people
fly."
Minister Milton Wright
(father to Orville and
Wilbur)
September 1903

- --- ----------------------------------------- -- ---- ·-- - FUTURE THREAT 1999-2020
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VI. Future Warfare
Overview

Overview
(U) Although the fundamental purpose of warfare is unlikely to change in the
decades ahead, the conduct of war will be far more complex than it is today. Many
armed forces will operate predominately with late 20th century armaments, but with
a smattering of technologically advanced weapons and platforms. This condition will
present significant challenges for the U.S. military, which will operate against a wide
variety of weapons across the entire spectrum of conflict. Limited conventional
warfare remains likely at the regional level, but even there the rapid urbanization of
much of the developing world will create a new dynamic with which lJ.S. forces must
contend. The dynamics of future warfare will include the decisions and actions of
technical managers as well as warriors and political leaders who use the technology.
Future war will involve individuals, groups, and states with unique capabilities to
pursue their strategic goals and interests.

"There is only one
principle of war,
and that is this.
Hit your enemy
as hard as you
can, as fast as
you can, where it
hurts him the
most, while he's
( U) New applications of warfare will complicate this turbid situation. The lessons of not looking."

Operation DESERT STORM and subsequent operations in Southeast Europe have
not been lost on our adversaries, who in the future will be far less likely to array
conventional forces or fixed unprotected targets against the United States. Instead,
these adversaries will choose to employ asymmetric and asynchronous forms of
warfare against the U.S. and our allies. Terrorism, weapons of mass destruction,
information operations, and infrastructure ""·arfare are just some of the more
prominent examples of asymmetric forms of attack. The potential for anonymity in
asymmetric warfare further complicates the problem, for in most instances a degree
of time is required to establish a perpetrator's identity, forcing the lJ.S. into an
increasingly asynchronous condition in terms of a response. The more asynchronous
the response, the harder it becomes for the U.S. to make a strong case in the eyes of
world opinion, thus jeopardizing victory in the battle for the observing public's
perception.

- Sandhursf RSM

To Cadet Wavell

(U) The combination of new and traditional applications of warfare. as well as the
technological redefinition of the notions of speed and tempo, space, time (technotime
- where things happen much faster than in the past), and distance, are forcing a
radical change in our doctrinal concept of '"battlespace." The result will be a nonlinear and highly interactive environment in which our adversaries, although
nominall,Y weaker than the U.S .. will attempt to gain circumstantial advantages.
Understanding this new dynamic of war is thus critical to understanding the future
threat.

UNCLASSIFIED
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Bafflespoce

Battlespace
UNCLASSIFIED

(U) The doctrinal concept and the reality

of battlespace has and is changing. Space
(area), time and distance have taken on
different value:-. because or the nature of
weapons and the tempo of modern military operations. The pervasive nature of
the electromagnetic environment, the use
of exoatmospheric space and the undersea
inner environs in operational warfare, and
the evolution of cyberspace as an ekmenl
of the environment and a:-. a dimension in

which to engage in conflict, have all contributed to this change.
(U) U.S. capabilities. when juxtaposed
against potential enemies. seem powerful.
indeed. dominant. However, circum:-.tantially our adver-;aries can (and willJ
achieve some technical or procedural
capability about which we must know and
be able to counteract in advance of its usc
to preclude unnecessary casualties. threatening conditions. and surprise.

Understanding the new dynamic of war is critical to understanding the future
threat.
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The Art and Dynamics of War
(U) The foundations of war may not funda- that combine the mass and 11repmver of a
mentally change, but the functional con- late-20th century force with some moreceph and the nature of war constantly take advanced systems and concepts.
on new dimen~ions, increasing in complexity as technology and geopolitical cir- (U) Future opposing force~ will be hard
Each
passing pressed to match our dominant maneuver.
cumstances
evolve.
generation contribute~ to the evolution of power projection. and precision engagewarfare with advancements in technology, ment capabilities. Mo'>t would prefer not
weapon<;, tactics, and doctrine. These to engage in traditional conventional \varchanges are integral to the evolution of fare with the U.S. But in actual combat sitbattlespace. From ~ling shot~ in the Gaza. uations, the degree to which these force~
£o advanced infantry weapons firing both
pose a threat \\'ill depend on a number of
high explosive and kinetic energy round~. factors. Such factors include the ability to
to war in cyberspace. all must be consid- absorb and apply key 2ht century techered and understood in order to effectively nologic~. which will be crucial to combat
function in the current and future cnntlict performance. as well as h) overcome defienvironment. The dynamics of future war- ciencies in training, leadership, doctrine,
fare will include the decision~ and actions and logistics. A~ with any combat sceof technical managers as well as the war- nario, the specific operational-tactical ~itu
riors and political leader~ whu use technol- ation and the geo-political and natural
ogy. Future \.var will involve individuals environment will also be ~ignificant facand groups who seek simple survival. as tors in overall performance.
well a~ individuals. groups.
and state~ with uniqut' capahilities to pursue their strate- "War is a brain-spattering windpipe-slitting art."
gic goab and intere~ts.

-Lord Byron
Over the next ten t o - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - twenty yt'ar~. some nation~
will wive to augment their
rnas ... -dnd-rnaneuver
force
-;tructure with selected highend capabilities, wduding
WMD and m1ssile~. satellite
reconnais~:tnce.
precJ<;IOJl
~ttiJ...e sy.,tctm. global positioning, advanced air attack
and air defense systems. anJ
advanced anti-<;urfacc ~hip
and undersea wad'are capabilttie:-.. Il b likely that in any
large regional conflict beyond
~010. U.S. force'> will face
'·hybrid'' military opponents (U) French soldiers test the prototype PAPOP (Future Individual Armament)
~UJ

multi- weapon/multi-ammunition system.
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present significant challenge!-. to U.S. mission SUCCCS'>.

"The leader must not permit himself to be paralyzed
by this chronic obscurity. He must be prepared to
take prompt and decisive action in spite of the
scarcity or total absence of reliable information. He
must learn that in war, the abnormal is normal and
that uncertainty is certain."

(Ul The dy namic and diverse global condi tion , the near-univer-.al recognition of U.S.
conventional military superiority. and the
age-old interplay between war and peace.
threat and response, offen-.e and defense,
and military art, science, and technology
are fundamentally changing the nature of
the threat'> we face. and the nature of warfare itself. lt is nearly impossible to predict
precisely how these factor<; \Vill play out - in terms of the motive-.. vulnerabilities.
capabilities, timing, locale. and technological sophistication of specific threats. Nevertheless, by recognizing vital U.S. intere~t'>.
under'>tanding why people. leaders. and
state'> engage in \'varfare, and acknowledging the interaction between a potential
enemy's goals. capability. intent, and will,
it is possible to discern the outlines of a
new threat paradigm and to assess emergin g warfare trend<; and methods.

- General George C. Marshall

We can expect
future warfare
to be a subtle
mix of forces
and
ambiguous
conditions and
circumstances,
where complex
strands of
activity weave
through the
fabric of the
place and the
time and the
people, and
where nothing
is simple or
clear... clarity
of purpose for
military activity
may often be
lost in the
whole cloth of
current events,
and future
plans may only
be dreams ...

(U) One of the key issues we must work to
overcome and to guard against is technology
surprise, where an opponent is able to
develop. acquire and use a technology that
may give them a circumstantial (lethal)
advantage, which we did not anticipate.
Under the nght conditions, their quantitative
capability. combined with '>ituational
advantage'> - e.g. initiative. limited objective'>, short lines of communication, familiar
terrain. time to deploy and prepare combat
positions. and the -.killful use of asymmetric
and
asynchronous
approaches-will

(U) Palestinian youths use sling-shots against Israeli soldiers in the Gaza Strip.
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Toward
An
Uncerlain
Future
NEXUS
~ U)

The future conthct environment is
multi-dimensional and non-linear and
exquisitely ambiguous. There have always
been a host of factors influencing the specific nature of conflict. Throughout hi:;.tory,
national wilL geo-political and socio-cultural factors, political direction. technology,
elements of military power. military force.
and economic strength have all worked
simultaneously and interactively to atiect
how and when groups of people have

UNCLASSIFIED

engaged in \Vati"are. These interwoven factors. taken a<> a whole. are in turn affected by
the external environment, and the <>pecitk
context in which they are operating:. to produce the fabric of a potential cont1id environment. In the decades ahead, space. time,
distance and other elements of the dynamic
of war will continue to he altered through
technological innovation. thus changing !he
relative importance of individual factor:-- and
intensifying the overall nature of the conflict
dynamic. and ultimately driving u~ toward

an uncet1ain future.
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"He who tries to
be strong
everywhere is
strong nowhere."

-Sun Tzu

CONFLICT SPECTRUM
(lJ) Th~ range of contingencies on the chmt
above cover~ the generally accepted spectrum
of conflict in which the U.S. could become
involved. The items on the left of the chart are
not only mo'>tlikely to occur, but are activities
in \Vhich we arc engaged today in a variety of
place<, and ways. Those items on the f~u· right
of the ~pectrum. limited and global nuclear
wm·, are not only unlikely to occur. but if they
did occur they would so radically alter the
global condition that the traditional constmcts
would no longer apply. In the middle of the
chan is a break that separates the kinds of
conflict that arc more likely and those that are
less likdy. International tem)lism can be
expected throughout the spectrum of cont~ict.
and will remain a nu~jor transnational political
and societal problem. but primarily will influence conflict at ihe lower end of the spectrum.
Similarly. infm..,tmcture/infonnation warfare
and chemical/biological wmfare tran~cend all
the categories of conflict shO\..,n. In future

conflict<;, some form of chemical or biological
warfare is probable. generally within the context of very limited use and very restricted
kinds of conflict. A'>ynchronous and a'>ymmetric warfare are ancient in origin: however.
recently we have developed a much better
doctrinal understanding of their impact. Due
to our militm-y '>uperiority. adveP.>aries are
likely to engage in asymmetric fonn<; of wm:fare, and the naLUre of asymmetric warfare
often dictates an asynchronous response. For
the foreseeable future. these conditions will
innucnce the way in which the U.S. is challenged and the way in which the U.S.
responds. Finally, the activities listed in the
lower-left hand comer of the chart repre~nt
non-traditional employment of U.S. military
forces . Whether or not one agrees philosophically with their inclusion among military missions. they are a reality and potentially impact
our ability to tield combat-ready force'> at any
particular moment in time.
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INDUSTRIAL-AGE
WARFARE
(U) Well into the next centurv. industrial-

age warfare will survive as on~ of the main
elements of conflict. Indeed. indu~trial-age
militaries will abound. althou~rh <.;ome ,,·ill
have advanced niche capabilities and componenh. The ma<.sing of conventional
forces will occur on the battlefields of
future regional conflicts, but not to the
degree that has occurred over the past 200
years. Less developed nations may seek
asymmetric- although not necessarilv
high-tech-- means to counter the domrnance of their opponents and will rely on
more affordable means provided by nontraditional means lO deter. defend or attack
or defend against adversaries. This COJTelation exi~ts in potential future hostilities
between Iran and Iraq or India and Pakistan
over the next 5 to I0 years. Beyond 2005.
nuclear deterrence probably will play an
increa-;ing role for these and other adversarial relalion"ihips. Limited employment of
small conventional forces will occur with
much greater frequency than will mass
eng<~gemenl'>. The'>e limited employments
will be more indicative of local conflict
involving <,lates and group~ that are ddicient in su~tainment and power projection
capabilities. They will engage in <,horter
duration contlicts \v1th intermittent clashes
involving small numbers of ground and air
assets. Battles on the \Vater \viii continue to
be primarily limited to coastal and riverine
environments. For the fnre.~eeable future.
guerrilla tactics and terrorism will play a
majur role in limited engagements or Jow

(U) Iranian armored unit near Afghan border.

"Don't ignore the yesterdays of war in your study
of today and tomorrow."
- Douglas Southall Freeman
intensity contlicts. and in some '>ituations,
··hit and run'' operations will he the only
state of play between warring faction<,. Air
power and mi'>'>ilc'> will constitute critical
strike capabilities in nearly. every. imaoinb
able conlhct.
(U) Industrial-age warfart: will remain prob-

lematic for the U.S. and it:'. pa1iners as diplomats or military leaders are required to
intervene through peace brokering and
enforcement. Some lm.v-level conflicts will
be rand have beenJ overlooked becau<,e they
may not be easily addre<;sed or lack suffi-cient magnitude to V.'<:UTant international
attention. This phenomenon cmTies with it
the ri sk of <.low build-up to confiict escalation, expan-;ion to neighboring states, refugee fkl\VS. and internal genocide. Becau<;e
these type.-; of unstable environments will
tlouri'>h in the next 10-20 years, U.S. force<;
will continue to be involved LO -;nme decrree
in this often local and low level~ yet
dangerous -- form of conflict.

URBAN WARFARE
(U) By 2020, '>lightly more than half of the

>world's population will live in urhan or
built-up region'>. The challenge to ~ocicty
from large-scale urban lones comes not
merely from the concentration of people
but rather the inability of infrastructures to handle the large numbers. In
le'>s developed region!-. in Africa,
Latin America and A'>ia. new urban
dv.:eller~ arrive with few "ikill~. little
education and without the ba':.ic ceonomic wherewithal to survive and
thus contribute to the dy<;functinnal
nature of the urban center. This situation provides for a very complex
environment for military operations . Future operational force"

-------·---- -- -- ---------------------- ·- -- - -------·----------------·-- - -- ---- -------- ----·--- -- -- --
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deployed to '>lll'h areas will need to be
trained and experienced and to underst and
the dynamics of the urban construct. The~e
forces will have to function not only in and
around large structures but in the more dift1cult surroundings of '>hacks and <>hanty
towns. The~c slums can become epicenters
of instability disease, hunger and at times
di scontent and conflict.

Q: "Can you tell

me how battle
works?
A: "Well, in my
opinion battle
never works; if
never works
according to
plan ... The plan is
only a common
base for
changes. It's
very important
for everyone to
know the plan so
you can change
easily. But the
modern
battlefield is very
fluid, and you
have to make
your decisions
very fast- and
mostly not
according to
plan."
Q: "But at least
everyone knows
where you're
coming from?"
A: "And where
you're going
more or less."

~In

the future, forces deployed to urban
or built-up areas will have to cope with a
potential spectrum of play e rs that includes
in surgents, re fugee s, criminals, g.overmnental authorities and the core citizenry itself.
The nature of the env ironme nt, and the citizen 's knowledge of that environment. will
complicate or assist U.S. actions, e<,pecially
intelli gence, log istics. and peace keepin g
operation<,. Potential targets will be fluid
and hard to single out, increasing the risk of
target mi~ide ntiflc a tion and collateral dam age. Arcane information ~uch a<; the location and capacity of water mains, e lectrical
conduits. telecommunicati on cables etc. will be vital tn engaging forces. giving
them a tactica l and pe rhaps '>trategic advantage . During 1993 operations in Mogadishu, Somalia. ho~tile targets included
garages . old factorie~ , and fo rmer hotels.

-t€+-The u~d'ulne~'> of conve ntional military
equipment will be limi ted and in ~ome
ca<,es a liability. The Ru~sian~ found this to
be the case in Chechnya. where armored
UNCLASSIFIED

- Gen Dan Loner,
Israel Defense
Forces
Commander
Golan Heights,
1973
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vehicles \Vere frequently de ft'ated hy the
effecti ve U'>C of ~mall arms and improvised
weapons . In urban wad'are. low-tech problems will not easily be solved with hightech solutions. T he majority of the <,upport ing infra ~tructure for military ope ration~
will have to be tran'>p011cd to the area of
ope ration~ because of the high probability
that the indigenous infrastrul'ture wi ll be
insuffici ent or no n-ex i'> tent o r caught up in
the conflict. ln short, urban warfare \Vill
complicate tactical procedure-; and log_iqic
con~iderations and tax personnel reso urce s.
and will present difficult political and
human problems for us to so lve. Therc is a
hi gh probability that U.S. forc es \vill
incre:lsing ly be deployed to urban environme nts over the nex t .-. evcral d ec ade ~ .

ASYMMETRIC AND
ASYNCHRONOUS WARFARE

(U) South African infantrymen deployed in
Lesotho's capital city of Maseru.
--···- -- ---------···---- ------- --

(U) Mumbai suburbs.

--

-----------····------------···------

(U J Asymmetri c warfare is the current label
fo r a pradice as old as \Vaiiare - attack the
enemy's wcakne~ses, perhaps with unex pected or innovative means. while avoidin g
hi s strengths. lf done \Vell , a'>ymmetric
attacks arc unexpected and diftkult for con-
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"Hence that general is skillful in attack whose opponent does not know what
to defend; and he is skillful in defense whose opponent does not know what
to attack."

-Sun Tzu
vcntJOnal military forces to counter.
Because of our dominant military position,
the U.S. and our allies are likely to encounter asymmetric strategies a~ weaker adversaries attempt to advance their interest<; and
avoid a direct miliLary engagement on our
terms. At the same time, the llnited States
enjoys many asymmetric advantages over a
potential opponent, notably rapid decision
and execmion cydes, high operational and
~trategic mobility. preci sion deep strike,
and superior battkspace awareness.
A:-,ynchronous wadare involves a preselected or delayed attack on an adversary.
taking advantage of the passage of time to
develop a strategic opportunity or to exploit
a future vulnerability. Human or technical
assets are strategically placed well before
the actual confrontation sometime<; years
before. In a delayed attack. often an act of
reprisaL the operation is carried out after an
offender has lowered his guard. momhs or
even years later.

(U) Sekcted defensiVe asymmetric strategies include deni al and deception. the use
of underground facilities, and the threat of
N BC weapons.
(b) (1) ,1.4 (c)

Denial and Deception

(U t

(S~In

One classic case of asymmetric/
warfare occurred 111 1995.
Egyptian terrorists attempted to as~assinate
Egyptian President Hnsni Mubarak in Addis

~ U J Although foreign capahilitie-.. are expected to continue to improve over the
next 20 years, the scope.
pace, and qualitative level of
the~e improvements \Vill vary
among countries.

The warfare
against
Serbia in
the battle
over
Kosovo will
be the
perfect
reason for
the Serbs to
seek
revenge in
the future ...
that is their
heritage.

r-------------,

/ / (b)(1) ,1.4 (c)

a.~ynchronou~

M(1) ,1.4(e)--

~
~

Ababa

__

-------------

Ethiopia.
-~

------ --.

I

Hs/J>4F) This improvement
will depe nd lm foreign countries under<,tanding of U.S.
strategy, doctrine. communi-

-

____

-:-:'!Their mission was ckar from
the start: to identify the be~t location fwm
which to launch a te1Torist ambush again~t

........,.

Pre<;ident .Mubarak'<; entourage during the
1995 Organization of Aflican Unity IOALTI

meeting, which \Vas to take place in Addis
Ababa. Similar asynchronou~ activities surround Lhe bombing of the U.S. bmTacks in
Daharan. Saudi Arabia in I 997 and the 1998
embassy bombing~ in Tanzania and Kenya.
- ----------------·-·---------·------ -- -- -------·- --- · - -- - - -- - -S!CR!f/f~OfORP4
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(b)(1) ,1.4

(b)(1) ,1.4 (c) ,1.4 (e)

cations. and capabilities; availability of
financial resources and technical expertise:
acce~-.s to foreign as~-.istance or comm,n·i·tl
D&D kchnolr)O\" ;md mnlivnlinn r
(b)(1) ,1.4

/These countries will

~--~--~~~~
mcreasmgly mtegrate automated informa-

tion system~ and the Internet into their

D&D plans. The expanding availability and
timeliness of the Internet also will provide
states with an ettlcient mechanism to
dJrectly target the perceptwns of key U.S.
and allied civilian and military decisionmakers and to bypass the conventional
intelligence cycle.

(b)(1) ,1.4 (c) ,1.4

~~/f)l¥') Russia will continue to empha~ize
proteclion of its strategic nuclear forcec,,
WMD programs. proliferation activities. and
.
R ussw
. a Iso WI·u
a dvance d mtTttary proJects.
continue to improve its post-Soviet information <..ecurity and related countern1easure
controb as it becomes used to a more onen
societv.\

/D&D acttVlllCS in
<;upporl of Iraqi, Iranian. Libyaq, Pakistani,
and Indian WMD programs will continue to
' (b)(1) ,1.4 (c)
---------------------------------------------------------------------··--------------·---------------------·-----------
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be national priont1es. In particular, No11h
Korea will continue to develop D&D mea~ures in support of its WMD program. and to
complicate and degrade U.S. and South
Korean indications and warning capabilities.
Other countries will increasingly represent
D&D challenges over the next :20 years. a<,
will nun-state actors. terrori<.:t organizations,
organized crime, and nan:o-traJlickers.

UNCLASSIFIED
BAGHDAD BUNKER
Sh.ekers design<Hi by Swiss or
Gennan companies reportedly
were bulk under several official

Underground Facilities
(q)(1) ,1.4 (C)

~

I

!Increasingly. rogue states

L,-:u-1d~o~t~l1-er_n_a~t1-o-n--'s of critical interest to the

U.S. are digging deep into mountains and
below the surface of the eanh to conceal
and protect key program~ ----- particularly WMD and missile delivery
'iystems- as well as leadership.
command. control. and conununications. Many countries also house
strategic military production operations in tunneled facilities. In addition, countries such as Rus'iia,
China, North Korea and Cuba lll[tke
extensive use of underground complexes for storage and operational
launch sites for ground. naval. and
air a:-.<,ets.
(

(b)(1) ,1.4 (c)

(1) ,1.4 (c)

--------------------------------------SECRET)~JQFQR~J
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Iraqi Asymmetric Planning
(b)(1) ,1.4 (c),---- - - - -- 1- - -- - - -

(SIHF' Russia, China. and North Korea and
some other states (Cuba, Libya). already
have well-established deep underground
infrastructures. Over the next two decades,
they
wiJJ
slowly
carry
out
new
construction- probably in support of
upgrading or replacing current underground
facility infrastructure considered vulnerable or outmoded. and also to support new
follow-on high-value military programs
such as WMD and ballistic missiles.
(b/~Jf)

The continuing growth of deep
underground facilities in fran. Syria, Libya,
1ndia and Pakistan and the initiation of
deep underground facilities in Iraq currently only known to possess shallow
underground facilities- is expected over
the next two decades. All these countries
have burgeoning WMD and ballistic missile programs. and they continue to incorporate deep underground facilities into
these infrastructures. As more countries
commence or expand NBC weapon programs and missile capabilities, the number
of underground facilities to conceal and to
protect strategic asseh is likely to grow.

Nuclear, Biological, and
Chemical Warfare
(U) The likelihood of a chemical or biological attack - and to a lesser extent. a
nuclear threat - increases with the changing nature of warfare and the recognition

th at asymmetric responses to conventional
military dominance can achieve measurable
results. Actual or threatened usc of NBC
warfare places significant stress on both
troop morale and national decis ionmaking
confidence. Protection measures against
NBC warfare attack<; make it difflcult to
carry oUL military mi ssions because they
restrict vision. add weight and time. and
increase stress. Further logi'>tic burdens are
added by the need for decontamination
equipment. detection gear, and specialized
reconnaissance devices and vehicles. Training is a precursor to effective counter NBC activity. and few nation s have effective training programs .

INFORMATION OPERATIONS
(U) As information technology becomes
ubiquitous in military and commercial
applications, efforts to attack or manipulate the opponent's information systems,
and defend one's own systems against
attack, wi II become an increasingly important part of warfare. Attack'. will occur on
the information in the -;y ... tern s as well as

(U) Connlcts In the
future are more
likely to Involve a
chemical or biological component.
· -- -- - -- - - - - -------- -------
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(S/NF> lraq has modified its L-29
trainer aircraft
inw unmanned
remotely piloted vehicles (RPV) ::.uitable for ··suicide'' \one-way) sorties.
Some of Iraq's L-29 trainer aircraft
have been equipped with spray tanks
that could be fitted for biological
warfare tBW) delivery. A low-altitude RPV detected at the outer limit
of radar could rekase a BW agent
within range of the target before
being intercepted. Alternatively, the
RPV could lay down an effective
BW agent from beyond the radar
horizon. Even if an RPV were intercepted and destroyed a few kilometers out. it still could produce a lethal
cloud of BW agent that could drift
over operational forces.

- -- -- -----------------
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on the macro-system and the human users
of the &ystems. Information will be subject
to destruction and manipulation in order to
achieve political. economic, and military
objectives. The ultimate target will be the
decisionmaker<> and planners who use the
information and information systems.
infrastructure
factor in the
future security environment. As more and
more aspects of politicaL economic. and
military life around the world are embedded in the GIL concerns about the reliability. privacy, and safety of computer
networks will continue to grow. In the
United States, the GII is :-.ubsuming the
national information infrastmcture (Nll).
According to a recent study. the basic functioning of the United States as a ~overeign
nation in terms of its ability to protect the
lives and livelihoods of its citizens is at ri:-,k
because of our increased dependence on the
electronic information technologies that
make up the Nll.

,,.·.

:::·.

((J) The global information
1Gil) will become a central

(U) Over the next two decades. nations will

increasingly empha~ize ro offensive and
defensive strategies. doctrine. ami supporting measures. resulting in a significantly
increased 10 threat to U.S. interests from
other states. Managing ri'>h associated
with protecting the Gil from TO attacks \Viii
increa~inglv become a lonn-term
\!lobal
b
.___
is<.ue.
.....

.I

(U) Information Operations Environment

hacker conference'> and on computer bulletin boards on the Internet. These hacker
tools have become increa~ingly user- - - - - - - - - - •
friendly in the pa~t 5 year~. New means for "Invisible does
surreptitiously inserting malicious soft- not mean unreal."
\vare into computers are becoming more
widely known among hackers and others -David G. Chizum
intere~kd in attacking information "YStcms. In addition, encryption technology
needed to mask the~e computer network
attacks and malicious programs is readily
available on the Internet. tvloreover. creating computer chips emhedded \Vith malicious code no longer requires billion-dollar
microelectwnic'> factories.

(~/~[!l)

U.S. information system~ are continually being attacked in the fonn of
probes and intrusion'> for infom1ation and
vulnerabilities bv unknown sources~ 111
(

.4 (c)

1) ,1.4 (C)
• .

I several terrorists groups
L-a-nd-.--n_a__,'t,_H_)_n_s-a,...,I,.,_e---1. now n to be deve 1oping
computer intrusion capabilities. Hacker
tools. including computer virus and pa'>:-,word cracking programs. and the knowledge to apply them, are widely available at

J

The nature of the
.__at:-:-t-ac'·k_m_a_y-va_r_y__-.d1e-p-en_d..,.ing on vvhether the
attacker i-. hostile or merely attempting to
'>teal U.S. technologic'> for economic gain.
Numerous advanced nation-stale" are
capable of mounting :-.ome level of 10
attack, and their capabilities will cominue
- - - - - · - -.......
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where pby<.ical acce~~ i~ possible. Other-;
could rely on international prmt and radio/
TV broadcast media to manipulate public
opinion in ~upport of <I political victory
when a military victory j,., not P('~~ibk. The
Vietnam war period. Somalia and t)ther
recent conJhcts have prnvided ~ome goud
example'-' of using media influence ro
manipulate public opinion.
(g/~lr)

ln the realm of TO. milnary facilities will not b~ the onlv tan~eh att<lcklxl bv
the adver~ary; much of the national infrJ-strudurc that direl'lly supports milit,lrv
operations may be vulnerable.!

- -

(U) Computers are increasingly important to managing
complex systems and processes ... and will be
increasingly subject to attock.
(b)(1) ,1.4

The tcchnolog)' ba~c curremly
in tb~ kchnu--info world will
provide the information tool:-; for .~ophi~ti
cated 10 attach on the Gil. In the fmurc,
China. India. Singapore. South Korea.
Indone,.,w. and lVIalay~ia wi II more th<m
likely add h) tht' production of the.~e information ll)nl~. Virtually every nation
involved in espttmage i~ ~eeking t(J aplt)il
cornpukr net V/Ol b.
tl)

irnprov~.

pr~valent

"640K ought to
be enough for
anybody."
Bill Gates,
1981

(S/?H'l The techm)logy required for 10
attacks agam<.t and un the digital .;,uperhighway,; l'Ontinues to bet·nrnc increa~ingly
capable. available. and a(fordabk. Moreover, some ~trategic aspect-- of 10. ~uch as
p~yl'i10lug!cal oper,ltil'm and D&D. do not
depend on advanced technology directly.
Small high -po\v.::red micmwaw device.;,
and electronic warfare ianuner.;, arc cummercially :1'-'ailabk.\

rAnother area to be targetea nughl llc the relia1Ke of financial
markets and m~tltutiuns on inh)nn~ltiPn
technology. Economic l<tQ,;th l'UtTently
attract a great deal of talent and re:~ou rces,
and economic irhlitutioos '>pt·nd correspondingly large amount<; l>Il deknse
against surh attack'>.

I ...

( U 1 The mu.;,t dangerou~ awnue.;, ~1f information attack are from tho~e with ph_vsical
<ll·ce~s to frit'!Hlly intimnatinn ~ysfl'nh. The
Unikd State~· f!l\'all'..:;t vulner<1bilitie.-;
rem am:
•

Tru~ted

insiders. able to att<l,·k rrom

within and gain n.pandctl <lt'Ct'~'

without auth' >lv:ation
• Equipment tn<'dificati<>!l dming tran~
port or storage
• Physical attach again<:! key cumponcnt<; or node'>
• Nctwnrk p~netration, inciudinr thdi
of dat<t, in'>l'rtinn of d1~ablin,g <;nft\Varc, or ..:·overl modificatlnn of (_iat;1
to decei\\.~ C>r misdn-ect

(b)(1) ,1.4

ILPw--tech

~~~~~~--~r-~----~~

cxplo~tve.:;

may aho be used to de,.;troy

c0mmunic"l!{)fl'>

i'acditic'>

m

location<;
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• Ekctnm1~.-·

att<h:k

l'Otnmunit·ation~

again~!

'-t'nsnn,,

linJ...s . nr k.::y node..,
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VI. Future Warfare
Categories of Conflict

• Sophi-.ticated cyber-altacks, including autonomou~ software agenh.
logic bombs. etc.
• Perception management of decisiorunaker~ , policy maker'>, and the populace

Cybernetic Warfare
t U 1 A new threat i~ growing in importance
and incidencc. In ~ome ways it bears the traib

of what might be called a form of .. techno-terrorism.'' Cybcr-leiTOrism involves improper
and threatening use of infonnation systems of
all types to cause offensive and defensive conditions that preclude the effective. e1licient.
and applied use of those systems. fmportant
aspect.-.. of ro are carried nut in a dimension of
lhc batlll'<;pacc called cyberspac~:.'. in which
the ""weapons'' are adver:-.arial ~ystems or
applications. and ammunition is usually electron'> that are direcLCd in a hostile manner.
1lJ 1Thi:-. fom1 of warfare \Viii grow in impor-

tance a~ new methods become p(h'>ible. 1()\,
evolution is multifaceteJ and diverse. Fundamental t() virtually all offen~iv~- or defensive TO is the idea tlwt infom1atil)l1 can be
affected in \\ays that ~· an be advantageous to
an advocate and damaging tn an adversary.
Thi'> type ()r warfare ddie'> traditional rule:-.
of time and distance. '>peed and tempo, and
:-.it.e or ... cope or oppo~ing elements.

(U) The ubiquitous computer: A Brazilian soldier works at a
terminal with off-the-shelf software.

INFRASTRUCTURE
WARFARE
!U) A nation's or suhnation<Jl entity's critical
infrastructure generally compri'>e:o- a fevv ~ig
nificant componentl>: telecommunications,
banking :.~nd finance, mdustry. water. transpnr1ation. energy (distribution a~ well as storage). emergency '>Crvices, and continuity of
government. Linkage'i and interdependencie~
among: many of the~e component-.. could significantly increa~e the impact of an attack on
a 'lingle component. Threats to critical mfrastructure could include tho'>e from ~tate~.
independem or state-,;pon:--ored groups. International and domestic terrorist'>, criminal elements. computer hacker:-. and insider~ .
UNCLASSIFIED

( l' J Adver'>dry infonn:.uion operation~ 111
peacdune "'no -e< lllflh.:t'' circumstam·e<, may

be mor~' ci viJ-cri minal than 1111litary-ad versary. Thi'> brings an <ldded degree ul' complexity tn thl' U.S. natipnal respon<,e to
MJCh an event. hkntify ing the perpetrator of
an 10 attad. can be lllflicult and u ~ ually
will c<m-y with it numernu<, legal and procedural conct'rrl~- The freedom fwm legal
resppn-.;ibi] it it'S i'> ()lle rae tor th:J.t makes ]()
itlectl lor tran~natinnal dctors.

--

- ----·--··--·······-·-····-

UNCLASSIFIED

-

Threat to critical infrastructures.
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VII. Outlook
Overview

Overview
( U) The ll.S. will remain the dominant global power for at least the next two decades,
but individual nations wiJI pose circumstantial and conditional challenges to U.S.
national interests. Despite an enduring strategic nuclear weapons threat posed by
Russia and China through at least 2010, the conventional threats facing the U.S. will
be of a decreased order of magnitude. This near-term strategic hiatus prov·ides a
breathing space in which the U.S. gains time at a reduced risk.

(b)(~) , 1.4 (c)'

!

(€/NF) Russia and China contain vast resources and challenge the U.S. for opposite reasons: China because of its military and economic ascent, and Russia
' (b)(1), 1.4 (c)
because of its decline in the same two areas.[
- -- - - · ·
I
~ran, Iraq, and North Korea are also potential threats to the U.S.,
primarily due to their inimical stance towards the U.S., and their pursuit of weapons of mass destruction and systems to deliver them at great distances. In addition
to the threat posed by individual nations, a host of transnational threats, some of
the more prominent of which were outlined in Chapter Three, will exacerbate the
global security environment.
This primer has focused on the
main line of thought, essentially providing our best estimate. There are, however,
alternative outcomes possible
for any region or circumstance, and some of those with
significant global or regional
ramifications are outlined in
this section. The one constant
in this sea of change is that the
underlying turmoil and uncertainty in the security emironment
will
continue
to
necessitate the worldwide
employment of U.S. forces in
low-intensity conflict environments and nontraditional roles
including peacekeeping operations, humanitarian assistance. and the evacuation of
U.S. and foreign citizens in
rapidly deteriorating internal (U) U.S. Marine guards humanitarian aid supplies destined for victims of
situations.
Hurricane Georges.

1-

-
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Key Challenges to the U.S.

Key Challenges to the U.S.
NATIONAL THREATS

long as the current political leadership
Signiticant change is likely within
the next five years, with the worst case
being major theater war.
~urvives.

~

(b)(1) ,1.4

-+S+China: China will continue to prioritize
economic reform and development, but
military modernization will proceed at J
steady but gradual pace, re~ulting: in acros~
the board improvements from a very low
baseline. Hrm:ever, China is still 20 years
away from Lleveloping large-~cale regional
threat capabilities.

-4o!+ North Korea: Worsening economic
and intenwl ~ecurity situatiom will ~teadily
erode Pyongyang's conventional military
capabilities, but WMD. missiks, artillery,
and SOF strik.:- option~ will remain viable

146
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Iraq: Despite being con<,trained by
sanctions and other Jnmestic '>ecurity
is~ucs for the next fc\v years. Iraq will
remain militarily capabk relative to the
GCC. So long as effectiv<.' sanctions
remain in place. Iraq will L"ontinue to
downsize and comolidate its military. test
UN/coalition resolve and capabilities, and
have onlv limited abilitv to procure \VMD.

··•

#+Iran: Econolllic. political, :mel social- · (b)( 1) ,1.4 (c)
demographic problems will constrain fran\
conventional rnilitJ.ry developmem over the
next two d<.'cades. but expanding WMD,
missik, anti-~hip and terrori.-..t capabililles
\Viii
create
asymmetric/unconventional
threat'>. lr<m is a long-term regional problem.

j
{

Kev Challenge_c, to the U.S

TRANSNATIONAL THREATS
-fS-;-Thc Uni1cd States \\'ill face a variety of
tran-;national
danger~:
IWntraditiunal
thrl'ah to U.S. interests .-..lemming from a
variety of mainly t'Xtrago\'ernmemal entitiks and conditiom that tran~cend international border:- . The Jnll~t important nf the ..;e
will be termrism. migration and refugees,
rc~l'Jurce ~carcitic:--. drug trafJicking. and
transnational crime.
TerrPri.-..m. lol·ahzed conJ1ict. and a~ym 
mdrichsynchn.l!JOU<; warb.rc will Clmstitu!c our biggest ongoing problems.
Asymmctrida~ynchro11ou~ warl~1rc will llllt
be limited to natinn--..talt's, as nnn-state
actl'f'> will takl' adv~mtage ot ~uch mca<;urc:-tl' attack a11d counter the United State~.
t U)

(U) Bolivian coca eradication efforts.

~

Over tht· 11c>..t 20 yc.tr:-. impo11:mt
advLmn's 111 technology \vill provide the
potential for many cnuntri.:.'> to :.tcquirc l'r
dnelop significa11t niche capahilitie-, that
will pose a circum-..tantially increa-;ed
threat to U.S . forces. The fl'chnnlngit~S mmt
l1kely tn p1cst'lll :~uch ~·halkngt'S will be
nuclear. radJOiogic<il. biological. ;l!ld cht'mtL'<il weapons: hallistil· and cruise mi~;;ilc~ :
dcfen:-.ive .~y~tellh, especially air dt'f'en~t'~:
~IandolT weapon~:

and nutonomous

~pace-based

vehicle~

( l.'J Through continued ad\'anccmt'nb in
information technnlot!Y and tdecornmunications. dc\'eloping natkm~. group~. and
tndividual'i will havt· an improved undo:r~tanding of the global conditi~m. They \Vill
become nwre cogni1ant of their relative
standard of living and \\·ill demand more
from their lc<.tdcr~. Tht:-. information-driven
euln('lllic detennini-..m l'llUld haw a positi.,.e intluenn· on political and CL'onumiL·
reflmn dfnn:- or a negatih~ inllucnce nn
countervailing a~pcch l)f the region.

sy::--1\.'m~:

and munitllm'>.

(U) Nepalese communists protesting the ruling
regime.

(U) A self-employed Bangladeshi woman conducts
business via her cell phone.
- - --
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VII . Outlook
Aliema five Futures 2000-2020

Alternative Futures 2000-2020
(U J The future security environment described in this Primer
encompasses the outcomes that
seem most likely, given our current
knowledge of economic conditions, technology trends, and the
national prioritie<.; and threat perceptions of the major and regional
powers. Forecasting is a notoriously
inaccurate busine%. however, and some
trends could produce significantly different
outcomes than those already depicted.

shoulder" view. However. such economic
strength is possible only after a long
period of international cooperation and
outside invc<;tment. Thu~ a strong, hostile
China is only possible in the latter part of
the forecast period.

Russian economic/political collapse: Russia\ failure to cope with the

( u)

ongoing economic and political crisis
results in a \leady decrease of central control over the regions, particularly the hinterlands. Most of the regional rulers are
authoritarian as well as extremely nationali<;tic. They are xenophobic and ho~tile to the
West. The remaining vestiges of a central
government continue futile efforts to control
resources. Most worrisome is the total loss
of control of the military/!'>ecurity forces and
defense industries. and proliferation of
WMD and critical technologic!'> .

Strong, hostile Russia: Toward the
middle of the for~cast period, successful economic reform promote<; the re~urg:ence of
national power. Russia tlnances the regeneration of it-; military capabilities and pushes
new R&D. Although it \Viii not relllfn to
superpower status in this time frame. Rus~ia
is quite capable of regional power projection.
(l.J)

(U) Strong, hostile China: After great
economic success and increasing regional
influence, China remains disillusioned by
perceived U.S . opposition and containment and holds a collective "chip on their

{b)(1) ,1 .4 {C)

At the U.S. Embassy in Beijing, Chinese protest the
accidental bombing of the Chinese embassy in
Belgrade.
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Alternative Future s 2000-2020

(b)C1) .1 •

,~

•..•

I·-·-_ _

~

tU >

Strong,

coherent

Europe:

European economic integration finally succeeds in fostering greater political cohesion.
A centr:1l European government is able to
develop and implement a robust European
Security and Defense Identity. Europe i'>
les<, dependent on U.S. leadership -though
not hostile to the U.S. - and is more indc~ndent in its actions throughout the world.

(C\bJfi Intra-European conflict: The
50 to 70 years of peace end-. between major

(U) Serb policeman aims at Kosovo Liberation
Army troops.

European power:-.. Major disagreements
over railed economic integration. the BalJ..:am, the Aegean. or other friction points
result in m~~jor political/military tensions .
There is a breakdown of consen<.,us on secttrity o~jectives. natit}IJalist agenda<, sur~e.
and open economic competition among
European powers increases accordingly.

reaction of competitive currency devaluations. The G7 ic.; unable to cope. and protectionism rises around the globe. Enthusiasm
declines for marhet reforms and U.S. lead ership face., greater pressure. New and
shifting alliance~ develop. and there i:-. a
global ~hift away from the Bretton Woodsera economic and tlnancial arrangement~ .

\u 1 Increased power of hostile nonstate actors: Criminal or terrori~>~ organi-

(til Strategic anti-U.S. alliance: Two

t:J.tions undergt1 a major increa~e in size
through the acquisition of resource<., and congruence/merger of political. L·ommercial, and
criminal ttwvcments. These groups have
greater acce"~ to high techtl\}logy and
advanced weapon:-. and strategic mtormation
technology. They are ~:cntrally motivated by
ho:-.tility to the li .S. t)r We<.t . It beL·ome<.
increa:-:. ingly djfllcult to trace the ir ~·onneL' 
tions t)r distingui!--h them from kgitimatt' and
non-kgitimate activitic~ and organilatiun'>.

tC'>fF) Collapse of international
structures: The JMF. World Bank. and lJN
are broug ht down by a cornhinatinn of failures and inadequate financial <,uppurt. Skepticism increa"es due to their ineptne'>~. and
the collective approach to economidpoliticallsl)cial problems falb out of fa.;,hinn .

(u J Global recession leading to significant economic transformation:
Several key states fail tn implement necessary ... tructural reforms resulting in a chain

---- - · -···· · · · ·· ·-------~-- -·· · ······· · · · ·-------···· ··· ·· · · ·------ -
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or more major powers 1Europe. China,
Japan, Rus<,ia . India ... ) JOin togdher to
oppose. undermine. and counter lJ .S. Jeader~hip, pO\\·er. and policie:-. around the globe .

(u 1 Emergence of anti-U.S. leader or
Th~:.' perL·eiwd dominance of
U.S./\Vestern ideas. in..,titution~. culture,
prl'sence, etc. gives rise to a n ·ami-Amencan· ideology that evenwally enjoys wide :-.pre<ld -, upport as an effecti ve coumerpoint
to U.S. dominance and provide<. a ~trate gic
'ct}incidence of i nleresl· among di~parate
individual:,, g roups. and ..;tate<, .

ideology:

"Gentlemen, I
notice that there
are always three
courses (of action)
open to an enemy
and that he
usually takes the
fourth."
-von Molkte
the Elder

<U) Removal of key U.S. allies: One or
several key pro-U.S. leaderc.; or regimes fail
e ither through n:.~tural death. political ~uc
cessions, coup~. or economic cullapse. U.S.
acce s'- lt1 resources. market s. ba<oe..... and
other strategic facilitie <; in the affected
region is severely curtailed or el irninated.
Diplomatic etTorts are hampe red - bt)th
re gionally and globally ··- in the ah:-.encl· nf
the compliant partner.

------- · ·········-- -----·------- - -······------------ ·-- -- - - ------·---------- -····- -- - ----······· ····-··-- - --
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Over The Horizon
(U) Jw;t over the horizon arc numerous cirand situations that could alter
our projections for the long-tem1. One of
the mo~>t important issues is the dismal outlook for solutions to the underlying causes
of smaller scale contingencies ·-- which
provides plenty of challenges to forecasting
the future. Yet another is the millennia!
effect, which carries a low probability but
with a potentially collective high impacL
The evolution and outcome of these events
require dose scrutiny.

cumstance~>

high tempo of operational activity. A wide
variety of operations, such as peacekeeping, peace enforcement. counternarcotics.
noncombatant evacuation~. humanitarian
operations. and routine training and presence operations. \Vill place U.S. and allied
forces at risk. Operational environmems
will range fi'01n relatively benign to nonpermissive to overtly hostile.
(lJ) Although there has been an increased

effort by many nations to train and equip
dedicated forces for nontraditional operaLions. the burden for projection and su'->lainability will fall on the \Vestern countries.
Declining defense budgets in many countries will further narrow realistic involvement to a select few. led by the U.S.

(b)(1) ,1.4

(U) Sierre Leone NEO.

OPERATIONS IN THE LOW
INTENSITY ENVIRONMENT
(U) For the next 5 to 10 years. there will be
no relief for U.S. forces li-um th.: current
---------------·····------·----- -------------------------·-----------
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THE NON-LINEAR DYNAMIC OF THE MILLENNIUM
UNCLASSIFIED

·,mfMJLLENNIUM 8
:fExPE~JATIONs,i ·

(U) The upcoming arrival of the ne\V millennium (Dec 1999 - Jan 200 I) i~ likely
to be more than just another year pa.,sing,
instead providing a catalyst for disturbances in economic. social and political
venues, the extent of which is difficult to
anticipate. The Y2K computer problem is
perhaps the most immediate manifestation
of this period. The networkc;>d effect of
widespread computer failures could have
tremendous consequences for the delivery
of ba~ic services, especially in developing
countries that have purchased advanced
-;ystems, but do not maintain the expertise
to correct or manage such problems. The
Y2K issue is also usdul in illustrating the
multi-dimensional character of the millennium dilemma , for there are those who
perceive what are essentially computer
- ------ - -

UNCLASSIFIED

-

-

chip design limitation:, as having greater
~ocietal or even religious ~igniticance.
Additionally, there is a "'millennia]
expectation .. and a fear of the unknown
linked to some religious beliefs that
attribute deeper meaning to otherwi~e
natural or random events. For example.
destructiv~ weather phenomena and natural disasters that would be ~een simply
as tragic events at any other time will be
invested by some with apocalyptic implication~. These factors, in conjunction
with incidental events and unintended
con-,equences. may combine to produce
a net effect that could result in localized
violence . This millennium angst could
last up to two years given the discrep:mc ie s over the definition of when the new
millennium actually begins.

- ------------ - - - ------- ---

---------•

"There is absolutely
no substantive
reason to withdraw
large amounts
of cash. But we
all know that
sometimes human
actions are not
based on logic."
- Norman D'Amours
National Credit Union
Administration
Chairman
----------

--------------·--·---
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Time Line: 1999- 2020
(b)(1) ,1.4

START II
Scheduled
Implementation

Et:

Accession

•

Competition for Resources
Grows ... Conflict Occurs
I
I

International
Space Station
IOC
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Time Line · 1999 - 2020

(b)(1) ,1.4 (c)

Potential Political/Ethnic/Social
Instabilit~ Spike

•
Initial Major
Nanotechnology Development

SECRET

Global
Condition
Is Changed
by a
Yariety of
Changed
Circumstances

Radical Global
Cultural Change
Begins

•
FUTURE THREAT 1999-2020

This time line
highlights selected
events projected over
the next two decades.
It is not
Military
meant
Events
to be all
inclusive.
Political
Events
Other

153

Ponderables

Ponderables:
Those possibilities that one can imagine, but about
which there is no clear evidence or supporting data that
would prove their existence. However, historical data often
"prove" the possibility.
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Flash Back

Flashback

s.whaf experience and history teach is thisthat nations and governments have never
learned anything from history. or acted upon
any lessons they might have drawn from if."
- Georg W F. Hegel
... ... .,··
---------·· ··· ···-------- ------ ···---------
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t.

"Politicians may . ~. pretend that the soldier is in no different position
any other professional. He is, he serves under an unlimited liability and it
is the unlimited liability that lends dignity to the military profession ...
there's also the fact that military action is group action, particularly in
armies ... the success of armies depends to a very high degree on the
coherence of the group, and the coherence of the group depends on the
degree of trust and confidence of its members in each other/'
-

·. -·:

General Sir john Hackett

·.:;·-.

''It is simple enough to tell fortunes if a man dedicates himself
to the idea that the future will inevitably be worse than the
past and that time is a path leading nowhere but a
place of deep and persistent threat. "

-

Charles Frazier,
Cold Mountain
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